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constant difference both with respect to
and weight. The average weight of
JOHN X. GILMAN, Kdilor,
a Freuch head of hair (by which is meant the
long hair that forms the knot at the
PUBLISHED AT 82} EXCHANGE STREET, BY piece ofthe
back of
head) is five ounces; of Italian,
Tlii3 difference
N. A. FOSTER & CO.
six ounces; of German, ten.
has much to do with its color.
The chiffonhiers who go about in Paris,
The Portland Daily Press is publishod at
morning and evening, picking out prizes from
$8.00 per year in advance.
have not overlooked human hair.
TheI Maui State Press is
published every the gutter,
Thursday morning, at $2.m)q>er annum, in advance; By tueir agency he combings ot the fair Paris$2.2i, il paid within six months; and $2.50, if payienne are returned once more to the human
ment be delayed beyond six months.
head; no doubt there is a dust-heap odor the
hair merchant knows well.
Rates of Advertising*
But there is another kind of hair about
One inch of space, in lougth of column, oonstitute
which there is a great mystery. A grim smile
a “square."
passes over the features of the hah merchant
$1.56 pet square daily first week: 75 cents per
as he tells you that the
woek alter; three insertions,
long “leech” of hair
less, $1.00; continuoilier day after first week, 50 cents.
(for that is the trade name for the small parfcseyery
Halt s pi a re, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
cels in which they are done up for sale, alter
week, $l.oo; 50 cents per week alter.
as
Under bead of “Airo-SEMEN'TS,” $2.06 nor square being prepared and cleansed) is known
As he draws attention,
churchyard hair!
P«r week; three insertions or less, $1.W.
first
week,
“Special Notices,” $2.00 per square
with a certain subdued manner, to the squared
$1.00 per square after; three insertions or loss, $1.50;
end of the “leech,” you perceive that they have
ball a square, throe insertions, $1.00; one week,
not beelKait, but pulled out of the head with
$1.A).
the bulb adherent; sometimes this class of
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every paid
hair comes to market with pieces of the scalpfirst
insertion,
•f tiie State) for $1.00 per square for
skin at the end. How this hair is obtained is
and 50 tents per square for each subsequent insera
mystery which the trade does not care to
tion.
fathom. When we so often hear of the deseSpecial Notice* at the usual rates.
cration of churchyards, and the shovelling
tap- All Communications intended for the paper
should bo directed to the
ICditoe op the Press,
away of the old hones and decayed cofiins, we
and those of a business character to the “Pubmay perhaps make a shrewd guess at the
lishers.”
It must
source from which this hair oomes.
JOB PRINTING, of every description, exehe remembered that hair is almost indestructcuted with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
on
tiie Otiioe or Papor promptly tram-acted
applica- ible. The beautiful wig of auburn hair now
tion as above.
in the British Museum had lain in the tomb
of a Theban mummy for upwards ol' two
thousand years before it found its way to
the national collection, yet that hair is as
Friday Morning, Oct.
fresh as though it had just come from the
hands of the hair-dresser, and the curl is so
The Haunted Ship; a true Story—as far as it
strong in it that it cannot be taken out even
Goes.
by the application of heat. Churchyard hair
is brought into the market by home as well as
The following narrative is by Washington
foreign collectors, and we cannot help suspectIt
is
not
included in his collected ing that the grave-digger is no mean member
Irving.
works, and therefore will be new to most of of that craft.
ne isugiisuwomau very rarely sens ner nair,
our readers.
she must be reduced to the last condition of
The world abounds with ghost stones, but it
before she would consent to this sacriis exceedingly difficult to get them at first hand; poverty
fice. Rut there is a class who are compelled
that is to say, trom persons who have actually
to do so. There can be little doubt that the
seen the ghosts; this may be the reason why
majority ot the long English tresses come
fallen
have
into
with
the
somediscr:dit
they
from the heads of criminals.
dubious. I onee, however, heaid a story of
Raw hair comes from abroad in bales tied
the lriAd from one who came within an ace of
up in “leeches,” and containing hairs of varibeiug an eye-witness, and who believed in it ous lengths. The first step in its preparation
most honestly. He was a worthy captain of is
to cleanse it of its oily matter. This is done
the sea; a native either of Nantucket or Marrubbing it in fine sand, which completely
tha’s Vineyard, I forget which; at any rate, a by
absorbs all the fatty matter it contains. It is
place noted for its breed of hardy mariners. I then carded by hand—the
workman throwing
met with him in the ancientcity of Seville, havthe lock of hair with
rapidity over the
ing anchored with hi3 brig in the Guadalquiv- iron teeth of the card, great
and speedily reducing
er, in the course of a wandering voyage. Our
it to a regular smoothness. The next step in
conversation, one day, turned upon the won- the
Is to select from the different “leechders and adventures of the sea; when he in- es” process
the different lengths of hair they contain;
formed me that, among his multifarious cruisthese lengths are then matched with others;
ings, he had once made a voyage on board of a and in this manner the “leech,” as ft is offered
haunted ship. It was a vessel that had been
for sale, is perhaps the product of a dozen
met with, drifting, half-dismantled, and with
heads. The manufacturer has two markets to
flagging sails, about the sea near (he Gulf of supply—the demand for simple uncurled locks
the
between
mainland
and
the
Florida,
Baha-_ lor the purpose of plaiting, <fcc., with the natma banks.
Those who boarded her found her ural
hair; and curled hair, for the needs of
without a living soul on board; the hatchways
the wig and frontrmakers, and fur the thouwere broken open; the cargo had been rifled;
sand and one fashionings in which hair-dresthe decks fore and aft were covered with blood;
sers now tempt our blooming belles.
The curl
the shrouds and rigging were smeared with
is permanently fixed by twisting, the hair
the same, as if some wretched being bad been
round tor a considerable time in war
massacred as he clung to them; it was evi- tightly
ter.
dent that the ship hajfl been plundered by piThe golden luir is now selling in England
rates, and, to all-dffipearanee, the crew had for twelve
to fifteen shillings the ounce, or at
been murdered and thrown overboard.
about three times the price of silver. Rut
The ship was taken possession of by the
there is a rarer hair still. Youth and beauty
finders, and brought to Boston, in New Eng- in the race of
vanity are outstripped by the
land ; but the sauors who navigated her to
age. Gray hair is in such demand that dealport declared they would not make such an- ers are
obliged to eke out their stores by reother voyage for all the wealth of Perm They
sorting to mohair. Fine gray hair is now
had been harassed the whole way by the ghosts
sold in
for a
an ounce, mainly
of the murdered crew; who at night would for the England of guinea
the perukier. As soon as
purposes
come up the companion-way, and the forecasthe precious material falls into the hands of
tle, run up the shrouds, station themselves on this amiable functionary, al t claims it for its
the yards and at the mast-heads, and appear
own, and the price ascends to tabulous heights
to
all the duties of a
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perform

ship.

nad resulted from this ghostly
seamanship, the story wa3 treated lightly, and
the vessel was fitted out for another voyage;
but when ready for sea, no sailors could he
got ready to embark in her. She lay for some
time in Boston harbor, regarded by the superstitious seamen as a fated ship; and there she
might have rotted, had not the worthy captain
who related to me the story, undertaken to
command her. He succeeded in getting some
hardy tars, who stood less in awe of ghosts,
to accompany him, and his brother-in-law sailed with him as chief mate.
When they got fairly to sea, the hobgoblin
crew began to play their pranks. At night
there would be the deuce to pay in the hold;
such rackatjng and .rummaging, as lithe whole
cargo was over-hauled, bales tumbled about
and boxes broken open; and sometimes it
seemed as if all the ballast was shifted from
side to side. All this was heard with dismay
by the sailors, and even the captain’s brotherin-law, who appears to have been a very sagacious man was exceedingly troubled at it. As
to the captain himself, he honestly confessed
to me that lie never saw nor heard anything;
but then he slept soundly, and when onee
asleep, was hard to be awakened,
Wotwithatanding all these ghoitly vagaries,
th a ship arrived sately at the destined end of
her voyage, which was one of the South American rivers under the Hue. The captain proposed to go in his boat to a town some distance up the river, leaving his ship In charge
of his brother-in-law. The latter said he
would anchor her opposite to an island in the
river, whore he oould go on shore at night,
and yet be on hand to keep guard upon her;
hut nothing should tempt him to Bleep on
board. The crew all swore the same. The
captain could not reasonably object to snob
an arrangement; so the ship was anchored opposite to the Island aud the captain departed
ns no narm

his expedition. v
For a time all want vjjell; the brother-inlaw and his sagacious comrades regularly abandoned the ship at nightfall, and
wept on shore; the ghosts then took command, and the ship remained as quietly at
anchor as though she had been manned by
living bodies instead of hobgoblin spirits. One
nignt, however, the captain's hwther-lnJaw
was awakened by a tremendous storm. He hastened to'the shore. The sea was lashed up in
foaming surges; the rain came down in torrents—the lightning flashed—the thunder
It was one of those sudden tempbeUowed.
ests only known in the tropics, The captain's
brother in-law cast a rueful look at the poor
tossing and laboring ship. He Baw numbers
of uncouth beiugs busy about her, who were
oolv to be descried by the flashes of lightning
or by pale fire3 that glided about tbe rigginghe heard occasionally the piping of a Doaton

gwain’s whistle, or the bellowing of a hoarse
voloe through a speaking-trumpet. The ghosfs
were evidently trying to save the ship; but a
tropical storm is sometimes an ovor-match
for ghost, or ghobUn, or even the-himself.
In a word, the ship parted her cable, drove before the wind, stranded on the rocks, and
there she laid her bones.

When Hie qaptaiu returned tom his expedition up the river, he found iiis late gallant vessel a mere hulk, and received this wonderful
account of her fate from his sagacious brother-

iu-law. Whether the wreck continued to be
haunted or not, he qouia not inform mq, and
I forgot to ask whether the owners recovered
anything from the underwriters, who rarely
insure against accidents from ghosts.
Such is one of the nearest chances I havq
ever had of getting to the fotmtall»=he«H of a
ghost story, I have often since regretted that
the captain should have been so sound a sleepaud that I did not see his brother-in-law.

er,

The Market fcr False Hair.
WHERE THE “WATERFALLS” COME FROM.

The Scottish Laborer.

While the English lad,

twenty

little more than

till he has saved as much as will furnish a
small cottage, for which, however, the couple
have often to look too long, and it is often one
of the worst as well as the commonest stories
of peasant life that their loves during the delay are not entirely platonic. The young man
before resolving to many, has no doubt earned
a considerable sum, but it may not be sufticiontto buy a oow as well as to fhrnish a house,
aud in that case masters frequently lend the
money necessary for the purpose; knowing
that hi two, or at the most three years, the
debt may be declared off by retailing portions of
the wages, and that in the interval the cow
can be its own security.
The young ploughman thus genera ly starts free.
He knows nothing of brokers or brokers’ bills; of the club
he is in total ignorance, and he never feels the
the “Jfrown Hear.”
Nature deals alike with Sandy and John,
and their wives, if hot equally prudent, art
equally prolific. Iu the days ot Ireland’s populousness and pauperism there was a certain
period of the year when the old crop of potatoes was exhausted, and the new had not yet
come in, which poor Pat used to call the “July

WORSTED GOODS!
PRAY &

CLOAK AND DRESS BUTTONS
every Style and Variety.

CLOAK

ORNAMENTS,

in Jet and Steel, very rich.
Laca and Linen Collars; Thread. Smyrna and Maltese Laces; Lace Veils; Cambric Edgings and Inserting* ; Belts and Belt Buckles, with everything new
and desirable in the H ancy Goods line.
We make no pretensions to selling goods for less
than cost,our goods being new and desirable; but
we will sell as cheap as the same quality of goods cau
be bought in the city.
Believing it will be for your interest, as well as
ours, we invite “you all” to call and examine our
stock.

PRAY
ABE

THE

&

have their

way—he begins

to toil

about 55. and seldom continues to hold his
place as a regular hand much after 00. But hq
Continues to work fit what is called an orra
man; that is, ho does all sorts of mid jobs about
the farm, and frequently ploughs, which, to an
adept, Is the easiest of all works; and thus he
goes on for some years, finally dying iu har-

comes

known in the trade as church hair. “In visititing a wholesale hair warehouse and manufactory lately,” says the Review, “we were
shown some of these vestal tresses fresh from
an English cohvent.
Vanity of vanities—its
next appearance will be on the lie head of
some maiden of Belgravia.”
Hair merchants, by long
experience, have
acquired prolieicncy m judging at the nationof
of
this
One
the largest dealarticle.
ality
ers in the trade in England declares that he
could tell in the dark the nationality of any
piece of hair. This is done either by the
Home nations have
sense of touch or smell.
I
much coarser hair than others; indeed, there is I

ness.—[CornhiU Magazine.
Great

WARE’S
we

St.,

day in

turn out every

WHERE
(Sundays excepted,)

THAN ANY HOUSE IN PORTLAND.
Second to None in Style and Finish.

j™™'

Hay 3,

For Sale.

FIRST CLASS STEAM SAW

MILL, in
A lentofworking
the River
order, situated
New Brunswick.
St.

M. II. REDD Y, Proprietor.

B. B.

Olapp’g Block, Congress St.,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Where you will find a good assortment of all the various patterns ol Case and quality manufactured by
the Company.. Machines sold at this office will be
kept in good repair one year tree ol charge. Thorough instruction given at the office. Machine fittings,
Silk, Threat!, &e., constantly on hand.
t3T“Particular attention given to repairing Wheeler Sc Wilson Machines,
Call and

see

the best

chasing.

Family Machine,

before pur-

WM. M. TOBEY.
Agent for Maine.

July 29—eod&w3m

NOTICE.

& WHITMAN’S,
No. 5 Free St.

FROST,

Furniture!

And all the varietiss usually leund In

Fancy

Goods

None but the best workmen employed, and tho
the best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had
long experience
in
manufacturing custom work in this city, has

LARGE

REPAIRING neatly done
Sept 12—dtf

W. S. BAKER &

CO.,

CHASE, CRAM

General Commission

EXECUTED

IN

THE

the day, by the week, or
by Special Contract.
Correct estimates of cost of Painting made from
measurement, aided by a judgment, matured by

BY

twenty-live years’ practice.

City

or

Address:

R.

£<. PALMER,
No* 1101 Federal Street,
Portland, Maine.

octl3dtf

retain this as a First
your patronage.

HAVE this (lay admitted as Partners W. C. DwiNal and C. H. Tacr.; and future business will be
continued under the firm name of

Prices!

Class

to establish and
House.
We invite

HUDSON,

CAUTION, CAUTION,

CAUTION!

Corn Starch !

Oswego

Situated

in

ona

popular use for food, has been counterfeited
by some unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation of their style of packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will s«e
that every package is marked plainly,

Kinpsford’s Oswego
Aug.

flourishing Towns in Cumberland
County; contains between forty and
STOTKKiAjr fifty aoros of excellent land, good
—Buildings, good Orchard, <Ssc., &c.
Persons wishing to purchase, or having City property to exchange, would do well to Inquire ol the subscriber for particulars, and get a description of said
firm, belore looking elsewhere. A good bargain
guaranteed if sold within thirty days.
45

C. A. KENNARD,
Green Streot, Portland, Maine.

Any

Kind of

Boxes !
Boot,

Packing Boxes,

made of i, 5 or j inch lumber, at short notice, and at
the fewest pricet, bv
S. T. SHANNON, Saco Maine.
Saco, Sept. 19,1665.
sep20eod2m

Mrs. Susan E.

Ac

To Let.
GENTEEL Brick House, containing nine rooms.

L__

.._»

MECHANICS’ HALL.

1TTIPT.T.

___

B

»

:__A_

Loring,

66 and 58 Exchange

Street,

PORTLAND,

SCHOOL

Sept 8—dtf

BOOKS,

SCHOOL BOOKS,
-At-

WHOLESALE
SHORT
56

A.

AND RETAIL.

&

LORIXG,

& 53 EXCHANGE STREET.

23—d2ni

NOYES

N.

&

SON,

No. 35 Exchange Street,

PORTLAND

MAINE,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

FURNACES, RANGES,
Cooking,

FURNITURE

RICH

OP

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Magoo Furnaces and. Stoves.
solicit53F* Orders from the Country respectfully
*
ed. Job Work done to order.
augUdti

For Tickets to all points West & South West,
APPLY TO THE

90

Exchange

Street.

KJf™ Fares from 64 to 67 lower 'da- the Grand
Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt.
| WM. FLOWERS.
Trunk

Broadway, NewYork.)
E.

Eastern Agt.,Bangor.

We would
ine our stock

invite all to
respectfully
of
before

pbRTLAND.

Black and

HBB

V«Uki

exam-

“Gem” Linen Paper Collar!
True

tlie

readily.

The trade can be supplied at all times, aud in any

quantities.
Also, have

on

hand

as

good

an

assortment

and

GENTS’

Drawers,

FURNISHING

As can be found, which will be
the Tery lowest jobbing prices.

WOODMAR,

GOODS,

sold to the Trade at

TRUE &

CO.,

Hundred

Coat, Pant and Vest Makers !
Wanted

Immediately.

DEERIFG, MILLIKEF & 00

,

5$ and 60 Middle St.

I

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

81.23,

k

SILKS, SATINS, VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

Sept 1—d3m

Widows Wood Society.
Annual Meeting of the ‘‘Portland Widows
THE
Wood Society,” for the choice of officers and the

transaction of such other business

as may legally
bef re them, will take place on WEDNESDAY
EVENING, Oct, ssth. at the Banking Boom oi the
‘‘Five Cents Savings Bank,” corner of Middle and
Plumb Sts., at 7 o’clock.
SAMUEL EOLFE, Sec’y.
Portland, Oct Id—dtd

come

F i

h

s

Dollars !

CO.,

PLASTER ERS.
PLAIN AND OHNAMKNTAL

STUOOO AND MASTIO WOAAfES,
Oak Street, between. Congress trd Free St*.,
PORTLAND, M*.

HENRY P. WORCESTER,
GENERAL

Commission and Forwarding
MERCHANT.

to issue

policies

Dwelling

on

Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

MARINE

INSURANCE.

Iusuranco on HULLS, CAROOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
Marine

to

give us

a

call.

New York Estimate or the International*
As

an

indication of how
we

lake the

City

this Company stands AT

business of 10ft

Companies

and Agencies, named in the Treasurer's Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1804, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Comand the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
behind the International in point of patron* e in
this City.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fa<‘t, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
and s illful management oi this sterling corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead of scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a quarter to a half century.
CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE. Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 166 Fore Street, Portland, Me*

John W. Munger & Co.,
Agents.

formed

a

Copartnership

PLUMMER & COLE
ave this day purchased
Store recently occupied by

the Stock and taken the

Wholesale Grocery h Comm it si on Bnainess.
We are now prepared to offer the former customer*
of Messrs. C. & S., and the trade jeni rallv, a carefully selected nssortm-nt of Flour,
and Groceries on ns favorable terms as can be lound
,,1“wh8reJ. M. Pt.ttwweb,
Geo. E. Cole,
1805.
get3-Swd*w
Portland, Sept. 27,

on

Office.—No. 12 C&Jopbell’s Wharf.
_

iy Consignment* solicited.

Norfolk, Va.

Refer*, by permission, to Messrs Me tis. Lowell St
Senior; Uevrlah & Pearson; John Dcnnl* & Co.;
Clark, Road & Co., Portland, Me.
maygMem
Leave Your Demands for Collection
and Collection Office,

-Vo. 164 Middle Street.
Jan. 13—dti

Portland.

WM. JESSOP & SON,

MAINE.

Manufacturers

Steel

l

And Import era ot

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Painter,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

IB./EB.GfF.OF
And other Norway an 1 Swedes Iron.
Milk Street, Boston; and §1 John Street, New
York.
aj)32t]6m

117

Partlaad* Malar#
Work executed in every part ol the State.
juncldtf

P.

C.

REMOVAL!

KIMBALL,

MANUFACTURER

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite Manufacturers* and Trad*us* Bank.

OF

Joseph. Bradford,
Manufacturer oI and Dealer in

PORTLAND, ME.

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers'

Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass,
junettf

and Calkers’ Tools, <&«■..

Sale

TRUNKS, VALISES
—

AND

—

Traveling

Bags*

!

Has Behoved from his old stand In Union Street
to No. 200 Fore St., where he la prepared to till all
orders far Carpenters’
ami other Tools, oi tho
very best quality, at short notice and an roaaonablo
torms.

51T“JVb. 200 Fore Street.
June 16—dtf

| Manufactured and for sale Wliolosale and Retail bjr

&

DURAN

PIANO

BRACKETT,

liv

All orders in the

city or

irom the

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,

and

Tailor

Draper,

EXCHANGE STREET.
MamUacttirefl to order ant], hi tlie host manner Military and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.
99

SINGER’S

MACHINES!

SEWING

Piano Fortes,
with all the modem improvements, which they tan
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We have iua e arrangements, also, to
koop an assortment ol New York awl Boston Piano
Fortes, amoiijr which are

Stein way <£■ Sons, of New York.
Instrtnnents sold by us are warranted to nive

All

aattslautlon.
l’iauos to be let, and ’unln, done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN hilWAKUS & CO.
March 8^-ddtwtt

Housekeeping Goods!
AT ELDEN £

CO,

TRUE &

__

Pattern**,

Shirt

FROM

MEASURE,

By CHARLES CtJuTIS A CO.
Mobtos Block.
Mays—dtr

FOR

COMPOSITION.

Roofing

FOR FLAT ROOFS.
E. IiERSEY, Agent,
No 1G Union Street.

A.T A. BARGAIN!
Carriage Manufactory No. 20 Preble
THE
Street, with tul the tool* and appurtenances
to
tirut-class

sary
carry
Business.

-ALSO,A number of flrst-clasa TOP BtTGGIFS and JENNY LINDS, and Six (0) warranted CONCORD
WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of
F. 11. K VM)ALL on the

Or of JOHN RANDALL,

a

SIX PER CENT LOAN.

aware

For their special accommodation. We have thcro already tn a lew mouths established a business not excelled In this State. W# keep c instantly on band
everything in the FRAME line, and we have amanufaetory connected, where all our Frames are made
for us by the best workmen in tlio country to our

special orders. The attention of the pnblie Is called
to the superiority of finish uf our Gilt Frames, both
Mirror and Portrait, as some of ohr best artists can
bear witness; your attention to these Is solicited.
We ore preptued to flirnisb all kinds ot SOUARE
FRAMES, in Walnut, Rose Wood, German Gilt, or
The attention of Slun-builders is also
Gold GUt.
called to tbe fact that we can furnish them with t-ilt
Ornamental Work less than any house in the city.
Wo have also a ftill line ol Oval Frames ot every description on hand or made to order.the
special charge
Our Frame department is under
of Mr. II. Q. SMITH, who has had large experience
In ltoaton and New York.
on hand all goods used by PhoWe keep
tographic Artists, of the best quality at reduced ,iilor
Our thcllities
coupled with a six
ces.
years experience in the business ronuors us thus confident of giving perfect satisfaction.
Please call and examine for yourselves.
tl.EAVELA N l> ^ CO..
Cor. Free and Cross Sts., Second Floor.

constantly

Sept 30—d3w

THIS!

GREAT PRICES GIVES

Cleansed and Repaired in
Kni'niul-tuinil

Cloth*

gtaaigar,"‘~ **“£=!*
Removal.
have

\\TE

taken the

STOBB RECENTLY OCCUPIED BY

BRADLEl',
88
Where

COOLIDGE

8t

ROGERS,

Commercial Street, (Thtmat Block,)

we

ahoulil be pleated to

ace our

(Honda.

JEFFERSON COOLIDGE & CO.

Portland. Oct. 8,18*8.

dtf.

£8ni>,

Carving.

subscriber has opened a shop on the corner ol
Chestnut and Congress sheets (up stairs), where
he la prepared to do all ki'.ds of Omanv'ntnl < 'awin':
in the best manner.
AO orders promptly attended
to.
Antique Chairs, Picture Promos and window
in
the
best stvle.
Cornices carved
_

_

THEODOR JOHNSON.

year,'

C. O. FILES, 28 HANOVER ST.,
PRINCIPAL.
1
ln

Fife—« send for

DRAWING, FRENCH,

Circular._

PORTLAND

BUSINESS COLLEGE
ITo. 8

Block, OonRresg 8tre«t

Olapp’s

Institution odors to young men and ladles
the host facilities for obtaining a thorough Businas Education.
Scholarships for lull course, comprising both theory and nracl’ce, good In thirty-six Colleges, constituting the “International Chain," timeiinllmitod.
For further inf neat Ion please call at the College, or
send for College Monthly and Specimens of Penmansldn, enclosing letter stamp. Address
BRYANT, STRATTON & GRAY,
Aug 28—d*w3tn
Portland, Me.

THIS

H.

DTJPEE,
PHOTOGRAPHER!
brand at

Street,

Mo. 122 Middle
wishwhere he is ready to wait upon
MAY
at r«»*onv
for
of
be

any

one

ing

themselves or mends,
pictures
ble prices, lor as good work ns is to be had at tmy
or
room In the dtv.
Copying done of all kind* at pistne
inrns, and worked up by a competent artist
to
rooms.
n.tldytn^plc;
Especial attention paid deceased
ns
erst
i
tinea; also to pictures of sick or
out of town or in Ute city.
Morrison's
at
my
1 have the old negatives ot Mrrooms, taken wbcn he
here, from which
without reeopytag, at the lowest
copies can

betaken

as

I

tun

bound'ema

<Sc

be^o" ^"S'esoliclted.
*3,00

wiU u

found

o Dozen,
good as
Cord Ptetnree
of MIDDLE and UNIOK STS.
Sept. 1—diw3m
as

SuS'r-U

THE

sept25dlm

and ten

Portland Academy!

“y «"•

Ornamental

on

lieu, with Interest Coupons attached, payable aemlannually.
HENRY P. LORD, Trea.arcr,
March 13—dtf

Of all descriptions, by

WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

I

11, 18CB. (

OP PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
sums to suit, not lees

are

Second-Hand” Clothing, I.
iinds
»

of Portland,

CITY for »alcone,at thin
otticc, iu
two, three, Jour,

than

buying,

Ulothing

Portland

March
aro

Messrs. Cleaveland & Co.,

fu.ti.i-_ of
_r .11
an

of

Iicai'Bn'a Office,

place of the atovo description had
at the corner of Free and Cross

AT

premises,

Uaxulall & Woodbury's,

Aug. 29—dtf.

City

recently been opened
Streets' by the

LOOK

at

Commercial St.

EJEXAl]>XES !
how pleasant
P5W

Carriage ManuJhcturing

on a

City

people In Portland and vicinity

SALE

cecee-

WARREN’S IMPROVED

Gravel

WHITMAN’S,

Which may be foundMill Blai kets, all
•ize* and qualities; Lancaster, Manchester and
Bates <duil'u: Toilet guilts, oU sizes, al low prie s;
Bleached and Brown Linen Damasks; Towels,Crashes, Huckabuck. Napkins, <fcc., at the New Store,
So. A Free Si.
sep26dtf

AMONG

Middle Street.

Needles and Trimmings always on hand.
marl8tf

jan26dtl

*

country promptly
sept2S*G4dt/

flUeiJ._

^FORTES.

undersigned begs leave to anBounce tlial they are manuXactuiiu^ and
(^keep constantly on hand
The

No. 105 Middle Street.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
prepared

Street*

JtOSS & FEE* Y,

Picture, Mirror and Portrait
arc

4 Locnat

At B. D. Ver rill's

-mi-

Million

OFTIOE HO. 193 1-2 C0NQEE38 ST.

Law

d Salt,

a n

PORTLAND,

organ-

Original Capital
One

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

64

FIRE AND WATER PROOF FislLT
over

CLOUDMAN & STEVENS,
103 Commercial Street.
Where they intend to continue the

\

It and 14 Franklin Street,
BOSTON,

Auets Jan7 1* 1865#

Messrs.

DRESS TRIMMINGS.
A lull Stock ol Straw and Pelt Goods, adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and for
tale at the lowest market price * to dealers only, by

$1,204,188,40

Subscribers

Exchange at. I
p08Tl,AJn>

DANA &

CUT

having
THE
under tbe Urm of

RESSER’S

00

Jylldh

Copartnership Notice.

AT

Black English Crapes,

-ALSO,-

Surplus,204,188,10

Till** Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an

sepJOJlm

ty Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

Agents,

$1,000,000all paid in.

o'.Wdly

Envilopes

For

Co.,

portland, M E,

No.. 54 and 50

0 oo

Buff

LEWii:I

CASH CAPITAL,

■

Colored Corded Edge

RIBBONS

Boh

Cnies

15—d6w

One

j! p!

WOODMAN,

HOME,

54 and 56 Middle St.

Sept

late with

Hogg, Brown J Taylor,
ton.

ol

Ready-Made Clothing,
And

JOHN WHITMAN,

Co.,

established Agents for the RICE
BROTHERS’
COMPRESSED PAPER
COLLARS, equal in evory respect to any Collar
which has ever been oll'ered to the public.
It has the f:*rm and space of the “Moulded” Collar, and is “superior,” trom the improved method ol
manufacturing, as it does not absorb perspiration, or
as

Lewis &

Chamber*, JTn 1 and a Free Street Black,
(Over H. J. Libby * Go.’*)

INSURANCE COMP’Y

We

-FOB THE—

Sept 16—d&wtt

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO.,
tr It you are in want of any kind ol PRINTING
call at tlie Daily Press Office.

call and

AGENCY

NEW FALL GOODS!
Comprising a full stock of

Cabins!

goods
purchasing elsewhere.
SARGENT, FREEMAN & CLEAVES.
Wm. H. Sargent. Wm. P. Freeman. Robt. A. Cleaves.
Sept. 28—dtl

ERINDEE, Agent,
Exchange Street,

A ugust 10—dOm

Ships’

Hang Draperies, Curtains, Shades, &c.
Repairing Cabinet and Upholstery work done in
all its branches. Varnishing and Polishing, Boxing
and Packing Furniture for
transportation, «£c.
Second-* 11 and Fnruiture and Carpets
sold
or
bought,
exchanged on reasonable terms.

Shirts

General Western Ticket Office,

AAS.

their varieties. Woolen Goods, for Men’s and
Boys’ wea*-, in seasonable styles.

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

script iou*.

soil

Goods!

desirable styles. Plain
Figured WOOL DELAINES; Figured Cotton
and Wool do. PRINTS; a Rill line of WHITE
GOODS, of the best make' and finish; a choice selection EMBROIDERIES, for Ladies’ ard Children’s
wear; a complete assortment of Housekeeping
Good*, Linens, Quilts, Blankets. &cAse.. in all

Cradles and Settee Cradles; Kitchen and Deal Tables
of all sizes; BLA< K WALNUT and CHESTNUT
EXTENSION TABLES, Office and Writing Tables.
Also, a large variety of Children’s Chairs, Cribs,
Trundle Beds. &c.
We would also inform oar friends and the public
gonoi ally that we are prepared to furnish and tit up

ARE

T.

In all the newest and most

Feather Beds, Hair and Feather Pillows.

Woodman,

J.

CANTON

Sets, Sofas,

Steamboat and

description of Water Fixtures lor Dwelling Houses. Hotels. Public Buildings, Slope,
&c., arranged ana set up fa tlie best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constanton hand LEAD PIPES, STOEET LEAD and BEER
ly
PUMPS ol all description*.
aprtkiti

sept2dtfG4

SETS,

iliort notice.

and White-Washing promptly attended to. Orders trom out ol town iJVcitoU
May 22—dti

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

Sept 12—dtl

Portland, Me.
at

Coloring, Whitening

Slim Plated Cocks.

Sc

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,
Mourning Goods!

INTERNATIONAL

Lounges, Center Tables, Bureaus, Sinks, Looking
Glasses, Teapoys, What-nots, Hat-Tides, Stuffed
Rocking and Parlor Chairs, Gents' Easy and La lies’
Sewing Chairs, Ottomans, Crickets, Hassocks, &c.—
Bedsteads, Mattresses of all kind; Spring Beds,

HEAVY IRON.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

276

PARLOR

Chamber

|B»wli, Brass

SHAWLS, DRESS GOODS!

E. T. ELD EX,
lata ofWaterviUe.

»

J

U. N. SMALL,

DR.

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

Fresco and Banner

GOODS,

Consisting of the following articles

Office and Parlor Stoves,

WORKERS

And

of

And UPHOLSTERY

ME.

ef

Hosiery, Gloves, Small Wares, Ac*

Exchange St.,
stock

Closets,
STREET,

Luther Dana,
Woodbury 3. Dana,
John A. S. Dana.
lone ldtl'

BEST PARIS KID GLOVES.

Cane and Wood Seat Chairs of all de>

SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL BOOKS,

Aug

CO.,

No. 63 Commercial St.

Slight, Plaid &
Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

Claibvoyant and Healing Medium,
tafcon rooms at 110* Federal Street,
where she will be hapi>v to see rJl those who are
affected with Scrofula, Salt Rheum, River Complaint,
and all Diseases arising from Impurity of the Blood.
octtGdlw*

A

Corn Starch.

PORTLAND.

and

our

and Water

facilities for purchasing in the market,
confidently invite the attention of the public to
our STOCK and PRICES.
We shall keep constantly In store a choice selection
our

we

Fancy
House

—OF—

At 148 & 150

Pumps

AND FURNISHING GOODS.

We have adopted this principle in our business, bebelieve it the most pleasant and honorable
alike to the Merchant and the Customer, and feeling
sure that it is the only rule of business that is equally
just in its operation on all, and the only one that
can build up a permanent trade and secure the confidence of the

Dress

ELLIOT,
MCCALLAR,

OF

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

cause wo

ALPINES,
Embracing THIBETS,
CLOTHS, COBOUBGS, &c., Sc.

MARKET SQUARE,

H. F.
D. C.

P L, U >1 B E R!

READY-MADE CLOTHING

price;

And No Variation.

Of the latest and most fashionable patterns.

90

QI1DERS solicited for Cigar, [Soap, Candle,

Advantage,

Commission

7—d3m

of the most

ilySJll-'"Y

far.

Oct 16—eod2w*

the Best

To examine

Ln such

HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT OP

Or Exchange for City Property ;
^

Bought or Sold to

1000 Families

SALE ! Grand Trunk Railway.

A FARM FOR

MERCHANDISE

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
NO. 11

PIT Reside nee
Aug 29—«13m

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Manu&cturera an,I Wholesale Dealer, In

With

wpiWlyr

___

EVERY

Lowest Cash Prices.

Plain

W A 1ST T E JD !

KINGSFORD’S

CO.

D. W. TRUK.
October 6th, 1665.—octl6d&w3w*

-AT TUB-

Comprising PLAIN COLORED SILKS, in modium
and heavy qualities; BLACK, DRESS and MANTILLA SILKS, of the best makes; THIBETS, in
all colors; black and colored ALPACCAS, in different grades; a complete lino of

Fancy Goods Headquarters,

Should apply to tho

I

W. TRUE &

For variety and comprehensiveness wo think our
equal to anv in our largest cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon sucu terms as will secure
their patronage.

WISHING

Short

NOTICE.

L>.

Ac.

slock

U. T. S. RICE &

MANNER,

in

Clasps, Ac.,

Sept 8—d3m

and Papering,

Communications con erning
Painting
Country, by mail, promptly answered.

Trimmings,
NETS,

BeU

No. 4 Free Street Block.

Merchants,

BEST

Cloak. Dress, and Tailors’

Jtc.

I'oktlaxd, Me.

ELLIOT A MeCALZAB,

•*.

MAKER

WOOLENS!

ONE

APPLES,

--

HT" Repairing done

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
Tern] It Street,

Whole Community!

Which they offer at the

(BURROUGHS &

PAINTINO,

Glazing, Graining

FANCY GOODS,

3? ART IE S

Portland, Me.

HOUSE

Stock

Furniture !

Wldgery’s Wharf,
ocUGdtt

WOULD

145 Middle St., Portland.

STURTEVANT,

&

inform their friends and the Trade generally that their spacious store, lately damaged
by fire, is again in complete repair, and arc now iprepared to show a

An". 26—dtf

Lowest Possible Cash

RETAIL,

DRY GOODS!

MERRILL & SMALL

and Varieties

Descriptions

AND

IS

mchl7dAwtf

OUR MOTTO

short notice.

Complete

Street,

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER*

Force

ALL BIGHT A GAIN!

Beltings,

Every endeavor win be made

No* 31 Free* Cor* of Centre Si*
Oct li—dlw

at

l’atentei

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

ised.

HEAD

INVOICES

they' have

DEALERS

•ttention paid to consignment" of all kinds
nfSKoi?'
xluce.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

fall and seasonable assortment of

A

charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is tho motto of this establish*
ment, aud all work ready for delivery when prom-

are

Constantly Receiving

the public that

of

AT*. 103 MlUtl/e

Aug 25—dtl

WHOLESALE

Dealers In

and

shop constantly supplied with

New and

Furniture!

—vicinity that they

«

to

WHOLESALE

Made

dtt

Tho undersigned would respectihUy
to the citizens of Portland and

a

Store!

Soots

Tailor,

BEING

LACES,
GLOVES,
HOSIERY,
BUTTONS,

WORK,

For Ladies arlfl Gejitlemex, fro# the
very best
stock to be found in the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfaction.

announce

*

announce

tbs Store

No. 5 Free Street Block,

St.,

Hosiery, Gloves, Tarns,

All

about to make a change in my business,
shall offer my entire stock at LESS than COST,
for a few days. Said Stock consisting of

and Figured Poplins.
SHADES and variety of styles, selling

Sept 25—dtf

]

Fit*^^

to

04 Exchange Street.
Portland, Sept. 11,1885.

Wheeler & Wilson’s SewingMachine,

Plain

ALL
CHEAP at
ELDE.V

manner*

Merchant

-FOE-

At Ho. 11

kLI)
\\TO
▼ T
taken

AND IN THE

NEW AG-ENCY

tr

the city
John,
This Mill is fitted with a powerful engine, which
drives two gangs, one large circular saw, lath and
picket machine, &c., &c., and is well adapted for cutting all kinds of lumber for the American market.
For further particulars enquire of CHARLES
or
DRURY, ®W-> “t- J«hn, N.
J. -V. WINSLOW.
Eastern Express Company, Portland, Me.
octl6d2w

notice, in the BEST

£3TEferr Garment Warranted

Oct 14-dtf

Rubbers,

•Where they will ofler to the trade

L ATE0T:STYLE.

excel

on

At abort

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

Ayj>

riXBTLAMD.

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Holioltor

PORTLAND, ME.

Class

EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.

(hr

ndd 60 Middle St.,
Sopt 7—dtf

One Price, and No Variation!

*

Federal

Ill

Agents

Commission Merchants,
DRIED
A'o. 3 Lime Street,

Manufacturers ot and Dealers in

ES

Wltli Fair Stltdh.

MANUFACTURED TO MEASURE

K?fGood Fits in all cases before leaving tbe Store.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

STORE!

C0=

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans.

Famishing Goods!

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

same.

JONES,

Shoes &

First

AND WINTER WEAR!
OVERCOATS,
FROCKS,
DRESS COATS,
SACKS,
BUSINESS SUITS,
VESTS AND PANTS,

CHEAPER /

NEW

Opening

Cards.

PRODUCE

I>nj Goods, Woolens,
And Gents'

in advance.

J. EDWA8D GOVE &

JOBUXRS OF

THE-

-AT

>UBNISaiNG GOOES,
H.

Boots,

FINISH,

fall
week,

the

GENTS’ AND BOYS’ SUITS,

££ andl)laus
Has
J' B' BB0WK
1865.
Portland,

maybe

Sc

Quality!

Received and Now

in Great Variety*

-foe-

107 Federal

stock

Stock I

annum,

^Business

DeeriuK, Millikon & Co.,

Sept. li-dGw

No.

DESIBABLE

25th.

ALSO FOB SALE

The Best Stock ever brought into this Market !

SHADE

Second.

For Gentlemen’s Garments,

B.

per

Business Cards.

AUTUMN GOODS!

an

And would bo pleased to receive orders for the

GENTS’

$8

Successors to O, L, Storer f Co.,

Manufacturer and Doalcr iu
tholr

Oct 13—d2mos

Cloths of the Best

SON,

FAIL AND WINTER GOODS,

Leather, Hemp Packing, Ifc.

To all of which they invite the attention of
old customers and the public generally.

September

-OF-

Rubber Belts, Hose and Packing,
Lace

exhibit

now

elegant

HOYT’S PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,

BLOCK,

IN SHOOK.

?£•'?'?'

Can

Terms

^

_Miscellaneous.

Tailors,

CUSTOM

Morton Block, Congress Si.,
A few doors west of the Preble House.
octl6d2w*

Packing

THE

Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large assortment of Men’s, Boys* and Youths
Calf and Thick Boot*, with a good stock of
Women’s, Misses’ and Children’s Boots and Shoes.
*SF~ Men’s RUBBER COATS, LEGGlNS, and
CAPS.
—Also,—

SMITH,

PRAY

Inducements

FOB PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD,
subscribers offer for aaje a IMJ{3<luant’t/0t
desirable building lots In the West End of the
city, lying on Vauglmn, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhsll, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
uey Will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the
purchasers, and to parties who will
character, (/«■{? Uriti ail.
satisfactory
«'<- JourtA
0/ «e ow»t \f Iwldina, on
l1*?'.'
9ftke houM, ['rum
who build imm«Uatcly, MO t'ASll 1'AVM.ESTSparties
REQUIRED,
nine to ten
a
"JT,1'1 Sunday,

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.

1865.

Middle Street,

EXCLUSIVE AGEFTS FOB.

BROWN'S PATENT BABY TENDER!

N^EW

weather

87

NEW GOODS!

The chief

while she herself turns out onee or twice a
year, chiefly OH sacrament Sundays. Our
ploughman (whom we present as a good average' specimen of his class) works on at full
wages until old age begins plainly to toll upon
him. In suite of a temperate and regular
life, this period. We regret, to say, arrives earlv.
({art! ryork and constant exposure to rough

-I. E. FERNALD &

J^WOUEN’8, BOYS’, MISSES’ andCHIL-

SMITH

“pinch” our ploughman
yV (Treat Bargain I
during his laboring lite is when he has
what be would probably call “a large small
IF APPLIED FOB WITHIN TEN DAYS!
family.” Whenever two or three children have
suitable for one or two
ceased to be small, the “pinch” is over and the A FINE Two-StoryofHouse,
hard and soft water: centralfamilies; plenty
family begins to pay. Perhaps the most strik- ly located.
Also two Corner Lots of Land, to be sold cheap.
ing contrast between the two laborers is caused by the difierenoe bet ween the English and
MOSES GOULD,
In Scotland a ploughman
oct 16(13w
Scotch Jtoor law,
74 Middle Street.
Who retains his health would as soon expect
to be a bishop as to be placed on the poor’s
MUSIGALl
roll, because he happens to have a dozen chilon
and
he
He
dren.
unaided,
struggles
strugNEWTON FIT* is ready to receive pugles successfully, In this struggle be is efficthe
care
of
his
the
wife;
iently seconded by
English and Italian Singing !
children and household, the management of
And also on the PIANO FORTE. Air. F. can count
the little dairy, and the feeding of the cow and
among his past pupils many who now occupy promiPig, furnishing her with ample employment.— nent
positions as musicians and vocalists, butb iu this
The English laborer is credited with two shiloountrv and abroad, and confidently points to his
lings per week, the result of his wife’s occa- past success as a guarantee for his capacity as a
teacher.
Orders may be left at PAINE’S Alusie
sional labor, but the “hind’s wife” ceases to do
octSdlm
Store, Aliddle St., Portland.
any farm wgtk from the day she is married.
lluiing her married me and afterwards till
her first child is bent, the country woman is a
MILLINERY!
great churchgoer, Sunday being her only opot
and
of
and
disportunity
seeing
being seen,
playing her finery. When a baby comes, she
TROW & JOHNSON
lias to stay home and mind it—.-then she has
inform their friends and the
her cow to look aftqr—tjufi her marriage gown
RESPECTFULLY
public that they will have a fashionable assortgad hcqmetitre not.se new as they were, and ment of
she does iioi care about showing them off.—
FALL AND WINTER BONNETS
She prefers then, to sttend church by proxy, uer
ready tor inspection on Thursday next, Oct. 19th, at
husband continuing a most regular attendant,
octlGdlw
103 Middle Street.

pinch.”
feels

No.

'or

20,

Miscellaneous.

Exchange Street.?

8

OCTOBER

Merchant

jTbarbour,

j. & c.

sale a
and most desirable
styles
goods, comprising Shawls, Ladies and
Misses Hoods, Scarfs end
Sontags, Children’s Caps
and Jackets.
They havo alsa a great variety ol Ladies and Misses
Gloves and Hosiery; Dress Trimmings, in Velvet;
Silk and Gilt Cord; Braids; Gimps, &c.

offering

are now

of

Miscellaneous._
RUBBERS” RUBBERS!

SMITH

just received and
HAVE
great variety of tlie latest
of these

hug of

the London Review
sources of supply of
artificial curls and
the false hair for which the
f waterfalls” of ttQ prevailing fashion create a

chiefly from Germarket,
Italy and the
many, Holland, Prittany, Spain,
The peasant girls of PritCatholic convents.
white
tany cover the head with a pictuiesquc
hence from
cap, which wholly hides the na’ir;
this quarter the sale lias been for a longtime
carried on. Spain and the north of Itopenly
aly also furnish considerable contributions to
the collectors of jet biaik locks, The main
crops of golden hajr now so much prized oome
from Germany, and the yellow Pair from Holland. In all Catholic countries one great
source of supply is the
convent. The hair is

a

rushes into

matrimony with a girl of
sweet seventeen, (their whole stock in trade
that
love
without
of
the cottage to put
being
it in,) the canny Scot does not marry so soon
or
seven
and
six
when
he does, it is
years;
by
with a dame as old, frequently somewhat older than himself.
His sweetheart—probably
engaged to him for years—has managed in
service of some kind to save money enough to
buy what is called her “providing” which comprises the napery and other household linen.
The younger man never dreams of marrying

A pleasant writer in
gives ail account of the
The stock

Miscellaneous.

a

MORNING,

FRIDAY

PORTLAND,

Vol. 4.

Boat-House for Sale.
Customs Boat-Heuae at Main Wharf,

sale.
THE

Inquire

Oct 13-dtf

is

for

ot

CHAS. J. TALBOT,
Surveyor of Customs.

PRESS,

DAILY

ReadfiHH), Oci.
To

-—-

Friday

20,1865.

<*' Jhreu is larger than the com
The daily atm •/
all the other dailies tn the city.
\ie/1 mentation of
Terms

—

$8,00 per

year

tSf~ Steading Matter

to overthrow the government, are now
being pardoned, and elevate! to a position,

war

all Four Pages.

where, ifthey cannot againWisult the old flag
with impunity, they can insult and domineer
it.
over those who fought underand sustained
Wc may in the future, reach a standpoint

Equivocal Compliment.
The Argus intimates that the Press reluctantly published Gen. Hodsdon’s letter—to
that paper, and in reply to its slanders—because of a passage which we did not wish our
readers to see.
Says that paper, “That the
“public may understand where the shoe pinch“es the foot of the Press in this matter, we
“will reprint that portion of the letter which

tlie
from which we can look back and justify
sincerely
most
I
of
the
President.
clemency
But at preshope that such will be the case.
an
su etc
fought,
have
men
who
the
ent,
s w io
pareD
bled to save the country—-411®
of their sonshave sacrificed ten thousand
by thousands
husbands
the widows, whose
battle-field or suffered
have fallen upon thi
in Southern prisons to save
worse than death
the hands of rebels and traithe country from
and can not rejoice, that tliae
tors, do not,
and traitors are being pardoned,
rebels
very
and invested with all the rights of citizenship.

“probably tfiad^e our neighbor squirm somewhat. Addressing the editor of this paper,
“and speaking of the specific accusation made
“in

columns, Gen. Hodsdon said:

our

tke Editor of tkr. Prerr

and gave their voice and treasure to sustain it
—the men who sustained a four years bloody

in atleanee.

on

18,1996.

The old Christian doctrine, that—There is
to be
mercy for the greater sinner,” is found
true by quite a portion of (he leading rebel* at
the South.
The very men who originated the rebellion,

POBTLA^11,
Oct.

ITEMS 03? STATE NEWS.

The Wholesale Pardon of Bebels.

“Insinuations and covert allusions have been
made to the same effect during the past few
months, but never in such a manner, as admitted of oorrection, being purposely made so
indefinite as to cut off the opportunity and
the justification ofareply from those so wrongfully assailed. You have the manliness ana
candor to inakea particular charge, which has
enabled me to meet and refute it, as I am prem
pared to meet all similar charges, involving
ahv wav the integrity and honor of my omciai

A

proclamation, granting

a

pardon

to the

whole horde of Southern rebels—Jeff. Davis
included, would have involved about the same
principle, and would have been but slightly
more objectionable than the
pardoning sy*tem in its practical operations at the present

day.
conduct.”
To make voters 9f leading rebels, who for so
You have the manliness «c.
many years have done all in their power to
our unsophisticated contemporary appropridestroy this government,—and only ceased
As one of I) agan’s their efforts from sheer
ates as a compliment!
compulsion, and at
the same time refuse the ballot to tens of
thieves says in the play of Oliver Twist, “Isn’t
he jolly green?” The manliness of an assas- thousands of loyal soldiers, who have suffered
sin-like thrust I We often say that Jeff. Da- everything hut death for their country’s revis and his fellow-conspirators had the manlidemption, simply because their skin is not as
ness to do their diabolical work by daylight,
white as that of a South Carolina rebel, is cerand without hypocrisy or attempted conceal- tainly a disgrace to this nation, and a just
ment, and in this they had the advantage both God will call us to an account for the commisin manliness and candor, of the northern copsion of so grievous a wrong.
perheads, who sought to aid the same nefarWe may hope that our national military
ious course by deception and under pretence of
strife is ended, and well may we pray, that the
loyal regard for the constitution. But Jeff. American sword may never again be unsheathDavis, wo apprehend, has never been silly ed, for the
suppression of rebellion, or to repel
enough to appropriate such language for its foreign invasion,' but, Mr. Editor, the great
complimentary significance. The highwayman moral struggle has byt just begun.
who robs and murders in the broad day-light
Freedom and Justice must triumph in this
may be more manly than the midnight incenland, or we cannot remain a Kepublic, sharing
diary,but few men envy him his manly repu- the respect of the nations of the earth, which
tation. Booth may have been more manJy in is justly due a
great and ftee people professing
putting a bullet through Mr. Lincoln’s head, the doctrine that “all men are created free and
than those

who, like “Brick” Pomeroy and A.
Gould, mgye&led this mode of making
“such a fate as that of Murat and Robespierre
await” him, but with all his “manliness and
candor” when compared with such men, few,
it is hoped, are disposed to envy his reputation,
or to consider him complimented. The “manliness and candor” of a mean, flagrant, malignant act are not qualities coveted by highminded, honorable men. Our neighbor must
he very susceptible to flattery.

ment

The
the

a

man

nation,

who pays taxes, for the support of
must have a voice and a vote in

the election of the men who direct and control
the finances of the nation.
The laboring classes—the real bone and
muscle of the country, black or white, must
have a voice in the government of this nation.
Until this true Democratic principle be-

view to excite

indignation against
that stem, unflinching patriot, Edwin M.
Stanton, who has stood up like a wall of
granite against rebellion, and the rebellious
spirit North as well as South, the copperheads
have charged him with
stopping the exchange
of prisoners, and refusing to
exchange man
for man and rank for rank simply to force the
Rebel authorities to recognize the negro soldiers taken by them as prisoners of war. It
is such calumnious attacks of rebel-sympathizers upon a faithftil officer, that has Induced Gen. Hitchcock, one of the Union Commissioners for the exchange of prisoners of war,
to publish a second letter in vindication of
facts and of Secretary Stanton. He denies, in
the most positive terms, that the
Secretary of
War ever refused, as has been charged, to exchange man for man, officer for officer, according to grade. He asserts that no proposition
to that effect wa3 ever received from
Judge
Ould, or his superiors. The Confederates persistently refused to exchange colored soldiers
upon any account, and our Government, as a
matter of principle, could not disown its settled policy by consenting to any proposition of
abandoning the colored troops to their fate.—
The colored troops captured by the Confederates numbered five thousand, and not a few
hundred, a3 reported. It was only at the last

comes a

gle in

practical thing, the great moral strug-

the Nation

snre as

will be carried on, and as
there is a God in Heaven, victory will

turn on the side of

justice

and

freedom, and

all who dwell within our borders will become

citizens—Americas citizens. They will
be known and respected as such the world over.
And Mr. Editor, where is the Christian—
where the trne American citizen, who does
not in his very heart of hearts feel to exclaim

—“So mote it be”?

H. M. E.

The Mechanics’ Fair.

Boston, Oct. 17,1865.

To the Editor of the Preu :
The dosing of the Massachusetts

Mechanic

Charitable Association held in Faneuil anc
Quincy Halls, after a most successful exhibi
tion of twenty-one days, took place on Satur

day evening, the gross receipts being aboui
$40,000. Surely It was a most wonderful ex
hibition of New England industry and skill.
In the immense Hall of Quincy Marke
were seven
on

divisions devoted to the article:

exhibition,

all

systematically arranged.

First division; Boots, Shoes, Leather, fane;
Iron Work, Native Wines, <fcc.; Second divi
sion; Agricultural Implements, Household At

tides,''Washing Machines, Carriages, &c.
Office of the Journal of Exhibition; Third di
vision; Building Materials, Plumbers’ Work
stages of the rebellion that the Richmond Hardware, Platform Scales, Sewing Machines:
leaders modified their views by
consenting to Fourth division; Fancy Goods, Pictures, Oi;
exchange free colored men.
Paintings, Clocks, Books, &c. &c. &c.; Fiftt
Gen. Hitchcock says:
division; Machines in operation; Sixth -diviI he only order suspending tbe
delivery of sion; Machines, Marine Articles, Safes, Caloric
rebel prisoners, ever known to me, was
given and Steam Engines; Seventh division; Stoves
by the President himself, and that was done &c.
the moment it was known that the rebels
Many of these were inventions of great util
them,elves—I mean their President—had
virtually set aside the cartel for exchanges, ity and worthy of special mention.
in order, as Mr. Davis declared, to
Coming to Faneuil Hall we are quite lost in
subjeci
a certain class of Federal officers to be tried as
that world of beauty and of use which
everycriminals before Southern States courts, unwhere sui-rounds us.
der State laws for the punishment of the
crime of exciting servile insurrection. If any
Marsh
&
Co.
Jordon,
and others, have here
one is disposed to object to that order, let
him, large and rich displays of cloths, carpetings,
if he dares, assail the memory of tbe sainted
&c. from the different Mills.
author ©t it. The rebels, on their
part, were
The displays of Pianos was also fine.
Foi
opposed to making exchanges man for man,
after we held an excess over them, because it
beauty and tone I consider Chickering’s piant
was their object to draw from us that excess
superior to any.
to place it in the army of Gen.
Lee, without
Apropos of Chickertng, let me liefc relatt
to
os
an
effective body of men in exreturning
change. They insisted upon this, on the this good thing from the daily Advertiser:
ground that the cartel required it; although
Two young ladies not from the rural districts
when they thought it was to their
interest, attended a recent concert at the Music Hall.—
they did not hesitate to violate the cartel, thus Maiden Number
One was extremely shocked
absolving U3 from the observance of it.
at the statue over the rear
gallery, and remarked that it was “all undressed.”
“Hush,” said
Maiden Number Two, “That is a statue 01
Copperhead Sympathy for Win.
Colonel Chickering. He has done a good de al
The World and other
copperhead papers for the soldiers and you mustn’t say anything
have not hesitated to reveal
against it.” Doubtless the gallant officer resympathy for the fer.ed
to has received many a
blood-stained villain now on trial at
compliment; but
Washing- wc doubt if he ever had
the Apollo Belvidere
ton, though he is shown to have committed mistaken for him
before.

j

atrocities upon the Union prisoners at Andersonviiie that would cause ordinary demons-to

They have not done this openly, it is
true, but they have done it none the less emphatically In their covert if not open attacks
upon the Military Commission before which
this miserable man is
undergoing trial.—
Here is the style of the World:
blush.

Now

that evidence Is
going in for the accused, unheard-of stringency is substituted for unheard-of laxity.
Important, essential, relevant
*'aTOris ruled out with a
nrnmnrn.rn Wn|z’9
promptitude
only paralleled by that svhich irrelevant, hearsay testimony against him was

VS*

h£

before admitted
General
and
confreres have turned themselves
from a court
of old women gossips into a
stringent setnt
°
star-cliamberers.
The
itself was a piece of disgraceful
w

its

injustice

mUit£y
Ule^Sitvbrazen,

has become so

Shameless

arrogant, and infamous, that the disgrace of
its origin has ceased to offend the public
sense
—as if a batch of bastards had wiped out
their
shame by a succession of homicidal slaugh^
ters.

Hecent Publications.

Curious Facts
including

in the

Spiders

Complete Collection

History
and

of the

of

Insects;

Scorpions.

ot,

■^rt> and 118 Pood; and a summary
r®markah'e Injuries and AppearanOne volume 12mo.
't<«y
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott and

?°,wan-

and curi°us, out-offw!™ °f quaint
of unconsid“Snappcr

the-wav
ered trifles,”
will find this
author tells

UP

0t,3erVer*'
us

u

mainly compiled ftom

The

p™facetha‘>t has been
.uV? H^ries,

Travels,
works ln ‘he
Congressional Library at Wash*
adds that his only plan has been °t?t0.n’ 8nd he
fact, whatever might be its nature,SOme
inseots as possible, to increase the
^ a
common-place way, of the science of Ent
ogy.” He has oertainly collected an
curious and amusing information and
anecdote
Books of

and

inte^B™any
amountVf

lorelation to Insect3 which affords a lich fund
of entertainment.
Every one who wishes to
learn the

origin

and trace the

history

of the

strange and fanciful superstitions which
ougli all time have attached themselves to

a3,

and

and beetles,
spider., ants and
11616 flnd
8,1 8e‘ down, with much
~
“ tbc
Get

otheWs^rne

bugs

£££ ^

portion of his discourse, which was beautifully
expressed, he referred to the feelings of blessed
relief which he
experienced when he found
himself freed for a time

from the toils and
of his profession. He said that no one
who had not felt the blessed
joy experienced
in the sense of relief and freedom could
appreciate his feelings.
To be so truly at liberty,
to gaze about and drink in the loveliness ol
new scenes, to
muse, to dream, without ever
a summons to toil, is a blessed boon.
The
preacher then enlarged on the different objects
of foreign travel, and the lessons learned and
knowledge derived from visiting the Old World.
He spoke of the impression made
upon him by
visiting the birth-places of great and honored
men; of walking through the same fields their
feet had trod; of
gazing upon the same landscapes upon which they gazed; of looking upon their sacred
tombs.
cares

A

Legends, Super-

stitions, Beliets and Omiaous Signs connected with
Insects; together with their uses in

**6n

The Rev. W. R. Alger, the author and
poet,
preached last Sabbath the first time since his
return from
Europe. After the introductory

0

I reserve for
the future some other matters
interest as the eastern mail
departs soon.—

n'^orable

1

mail hag, why must thy padYours truly,
Cose.

Important Decision.
*>**Ji^LaSiT»corre8pondent
Attorney General Speed,

ndl vmtes that

in a

yet unpublished opinion upon the
right of colored troops to the bounty granted
tQ vo,un_
teers, decides that a slave owes paramount allegiance to the Government; that he is bound
to fight for the Government against the
public enemy—against his master, if a
rebel; that
such service to the Government of itself dissolves the relation of master and slave; that
the relation once
destroyed can never be restored, and that, independent of any act of
Congress, or proclamation of emancipation,
the soldier of the
loyal army Is a free man—
is capable of
contracting with the Government
°r
pay and bounty, and, without
respect to
0t> k
entitled to all the benefits and
re
tbe serv‘ce ha
performs, and, there°

offerft<I by Congress
volunteers ^ boun^
opinion pats slaves of
Kentuckv
to

I'lP'.klr. Ira D. Sturgis
cently sold two colls of Iris] own raising, sired
>T the aelebratcd Gen. Knox, one three years
old and, the other two years old, for $3500
latter.

foj the first and $1500 for tlfe
of Vassalboro,

£^“Thomas S. Lang, Esq.,
the subject of
whose ill health has been

news-

is reported to be rapidly impaper remark,
is rusticating at the “Porks” of
He
proving.
the Kennebec.
readers of the Press must have
gy The
smiled at the silly and meaningless caption to

article yesterday concerning Montgomery
Blair’s defection. As the article was written
he was styled “a fallen comet”—the types had it
"convict?
an

jjyThe

Mail says a woman in Waterville
entered ono of the schools of that town, and
gave the teacher a “piece of her mind” in relation to the treatment her child had received.
The School Committee thought one teacher

enough for that school, and the woman was
Compelled to pay a fine and C03ts for the luxury of scoldiug.
The Waldo Musical
been holding its annual

Association has

sessioy at

Belfast this

week, under the direction of Solon Wilder,
Esq., of Bangor.
{^“Wednesday a lot of cigars were seized
at the Penobscot
Exchange. They were contained in three trunks, and were seized by the
CuBtom House officer in this city. There were
about twelve thousand and five hundred in the
lot, some of them choice brands.
[Bangor
—

Whig.
‘53*'*The Whiff say# a merchant in Bangor
recently sold a bill of goods amounting to
$7000 to a trader in Aroostook, and was obliged
to ship them by the way of Boston.
The Calais Advertiser states that Mr.
Andrew McCullough of Deerlsle, has started
an enterprise of running a steamboat on the
route between Be.fast, CastinB, and Mount

Desert.
tys. K. Whiting of Winthrop, hasgona

to

Charleston, 8. C., as teacher of the Freedmen.
He is in the employ of the Augusta and Winthrop subscribers to the special fund of the
Freedinen’s Relief Association of Maine.
Ey-The Ammafisays it Is estimated by good
judges that the rise on the real estate recently
burnt over in
is fully equal to
Augusta,

thousand dollars. Soma lots have
been Sc Id for a sum about equal to what the
lot and building were valued at previous to the
fire.
of the
the

twenty-five

Superintendent
j^y“Mr, Turner,
State House, is making essential improvements
at the capitol in connection with the introduc-

tion of water to the building, which cannot fail
to add-greatly to the comfort of the members of
the legislature and those doing business with
them in their annual sessions.
[Augusta
—

The man who will carry his sword, and peril his life in his country’s defense, must be invested with the ballot in his country’s govern-

History Set Bight.
With

'»

equal.”

P.

T

of Vassalboro, re-

$2000

S3w

»>-

Journal.

Jjy~Evans S. Pillsbury, Esq., formerly of
BWxbfoft; has been elected District or Prosecuting Attorney, for San Joquin County, California, by a majority of 710 votes out of 3000—he
Also
is elected for the the term of two years.
W. E. Greeno has been elecetd a Representative to the Legislature from Stockton, in the

county. Mr. Greene was formerly a stuOut of the nine
dent in Foxcroft Academy.
officers elected on the tickets, four are from

same

Maine.—[Dover Observer.
tjTWe regret to learn that Rev. H. A. Philbrook is suffering from a relapse of the trouble
time ago, and which came so near
putting period to hisearthly career. He was
getting round nicely and was gainiug his wonted strength rapidly; but he overtaxed his energies, and is now laid on a sick bed, from
he had

some
a

which it is feared he will not

soon

be able to

rise-—[Calais Advertiser.
The Belfast

Aye says 130 buildings

were

destroyed in that city by the [late fire, and
twenty acres were burnt over.
[y At the York County Fair, Mrs. William
Deering of Saco, entered quite a curiosity. It
section of an old bed tick filled fifteen
years ago with ducks’ feathers. On opening it
for tfre first time, one day during the Fair, the
inside was fonnd to be made as perfectly into a
velvet plush as an article manufactured.
The Senior Class of Bowdoiu College
was a

plant Ivy on the 2Cth inst., to be followed
by an address, poem, and musical concert in
the evening.
STWe are informed that it was the “Napoleon” Club that recently won the foot-ball
ar?

to

Fryeburg Acade.uy, and not the
“Wellington” as stated in our columns.
62f"The War Department have forwarded
to Dr. Palmer of Gardiner, a commission oi

match at

Brevet Lieut. Colonel, in consideration of his
services during the war.
Win. Connor, while at work tearing
down the brick building known as the “Old
Starch Factory Boarding House,” on Tuesday

was Instantly killed by the
falling ol
portion of the wall. He leaves a wife and six
children, the most of them small.
[Gardiner
Journal.

forenoon,
a

—

8®*“George Cothren

of Farmington, picked
twenty-seven bushels of Baldwin apples from
one tree.
Worth fifty dollars, at least.
Ely The Farmington Library has received a
handsome donation o Books from .Mrs. Jacob
Abbott of New York, and from Wm. Cothren,
Esq., of Wookbury, Ct. Isaac M. Cutter oi
this

city,

is credited with

§50 cash, for the same

object.
gy The idea of publicly inaugurating the
of Gen.

statue

abandoned, in

CouHer UrKe3 the
people
of South Carolina to send
North and-tmluee
emigrants to come there, and advocate-a
general plan of Southern emigration.

Berry at Rockland, has been
consequence of the lateness oi

the season.

tyThe Musical Convention of the Counties
of Knox and

Lincoln, met at the 2d Baptist
Meeting House, in Thomaston, on Tuesday,
the 10th inst., and continued its session for four
days.

The Fmderal American
magadne is no
more.
Its oOpperhead life is ended.
It will rein
the
of
the
form
appear

Knickerbocker

jyThe Croton Aqueduct Board in New
York, have cautioned the water consumers
against wasting the water because of the low
state of Croton river, and the

By A Galveston paper of Sept, 29th, says :
“We learn that John. H. Reagan, late Postmaster-General of the so-called Confederate
States, has written a letter which will no
doubt, astonish some of his associates.
Amongst other things he favors negro Suff-

rage.”
By Gov. Holden of North Carolina, has refused to recognize the b rods given by the agents
of the rebel Gov. Vance.
By A large sale of

Government railway
rolling stock took place, in Washington, Tuesday. Fifty looomotives were sold, bringing
prices varying from $12,000 to $15,000 each.
ty The Poughkeepsie Press says Josh Billings has got up

Philosophy”

fortunate for the Israelites that there
Evening Post published in Judea to advocate the Shillistine idea of free trade. “Jonathan and his armor-bearer,” says the Tribune,
struck a blow for the independence of his counwas

no

try, which, among other biasings, brought
back to* Judea artisans and home manufactures.” The Post retorts by suggesting that
“a case is very far gone when one is
obliged to

defend it,not by fact

or scientific deduction,
by an adroit garbling of the Scripture.”
jy^The new comic paper in New York is to
be called “The Cynic." The capital to be sacrificed is $40,060.
Dartmouth College has a freshman class
of 58,—the largest class since I860,—and 35 have

hut

been added this fall to other classes.
{y*The Charleston Courier says : “We

are

loss to undertand why some energetic, enterprising parties do not establish forthwith in
the South a mill for the manufacture of paper.
There is a demand for paper on
every hand.”
at

a

me

fleet irom Province town

wnanng
numbers 26 schooners. The gross proceeds of
20 voyages this year are $386,y48 Of this sum
the Register says $26,438 is net profit—a sum
more than double the cost of the fleet or the
amount of money invested.
It appears that the
stOTy that Mr. Edwin
Booth was married was a
stupid fabrication.
All annoflncement3 of Mr.
Booth's, marriage
for the present are unauthorized and
premature.
£ If- The Albany Evening Journal denim

pointedly, and as if by author ity, the report
that Secretary Seward has given information
to the British government of the movements
and plans of the Fenians in this
country, and
says that no correspondence at all has passed
•
upon the subject.

g^An exchange says : “Dickens has had a
snn-stroke in Paris, and Bulvrer a grandson
stroke in England.
&jf"The Savannah Ilerald says that at no
time for the past ten years has there bee n more
activity in shipping and trade generally than
at

present.
A mammoth
cheese, weighing 4000 lbs.,
which has been exhibited
at several agricultural fairs in
New York and Canada, was recenty on its way to
Montreal, on a platform car,
when the train ran
off the track.
The big
c leese TO eil down
an
and was
embankment,
fractured mto fragments at the
bottom. The
owner, greatly enraged, demanded
$1500 from
the railway company, and his
claim was

settled.

£3F*The Louisville correspondent of the
New York Times says the demand for domestic
servants and farm laborers is very
pressing in
Kentucky.
E3F”A man in Philadelphia lately cut
off his foot and bled to death,

a

new

It occupies

a

little over

hour in delivery and “is appetizing throughout.” The Press says the lecturer
“looks, talks
and nets like « learned Doctor of the Ridicuan

lous, and an elect High Priest of Fun.”
Biy “John, did Mrs. Green get the medicine
I ordered?" “I guess so,” replied John; “for I

or

Of Miss AMANDA BAILEY, tho celebrated
Prima Donna, no word of introduction is
necessary, as when on a former tour through this
Country, no where did she coin more golden opinions than in this City*

dangers; it opweakness; destructive only of despotism, it is the sole conservator of liberty,
presses

no

wart

greatest living

the

American Tenor, appears on this occasion for the
time before an audience of his own countryman*
since his return from Europe, where he has Won

as no American but Adelaide
Phillips
received on $ foreign stag®.
By introducing lor the first time in this country
Mr. GEORGE W. DUDLEY, I anticipate for this
eminent Basso the success which such rare talent as
his deserves.
In arranging for the appearance of these vocalists
at one entertainment, I have endeavorod, without

regard to expense, to demonstrate beyond question
that unpronounceable foreign names are not necessary
to talent, but that on the
contrary, America can ex-

vocalism os she does in every other art.
cel
The above artists will be assisted by a Grand Instrumental Concert, the particulars of w hich will be
announced anon.
W. L. WARREN.
Oct 19—SN d3t

26

At

Market Square,

GEORGE

octlSsnd3m

26*

egar Iron Works at Richmond, and recently
refused to give employment to
any mechanics from, Virginia who left that
State during the Rebellion. This is intended
to reach Union men, who fled to avoid
serving
in the Rebel armies.
before he was

pardoned, has

Anderson,
pardoned, employed in his foundery a number
of colored free laborers, and was
eloquent in
praise of their industry and faithfulness; but
that was when he was seeking a pardon. Now
he has got it his real sentiments
begin to be developed.”
By The residence of the late Edward Everett, on Summer street, Boston, was sold at
auction on Wednesday, for $15 a
foot, amounting to about $57,000. The furniture was also
sold.
By The naturalization committee at Tammany Hall, New York, are turning out full-

fledged

voters from the raw material at the
rate of about one hundred and
a

fifty

day.

By Bierstadt has received two commissions
from the English capitalists here, at
twentyfive thousand each,— the same
price as that
which he got for his “Rocky Mountains.”
By*The Columbus (Miss.) Weekly Republic

has the name of Andrew Johnson at the head
of its columns for the Presidency of 1868. It
does not appear whether the editor has
yet been

pardoned.
By Dr.

STORE,

officer^

name died in Washington last
week, at the
residence of his son, Gen. Anson McCook.

By It is said that John D. Stockton of Philadelphia and Kane O’Donnel of New York are
engaged in writing an opera, which is to contain “the elements of our negro melodies
spir-

itualized.”

By*The South Carolina Leader, owned and

edited by colored men, is a new
weekly paper
which has just appeared in Charleston.
By The Philadelphia Press has been enlarged and made into large quarto form. It is
an able
paper, and is said to have enriched its

proprietor, Col. Forney.
By At a meeting of the new

Board of Directors of the Boston and Maine
Railroad, held
last week, Francis Coggswell, of
was

unanimously

elected President.

Andover,

a

colored man, fell
a few days
since,

from a hay loft in Fitchburg
and striking upon his head broke his
ling him instantly.

neck,

It will keep the hair from
falling out.
It cleanses the seaip and makes the hairjsoft, lustrous and silken.
It ts a splendid hair
No person, old

ANDERSON. Agent.

auglOsndAwCm

Portland, Me., July 25, 1865.

one

dollar.

kil-

By Tliurlow Weed, in a recent letter, says,
“there has not been, and never could
be, either
time or circumstance that would induce him
to vote for Caleb
Cushing or Fernando
Wood.”
By George Francis Train contends that
Amerioan English is better than British English, and inquires triumphantly, “Do Americans spell Saloon with a
Hess, and a Hay, a
Hell, two Hoes, and a Hen ?”
By A cake of gold weighing one thousand

three hundred and twelve
ounces, the produoe
of three hundred tons of
quartz, has been exhibited in the window of the Oriental Bank
at

Bendigjj
By The daughter of Col. Jaqucss writes that
her father has been acquitted of the
gross
charge made against him.

AN EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female Phy-

sician, presents to the attention of Mothers her

Soothing Syrup,

ootBsnd3w

andSamsgate

began with No. 1,001,
and in other respects acted
very differently
from any preceding journal. The
Si. Lawrence

Gridiron makes no mention of
number or volume, but boldly says under the
heading, “Price
one shilling, and
cheap too !"
—A London journal contains this
paragraph:
“A tastefully-printed
sixpenny edition of ‘Rip
Van Winkle’ and the
‘Story of Sleepy Hollow’ is announced for popular
reading. Mr.
Jefferson’s representation of
the, character at
the Adelphi has created a demand for
Washington Irving’s charming tale.”
—It is stated that Nathaniel
Hawthorne left
several volumes of the
every-day record of his
life, which ore now being put in order for
publication in the Atlantic
Monthly. The first instalment will appear in the
January number
under the head of “Passages from
Hawthorne’s
The
journal
,IMary.”
begins with his coUege
is
and
said
to
be
days,
very full during the periods of his residence at Brook Farm and
Concord. His foreign diary is also
very

complete.
—We shall soon have from the
English press
a now translation of
th*fTragedies of Sophocles, with a Biograpical Essay by E. H.
Plump-

tre, in two volumes.
-Widdleton of New York will soon
publish a new edition of the “Recreations of Chrisuniform
with
the “Noctes."
topher North,"
—“Guy Daverell" is the title of the new novel soon to be published by J. S. Le
Fanu, the
author of “Uncle Silas."
—It is stated that Wilkie Collins has taken to
eating opium. An exchange thiuks the style
of some portions of “Armadale” would
go far
to confirm the story.
—The revived Richmond Examiner
promises
be a highly conservative sheet, even in its
spelling. The prospectus includes such words
to

as “instructour,” “labour,”
“honour,” “vigour,"
“heroick,” topick," “publick,” “patriotic,”
and
one of its clauses states
‘^•loliticks,” &c.,

tha
ern

*

the paper will ever aim to teach the Southand classick
distinct

people “pure

English,

from tl.'e models and redeemed from the innovations oi" Northern instructours.”
stated that the author of the article entitled ".Modern Italian Poetry," In a late
number of the Vorth American, is Mr. W. D.
U. 8. Con 'ol to Venice, a
—We see

Howells,

young poet

of decided ability, an d that he will soon
the press a new volume of his poems.

TEETHING

Depend upon it, mothers,
selves, and

it

will glvo rest to your-

medicine—Never has it failed tn a single instance to
effect a cure, when timely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it.
On the contrary, all are delighted with its operations
and speak in terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak iuthis matter
“whaiiwe do know,” after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
we here declare.
In almost every instance where the
•,utant hi suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief
will be found in fifteen minutes after the Syrup is ad-

ministered.

<£

Stationery
3STEW
36

Fancy Goods.

STORE!

CENTRE STREET,

PORTLAND,

door from Congress Street, where can be found
a good assortment of Paper, Pens,
Pencils, Ink, Hair
and Tooth Brushes,

directions for using will accompany oach botNone genuine unless the &c-simile of CURTIS
<& PERKINS. New York, ia on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Price only 35 Cents per Bottle.
june3snd&w6m
Full

pewfuKiery,
Portmonnaies and Wallets: all kinds ofGames fox old
and young.
in

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
great Variety, at lowest prices. Call and see
H.

oct7snd2w

L.

BEAL.

2d series.

new.

United Slates Ten-forties..

MILWAUKIE, WISCONSIN.
Bay tot Eastern account Gkais, Eloub, Beef
Fork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands ol Flour on hand:—

juarjtec

do

do

71 Blast Water St*,

N.

sent

Reports

WADIES,

Eagle,

McClelak.

a

or

any

weeiuy

witnout

charge.

Floor and Produce bought, stored and insured at
lib gal rates.
marl3eodly

REMOVAL!

aTcOLBY

MRS.

One Price /

One Price !
-AW-

j

Boston and Maine Railroad.
Eastern Railroad.
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad.

FOREIGN PORTS.
At London 2d Inst, ships Crimea, Stetson; Sarah
Newman, Cobb, and Jennie Kastman, Starkey, for
Boston, ldg: barque Esther, Prince, cor Philadelphia, do, and others.
Charters—W H Prescott, Susan A Blaisdcll, Martha Bowkcr, Geo Washington, and Montebello, to
load guano at Chincha Islands for Spain, at $18 per
ton; J O Baker, 30s 6d; Maria Henry, Cardiff to
New York, 20» and ft per cent railway iron; C H
Soule, guano, lrom Chinchas to Antwerp, 65 ; Old
Dominion, from Cardiff to Martinique, coals, 20s;
Southern Rights, ft ora Newcastle to New York, 4*16
for coals and £20 tor goods; Masonic, irom Port Talbot ror Boston, 20s and ft pr ct railway iron.
At Nevassa *8th ult, ship Uncle Joe, Emerson, ftn
New York for Europe, Mg; brig Hampden, Snow, for
**
Philadelphia.
At Mausanilla 7tb inst, brig Fanny Lincoln, Colfor
Boston,
lins,
ready.
At Trinidad 1st inst, barque A C Small, Gott, from
Clenfuegos, ar 30th; brig J McIntyre. Haskell, for
Philadelnhia.
Arat Havana 10th Inst, brig L T Knight. Wish,
St John NB.
Ar at Havana 13th inst, ship Uncb Joe, Sewall.

Liverpool.

St John NB 17th inst, sch G W Carpenter,

ELDEN&WHITMAN,
5 Free Street
E

now

HA\
DOMESTIC

[Per City of London, at New York.)
Off Folkstone 30th ult, Morning Star, Matthews,
London tor Aden.
Ent out at Newcastle 30 th ult, Sarnl Tar box, Tarbox, lor New York.
Sid ftn Shields 3d inst, Southern Rights, Ross, for
New York.
Ar at Greenock 2d inst, Dresden, Reed, Trinidad.
Passed Pentland Firtn 29th ult, E L Uurrimau,
Reed, from Shields for San Francisco.
Ar at Bavscin July 20, Warrior. Page, Melbourne.
Ar at Cuxhaven 1st inst, Col Adams, Morse, from
Callao.
Ar at Cagliari 18th ult, Marathon, Crowley, from
Marseille?.
Sid ftn Flushing Roads 29th ult, LBlown, J&nvrta,
Boston.

store,and are weekly receiving a Aill
^ ‘MjiCte‘l Bt°Ck °f FOUE1^

DRY

GOODS !

-AT THE-

Cash

Lowest
Oar

New Advertisements.

DRESS

PHOTOGRAPHS 1
THE largest, best, and cheapest Establishment in
the State.
All work warranted.
Card Photographs $3,00 per doz.
A. M. McKEN.VEY,
284 Congress St.
Oct 6—S N eod&eow3m

GOODS

Black and Colored Silks,
Prom the lowest grade* to the richest qualities, and
in n akea that are can rcc'mmend fur SERVICE.

Woolens,
Flannels,
Hausekeeping Goods,
And Domestics,
Including

BLANKETS,
Linen Damasks,
And ALL GOODS needed for HOUSEHOLD USE!

SHAWLS.
IN ALL SEASONABLE STYLES.

CLOAKS,
IJITEST and MOST FASHIONABLE PATTERNS, and of the BEST material*, which wa offer
Of the
at

One Price, and No Variation!
-Also—

Trimming*

HOOP SKIRTS,

93
38
81
117

96j

_MARRIED.

Smnll Wares, H salary
Glorn, including the

and

and

SKIRTS,

Klein Imported.

Quality

Beat

HOOP

972

invite the special attention at the

We would
Ladies to

our

HOOP SKIRTS,

WMte

HOOP SKIRTS,

Comprising the most desirable goods tor EVENING
WEAR; all claasea of PLAIN and PLAID CAMBRICS, Muslins and Brilliants.
We are now opening a choice selection of

Hoop Skirts,

Goods

Department

l

Handkerchiefs !

Hoop Skirts,

died.

George

Has removed her stock of Millinery to rooms over
her old Store, No. 6 Free Street Block, where she is
prepared to receive her customers.
lwedthencodtt
Portland, Sept. 11,1865.

Prices!

Stock comprises

In styles of Plain and Fancy of the best febrks, and
in the Choicest Shades*

SPOKEN.

Sept 10. lat 80 W, Ion 31, ship Mary Ogden, from
New York lor San Francisco.
Oct 12, oft' Georges Shoal, ship Garnet, from Bostoh for Bombay; same day, ship Ellen Austin, from
New York lor Liverpool.

102j

In this city, Oct 19. Mr John McManus, aged about
70 years.
In tins city, Oct 18, Mrs Olive M. wife of
H
Pearson and daughter of Uriah Whitney, of North
27
Yarmouth, aged
years.
In this city, Oct 19, Mrs Mary R, widow of the late
James Taylor, of Si. John NB, aged 69 years.
[St John NB papers please copy.]
In Buxton, Sept 22, Mrs Elizabeth W, wife of
Simon B Davis Esq, and grand-daughter of tfee late
Rev Dr Paul Coffin, aged 54 years.
In Lewiston, Oct 13, Endora F, only daughter ot
Rutus and Harriet Co arson, aged 14 years.
At Mechanic Falls, Sept 1, Mrs Hannah Hussey, of
Sanford, aged G2 years.
In Saco, OA 15, Mr Alanson Weymouth, aged
16 years.
In Saco, Oct 9, Mrs Jane, wife of Nath’l M Low,
aged 38 years 0 months.

Block,

in

McFarland, Boston.

98

In this city, Oct 18, by Rev Dr Chickering, assisted
by Rev Dr Camithers, Clarendon Haries, Esq, of
Boston, and Isabella M Bailey, eldest daughter of
J S Bailey. Esq, of Portland.
In this citv, Oct 19, by Rev Dr W H Shailer, D B
Ricker and Miss Sarah M, only daughter of John B
Cummings. Esq, all of Portland.
In this city, Oct 18, by Rev C F Allen, John B
Bagley and Mrs Sarah Fields, both of Portland.

1

__

DANVERS—Ar 11th. schs J B Myers, Weldon,
and Leonora, Spoffort, Bangor.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 14th, schs Pool, Joyce, Deer
Isle; Boston, Gould, Freeport for Boston.
NEWBURYPORT-Sld 17th, sch S & B Small,
Cole. Machine.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 18th, echs Eagle, Thorndike
Now York; ChasCarroll, Farnsworth, Rockland.

Ar at

VARIATION

NO

United States Five-twenties, old. 104
do
small.102,

RICE BROTHERS,
PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

Best,
Cabinet,
Champion,

Boy, Strout, Newburyport.

-AT-

Boston Stock List*

Sales at the Brokers Board, Oct 19.
American <'oia.,;....U.......... 146j
United Stales Coupons,. 1*C
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 107'
United States 7 3-lOtlis Loan, 1st series. 98

Ogdcnsburg Second Mortgage Bonds...
V ermont Central R R First Mortgage Bonds..

69 and

md'Su&

BOSTOX-Ar 18th, ach» Pembroke, Laughton ftn
Pembroke; Uncle Sam, Spear, Dockland
CM 18th, schs Mary Fletcher, Tracy, PhtladelulilaWaterloo! Wyatt, Bangor; Leader, Jones, f,r SJ
George.
Ar 18th. ship Golden Hind, Darla, Calcutta; bark
Chief, Harding, Xew Orleans; brigs Thomas Connor,
Stevens, Havana; Eichmoud, Powers, and Larch,
Debar, Philadelnhia: Henry Lee'ts, Whitmore, do;
schs Antietam, Ohandlor, Jeremlc; vamlalia,Mureh,
Elizabeth]port; Israel L Snow, Connor, Hew York;
Sarah Fish, Barker, Geortfjtown DC.
Cld lath, schs Tugwasev Patten, Ellsworth; Sailor

tlle

First

NAME

A Card.

•

Portland, Sept. 12th, 1865.
Dear Sir:— I commenced using your Reproducer
on the first of July last, at which time my hair was
falling out by handsfull. It has entirely prevented
its falling off and has left it in splendid order. I am
now not In the least troubled with dandruff, and as
it has fully restored my hair, I have no further need
of it otherwise than as a dressing.
1 shall continue
to use it for that
purpose, as it is the best I have ever
found. You may refer any one to me personally.

Respectfully Yours, i&c.,
Charles

Alexander,
82 Vaughan Street.

Horace H. Johnson.
Sold at 80 Middle Street (up stairs) Johnson’*
Ilatr Dressing Room*.
oeti0sndeod2w

C.

E.

JR.

_EC.

Clocks Excelsior Hair Restorer
Is warranted to do all that is claimed for it. Will
restore the Grayest Heads to their original color,
whether black

Cures all eruptions of the
dandruff, keeps the head cool, the
hair moist and gldSsy. Its perfume cannot be surpassed by any preparation in the market. Try it. $1.
per bottle; sold by all druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Portland,

Scalp, frees

Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,

or

c.c6sn6w

Miniature Almanac
...October 20*
J Moon sets. 5.50 PM
| High water.11.00 AM

HOOP

SKIRTS,

HOOP

SKIRTS,

HOOP

SKIRTS,

HOOP

SKIRTS,

In Plain and Fattcy Stales, including the finest qualities of FRENCH LAtS^S, which we offer at
ONE PRICE, and X* Variation,

Being

cod "Incod

by our SUCCESS thus &r that our
true one to secure the confidence

MOTTO Is the
of our customers.

jy~ Remember the Number !^£8

Block,

5 Free St.

ELDEN & WHITMAN,
ONE

PRICE!

PORT

give to

—R. W. Emerson and Prof. Holmes are said
to be preparing articles for the Atlantic which
will be the feature of the year 1866.

OF

U" Card Photographs at Tiibsk Dollars
dozer,—the best in the City.

per

mav25«nd6m

Mansfield9s Debility

These Bitters are not only valuable in all oases of
Bilious Diseases, Liver Complaints, Dr/spepsia, Jaundice, Costiveness,.Headache, fc., but in all cases of
GENERAL DEBILITY, or general Weakness of the
whole system. Languor, Drowsiness, Weakness, or
Paine in the Side, these Bitters will "bo found most
valuable. Delicate females who are weak and sickly,
will find this medicine in valuable.
They operate
gexitly; they purify and make new blood; they regulate the Liver, and give force and strength to the
whole System. Prepared by

Proprietor

DR. W. P. MANSFIELD,
of Mansfield's Vegetable Mitig&tor.
MANSFIELD «£ CLARK, No. 27

For sale by
Green St., Portland, Me.
Orders by mail will receive prompt attention.

-AT-

U S revenue cutter J C
for Eastport.

r

H AIR

A Magical

LIFE I

Preparation

is

-FOB-

BEAUTIFYING,
-AND——

RESTORING,
^
*

DRESSING
PRICE

THE

FIFTT

HAIR.

Wholesale and Retail,
-BYCUSTIS

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Bloch, Congress Street, Portland.
July 22—sndtf

Hall’s Rubber Emporium

IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety of Rubber Goods can bo procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
Thstr assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods Is really magnificent.
june23tl

PORTLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLLERY,
ALONZO S.
No. 80 Middle

DAVIS, Puoi’RlkTOLi,
Street.Portland,

Copying done in the best manor.

Me.

docfintl.

rr A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, anrf 1*0 «ne Plates
and EngravingB of tbe Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state of Health and Disease, with a Treatice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
euro, as shown hy the report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to tbe married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address,
on rsccipt of 25 'cents, In stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CBOIX, No. 31 Malden Lane,
Albany, N. V.
The author may be consulted upon any of tbe dis-

eases

upon which his book treats

cither pertonally

or

by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world,
Oct 5—e jr dawem

ing

thft

gale of

the 12th.

—

Guy Mannering

Brown, Liverpool; brig Chesapeake, Newhall Newburg lor Portsmouth; sch William, Fletcher from
Providence
Ar 18th, brigs Hattie E Wheeler, Dolan.Matanzas:
Dirigo, Rumbcil, Cow Bay CB.
Ar 18th,
sjdp I haoe. Edwards, Cape Breton: sehs
Wm Flint, Howard, Portland; James Bhss. Hatch,
Philadelphia tor Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 17th, sehs Union Flag, Maloney, Baltimore; 0 W Dexter, Eastman, for Elizabethport.
Ar 18th, brig Catharine Nichols, ridlhrook, Bangor; sch Acklam, Hooper, Philadelphia.
Below, sehs C L Hetrick, Thompson, from Bangor;

Cony, Brown, from Gardner.
Cld 18th, brig ,1 W Drisko, Coggins,

Ladies are Invited to call and examine our splendid stock of HOOP SKIRTS, varying in price from
88c to 83,30. Call! Judge for yourselves! Be
convinced.

_

EUzabetbportlor Salem,

are

fresh, and

are 30 per cent,

less

CO.,

Sllddlo

Street,

OCttOdtw

Navy Yard, Boston,
Commandant's Office, 1
October 18, 186B.)
rilHE V. S. Steamers "Dawn,” “Monticeno," and
X “Emma,” and the Barque “Midnight,” will be
•old at Public Auction without reservation, by HORATIO HARRIS, at this Navy Yard, on WEDNESDAY, the llrst day of November ncxt,at 13 o’clock.
The “Dawn,” is n screw steamer of SSI tons, old

measurement.

The “Monticeno” Is

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS t

barque;

CORSETS,

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
to

STRINQHAM,

Clapp’s
87,30.

most

beautifully

ANDERSON’S
MARKET SQUARE.

80.

OEO. ANDERSON, A*e»«.
tV Skirts and Corsets, wholesale and retail.
Oct 20—dim

P.

B.

“Very large; similar to the Bartlett In Ibrm,
butand Juicy;
texture; ranks best.’’—
Society.
Am. Promo.
The tree Is “of healthy and thrifty habit.”—NorJbO Ag. Soc.
Tke tote Dr. Bnnddc said “It was of superior
quality, as well as size.”
Mr. Barry, of Hoduiter, If. T., pronounced ft
“quite worthy of ranking belt.”
Mr. Horry, Prest. of Mass. Hort. Society, thought
“ »>«rdT as t o resist the cold
**
which so generally affected the Bartlett; and in quality It cerwas
Its superior.”
tainly
M. P. Wilder and Hon.
Joteph Breck, Ex-Preeldcnt of the same Society,
say they “can endorse all
that has been .aid in relation to its excellence.”
Prick.—Trees of three years, generally having
fruit-buds, *3 each; $30perdos. Smaller >13to|2t
P"do*.
J. W. ADAMS’ Nursery,
Oct 20-dawBw
Morrill’s Corner.
_

vinous, melting,
J^Ebut less musky In flavor;
line
™t.rr.

New York Skirt and Corset Store.
*0

Favorite Fear l

From

Ladies haring any
difficulty in fitting
themselves with Skirts at Corsets, can
have them made to order,

AT

Five per centum of the purchase money must he
p( id on the day afsale, ana the remainder before tho
vesjol la removed from the Navy Yard, which must
he dune within six days slier sale.
An Inventory of the articles to he sold with the
vessel can be seen at this Y ard.
S. H.
Bear Admiral.
Oct 20—21,34,28,28*31

CORSETS.
splendid assortment from 88c
the plain Domestic Corset to the

steamer, IS< tons,

The “Emma” Is a screw steamer: register length
153.15 feet, breadth 3W4) feet, depth 13.11 feet; tonnage, obi measurement, 360 tuna.
The “Midnight” la a clipper
register
length 125 feet, breadth 37.83, depth 12 feat; tonnage,
old measurement, 384! tons.

CORSE1 St t

A

a screw

o'd measurement.

FROST,
Street,

94 Exchange

FOR

SALE

l~

At 16 Lime Street,

Inform the Ladles of Portland and viBBLS. WINTER APPLES,
300
WOULD
cinity that he ha* secured the services of MR.
900 Bbls. Silver Skin ONIONS,
LITTLEFIELD Cuttor, and that of MRS.

as
JONES
bead of Mrs. Chick's Establishment, to
the
making and trimmiug, and is presuperintend

late at the

pared

to ftzrnish

Ladies’ Out-side Garments !
In all the

Various Styles!

CASSOCKS,

Sugar

20

frocks,

SACKS, &C;

tfc.

Muscovado

iSEtaSf^SS* —

Sa tuple Ganueui
Oct 19, 1*18.

an

w‘-

Exhibition.
ooHOUlm

Apples and

Oct.

Just

w
Noa. 6 and 8

SMJTH
Silver Street.

Board Wanted.

Mat, at

BERRV, Recorder,

100 Tuba Choice
received and tor .ala

Oct. 20.—dti

a

IRA

Butter.

Winter Apple*
nf\f\ BBLS. Fall and Butler.

ol

Portland Cominandery K. T.,
»
Special Meeting at Masonic Hall,7
WILL°n
8ATUROAy EVENING,

H. I. ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Mar.

Oct. 20.—dim

0F

°'Z»0-d*

"

hogsheads “Clenihcgos" Muscovado
Ma teases;

For sale by

_

o'clock

and Molasses.

Molsiaflti

en glissc

Baltimore.

SO Bbls. Bed ONIONS,
1000 Bushels Jackson POTATOES,
lOOO Bushels White Mountain POTATOES.
HATCH 5c FROST.
Oct 30—d2w

C\r\f\ BOXES Yellow Sugar;
Remedlos
H t TO hogsheads

SUCH AS

Gov

NEWPORT—Sid 16th, sehs SE Parker.Fitzg, raid,
Rockport, Mo, tor New York; Sarah Gardiner, Tsel,
Providence for Philadelphia.
Also sailed 18th. brig Orozimbo, Orcutt. Boston for
Philadelphia; schB Bound Brook, Perry, Rockland
forNewYork; c Fantauzai, Woosto, ftn Bristol for
Philadelphia; Roanoke, Wentworth, Worehem tor
New York; John Compton, Long^Pawtueket for do:
Franconia, Holt, St John PNB for Philadelphia,
Lord, Pinkham,PhiladelAr 18th. barque Henry
phia tor tfewburyport; sch Julia Newell, from Portfeud lor Philadelphia.
NEW BKDFOftD-Saiied 17th, seh
Kenduskcag,
Mitchell, New York.
HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 17th, seh
Cameo, Elwell,

goods

A. G. OLNET Jb

Skirt, jp

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ax 20th ult, ship Reindeer,
McLeltan, Slianghae,
GALVESTON—Ar joth, twig Ocean Wave, Cole.

sch Ida F Wheeler, Dyer, Providence.
NEW YORK
Ar 17th, ship

These

than regular price*, at

Every Skirt we sell is guaranteed; every Skirt
before being placed In store is examined and tested,
and in no case shall we knowingly sell an inferior

Embroidered French Coutille.

MOBILE—Cld 9th, barque John Kerr, Stimpson,
Boston; brig Poinsett, Morton, do.
Ar 9th, ship Cynosure, Oram, New York; brie
Baltic, Hooper, Baltimore.
SAVANNAH—Ar 7th Inst, sch Hattie M Mavo.
Curtiss, New York.
CHARLESTON—Cld 12th, brig Trindelen, Lawrv,
Boston.
Sid 13th, barque Flora, Hubbard, Baltimore.
RICHMOND—Sid 16th, sell Rebecca Knight, Bartlett, down river, to load for New York.
BAe-'IMORE—Cld 17th, brigs Sea Lion, Low, for
Barbaboes; Star of Peace, Roamer, Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17th, barques N M Haven,
Hall, New York; Dency, Smith, Boston; brigs Imogene,Saunders, Savannah; Olive, Gandy, Boston;
sebs Reno, Lambert, from St John NB; L Crockett.
Crockett, Rockland: Mail, Merrill, Boston.
Cld 16th, brig E H Kennedy, Geyer, Boston; sch
Bodabodec, Kennedy, Rockland; C F Young, Hutchinson, Portland.
Ar 17th, brig Maria Wheeler,
Wheeler, Boston-

Cassocks from $9 to $45!

133

Fort Ad-

reported to have been wrecked at Nantucket dur-

SACKS FROM $9 TO $301

third hands.

New York

CENTS.

For sale at

CHARLES

near

was got off on Wednesday morning, and taken
am^
to Newport.
Sch Superior, of Mlllbridge, with a cargo of coal,

for $9.00

A nice Black Cassock for 9.00

articles, and connection with one of the
largest Skirt Manu&ctorU s in the U. 8.,
gives ns such advantages in the matter of
price, that in many cases we are able to
offer these goods 20 to 30 per cent, lower than they can be bought oi other parties who get them through second or

land^at

DISASTERS.
Scli L Sturtevant, which got ashore

A nice Black Sack

which most be satisfactory. Our extensive and widely spreading trade in these

Oct 16—Sid, seh Commodore, Clark, Ellsworth for
Portland; Velocity, March, Ellsworth for Boston;
Reliance, (Br) Brown, Bangor lor Yarmouth NS.

The following Tesaels have boen sold in Europe:
Ships Valencia, ait Genoa, 7*9 tons, built at Bath in
1858, for £5600; White Mountain, at London, 940
tons, built at Bath in 1861, for £8750; barque ScotLondon, 384 tons, built in Maine in 1844, for

IVU BXCXIYBD.

Ladies) Andersen Intends to give yon
this season, Skirts and Corsets at prices

Boston.

The New York Shipping Gazette reports the sale ol
A1 ship Sterling, 1266 tons, built at Kennebunk in
1864, at about $70,000.

LADIES GARMENTS

26 IKARKET SQUARE. 26.

Oct 3—a N dim*

SEHLE^S

Wo have this day opened the largest and beet
selected assortment of

Skirt and Corset Store I

Dobbin, Usber, Edgartown

FROM OCR CORRESPONDENT.
GREEN’S LANDING, Ocl 13-Sld, Br sch Phenir,
Shaw, St John NB lor Portland.
Oct It—Sid, sch Seaport, Sargent, Oonldsboro for

—AND—

CASSOCKS!

NEW YORK

Brig Mountain Eagle, Hughes, Baltimore.
Brig Arieiucde, Crowe, Windsor NS for Boston,
Sch Hockanom, Staples. Port Hood CB.
Sch Richmond, Dorr, Ellxabethport.
Sch Christina, Richards, Elizabcthport.
Soli Plough Boy, Fuller, Albany NY.
Sch Lucy Ames, Verrill, New York.
Sch Heilry Janes, Simontou, Boston.
Sch Economy, Hastings, Boston.
Sch Georgia, A ley, Ellworth.
Sell Navy, Rood, Brookline.
Sch Adeline, (Br) Pettis, Bath.
Sch John Bagley, (Br) Milligan, River Herbert NS

tor Boston.
Sch J C Gass. (Br) --—, Beverly for St George NB.
Sch EUa Shennan, Means, Boston tor Ellsworth.
Sch Haynes, Young, Boston for Ellsworth.
Sch Express, Dlx, Boston for Tromont.
Sch
Herrick, Bostou tor Calais.
Sch Willow, McFadden, Lubec for New York.
Sch Harriet Neal, Fanning, Lubec for Nrfw York.
Sch Col Simmons, Matthews, Bel&st for Salem.
*
OLEASED.

CLOAKS, SACKS,

ANDERSON’S,

TllHrsdny, October 10.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Forest City, Donavan, Boston.
Steamer Montreal, LIscomb. Boston.

Brig Julia Ford, Ames, Cardenas—A L Hobson.

Differs.

ALL THE NEW STYLES I

PORTLAND.

SarahfMoore,

N*. 00 Middle Street, Portland.

OPENING

NO W

MARINE ISmWS

demand,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

And .Vo Variation.
Oet 20—iltf

.....

Sun rises.6.19
.5.10
Sun sets.

COLGATE*S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
is made from the choioest materials, Is
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial in its act upon the s> in.
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Good?* Dealers

DATE.

Bremen... ...New York. .Bremen.Oct 21
Vera Cru®.*. .New York. .Vera Cruz.Oct 23
China.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 25
City of London-New York. .Liveimool.Oct 28
Borusia.. .ia.. .'it. .New York. .Hamburg.Oct 28
Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 2S
North America-New York. .Rio Janeiro... .Oct 30
South America_New York. .Rio Janeiro....Nov 29
Scotia...New York. .Liverpool.Nov 1
Hansa...New York. Bremen.Nov 4
Africa....Boston.Liverpool.Nov 8

brown.

Me.

FOR

FROM

Persia.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 18
City of Washington New York.. Liverpool.Oct 21
North American.. .Quebec.Iiverpool.Oct 21
.New York.. Liverpool.Oct 21
Louisiana..

it from

E. S. WORMELL,

—A new novel by Edmund
About, entitled
“La Vieille Roche," (the old
Rock,)is announced. The author showed
great ability in his
“King of the Mountains," but his “Nose of a
Notary” was less successful.
—In addition to an
Edinburgh counterpart of
the London Oad-the
EcHpse-another amateur
sheet has just appeared at
Ramsgate. The title is the St. Lawrence Gridiron
The Owl

CHILDREN

FOB

june31dlyr

Washing-Tub.

WINSLOW,

MRS.

years, and can say in confidence and truth ot it
wirnt we have never been able to say of any other

To Messrs. Burleigh $ Royers:—Having been troubled with my Kidneys for some two years past, and.
having tried a great many patent medicines to no
purpose, I was induced to try SMOLANDEB’S COMPOUND EXTRACT or JiUCKU, and, attet nsing
firo bottles Only, I have found ft what it is represonted tobe in every respect,—a benefactor to those troubled with weak Back or Kidney Complaints, and
would cheerfully reccommend it to the public.
JOHN E. DOW, Insurance Agent.
Smolander’s Bucku is for sale by all Apothecaries.
Price

dressing.

young. aUould fall to use it.
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
es?" Ask for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Renewer, and
take ns other.
R. P. HALL A f 0.,
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
W. F. PhilHpa if Co Wholesale Ayenta.
or

DRY GOODS!

WmTAvwSf il«v

Beat, Julia Newell, Got «-'ony.
Carroll, Tonne Teaser, Gertrude, Alblou,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN* STEAMERS*

!>yThe Washington correspondent of the
Boston Herald says the election in Virginia has
turned out in some respects as unfortunate as
was at one time
anticipated. It is believed
that almost if not fully, one-half of the Congressional delegation will be unable to take the
oath required by Congress, and hence will not
be admitted to seats on the floor of the House
of Representatives.
By Benjamin Franklin,

WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGCOLOR.

Bbliw* and Health to your Ihjants.
9
We have piriuip and sold this article tor over thirty

Unsolicited Testimony.

Bebtshy’s

McCook of Steubenville, Ohio
father of two Generals and one naval
and uncle of four more generals of the same

rr

SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

—

[President Johnson.
By*Tho healthiness of southern loyalty is
conspicuously exhibited in the alleged fact.that
“Joseph R. Anderson, manager of the Trcde-

neat and

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew
er has proved itseirto be the most
perfect preparation for the hair ever offered to the
publio.
It is a vegetable
compound, and contains no injurious properties whatever.
INAL

Advertisements.

New

sHP"*-

Cmllen.

ANDERSON’S

HEW YORK SKIRT & CORSET

a

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening ho gams, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is

Elevators!

25 Cents per Set!

R5S£.\ift?is,%Xr Saco;

Worth Knowing,

HALL'S iBUBBE* EMPORIUM.
147 Middle 6U

in

Dress

•?}“ Voung Teazeij Mortoa, 'New York
,
(“.r.y10"’. Qortrudjbo^wettdo fo*. Calalu: PS

Jaly2lMtf

laurels such

ever

no

labor and property.
It is the sentiment of
the
freedom, of equal rights, of obligations
law of nature pervading tho law of the land.”—

WHITNEY,

first

compromised. It knows

baseness; it cowers to

no

,

American

JAMES

NOTICES.

That Bobber Goods can be repairs 1 in
substantial manner, at

land audience.

Mr.

A Fact

!'

I have the honor to announce to the Public of
Portland that having effected a brief engagement
with the following eminent Artists I hope to present
them for the first time in this Country before a Port-

a

appalled, corrupted

C A JB D

A

crape on the door the next morning.”
By “Democracy is a sentiment not to be

saw

pi'SCIAL

Announcement

Musical

literary gossip.

53?“The N. Y. Tribune quotes scripture in
defence of a protective tariff, and suggests that
was

lecture ent!tled“Pontoon
which he is delivering to the satisa

faction of all listeners.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

it

danger of a short

supply.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Gentleman In

By
.ctOO&T-’

a

Private Familv

Commercial Houet,

Friday Morning, October 20,

TELEGRAPH

BY

1865.

—

PORTLAND

VICINITY.

AND

*

VS~ Aivertitert will benefit ihemuieu,
advcrtuemen*

•eeonmo late ut,
tending in
a$ an early hour in the day.

by

*

Eoolesiastical Council.

Ecclesiastical Council, called by the
Central Congregational Church, in this city,
An

the dissolution of the relations
to advise
eiisting between that Church and its Pastor,
Bev. Henry D. Moore, convened In the vestry
of that church on Wednesday.
The Council was organized by the choice of
James B. Cahoon, Esq., as Moderator, and
Bev. George A. Tewksbury as Scribe.
After prayer by the Scribe, the Council proceeded to the business before them.
The
records of the Church were read to Council,
showing the resignation of Rev. Mr. Moore as
their Pastor, and the acceptance of it by the
on

pendence.

Fenianism is still the
engrossing topic in the
Irish provinces. Arrests continue.
Among
are
the latest
the proprietor and
of the

Connaught Patriot for

printer

seditious article in
that paper. Strict surveillance is
kept on vessels from America at Queenstown.
The body of a man was discovered
among
ttie cargo of the steamer
Queen, from New
York. It 13 believed to have been
placed there
a

when loading.
A royal commission has been
appointed in
England to inquire into the cattle disease.

Four persons were killed in a recent tumult
at Saragossa. Order was restored.
The Bank of England rate continues at six
per cent., but a further advance is not unlikely.
Latest by Telegraph to Queenstown.
Liverpool, Oet. 7, Evening.—At Dublin, yesterday Mr. Obenner, of the Connaught Patriot, was committed for trial on the double
charge of treason and felony.
Paris letters assert that the allocution recently delivered by the Pope against secret societies was due to the suggestion of the Arch-

Church after much endeavor to persuade its
withdrawal.
The Committee of the Church
also made statements, expressing the perfect

harmony existing between the church and
Pastor, and tbeir regret and unanimous desire
for his continuance with them.
Rev. Mr. Moore also made some statements
in regard to his high reciprocal regard for the
people of the Central Church, and of the many
evidences of. esteem and affection for himself

bishop

London, who

oi
to obtain

wished in this manner
a condemnation of Fenian ism.
Admiral Eliot, as Chairman of the Ocean
Telegraph Company, publishes a letter in the
Times, containing evidence that the Allons

shown;
explanation of the reasons which, notwithstanding all
this, impelled him to the course proposed.
After the hearing, the Council, unanimously, came to the result that the pastoral rela- trans-Atlantic Telegraph Company, who propose to establish communication with Ameritions existing between the Central Church
ca via Portugal and the Azores have no conand Bev. Henry D. Moore be dissolved.
cession from the Portuguese government, and
In coming to this result the Council
testify that such concession will probably be granted
their deep appreciation of the faithful and em- to the Ocean Telegraph Company on.y, and
that as soon as
the Ocean Company
inently successful labors of Rev. Mr. Moore; will be formally obtained,
launched.
the
regret
providence which takes him from
John P. Hale, U. S. Minister at Madrid, was
received by the Queen of Spain on the 30th.—
their midst, and heartily recommend him as
Mr. Hale in
aa able, faithful and devoted minister of the
presenting his credentials, made
an address full of friendship toward
Spain,
Lord Jesu3 Christ. They also tender to the
out
that all differences between the
pointing
Church their warmest sympathies, in the loss two countries have
always been pacifically adwhich they are called to meet
justed, and expressing hopes for continued
and
peace
prosperity.
The Queen, In response, rejoiced at the
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
between
the two nations and recipfriendship
OCTOBER TERM—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.
rocated the desire that they may remain
perThursday.—In the aase of Hovey vs. Hob- petual lriends. She also expressed real satisfaction at the termination of the disastrous
son, Mr. Rand commenced his closing argustruggle, gloriously sustained by the American
ment for defendant at half
past 9 o’clock and
and hoped all trace of the past strife
closed at one o’clock having occupied three people,
would be happily removed.
hours and a
they

have ever

and in

half.

In the afternoon Mr. Merrill commenced his argument for plain tiff at
quarter past three o’clock, and spoke until adjournment without closing his argument. The
jury will probably get the case this afternoon.

Natural Curiosity.—A girl

The War

between Brazil and
Sanguinary Battle and Defeat
aguayans.

about 13

August

to assume

large proportions. From

that time up to the present she has been

con-

stantly increasing in flesh and weight Her
health is good—she never having been ill.—
What her weight will be a year hence can oniy
be conjectured as she increases in weight
month by month. She is accompanied by her
parents, and this is the first time of exhibiting
her.
Highway Robbery

indulged

in that

in

line, they continued

to fol-

low and to urge him. Just in front of the
State House, one of them struck him a heavy
blow on the back of bis neck which felled him
to the ground, and they took all his
money and
escaped before he regained his consciousness.
He bad ten dollars and some fractional currency in his pockets.
No Cause

fob

Alabm.—A note from

Adjutant General Hodsdon touching the storage of powder on private account, at the State
Arsenal, assures us that but a small amount
has been stored there, and this in answer to
urgent solicitation as an act of accommodation, bu t that nothing shall be done hereafter
to cause alarm in the neighborhood.
Gen,
Hodsdon will not disregard cither the safety
of that portion of the city, or the natural fear
of explosion on the part of the people. The
quantity of powder In the arsenal is much less
than has been usual for a few years past. It
will he lessened at once.

the allied

forces, 8,500 strong,

encoun-

Democratic Ratification Meeting in A’nc
York—Speech by Mr. Blair.

Augusta—The
Star states that a Frenchman from Watervllle, who was stopping at the Mansion House
in Augusta, on going out on the street after
supper Wednesday night about 7 o’clock, wa3
followed by two men who urged him to go
back and drink. On his replying that he never

of

the Par-

tered 3.400 Paraguayans. The latter were
summoned to surrender, when they replied
by
shooting the messenger. For an hour and a
the
hattle
without
the
quarter
raged
asking or
givhjg of quarter. At length the Paraguayans fled, pursued by cavalry, when a
slaughter
took place which was a perfect butchery. The
Paraguayans lett 1,500 dead on the field, and
only 300 wounded. Their leader, Duarte, and
M00 of his troops were made prisoners, together with all their stores. The allies say
their loss is only 250 killed and wounded.
Another detachment of Paraguayans, 7,000
strong, on the opposite side of the river, were
prevented from reinforcing their friends by the
Brazilian gunboats; and at last accounts were
hemmed in by a vastly superior force. More
important battles were daily expected.

of the arm, is now on exhibition at Market
Hall. She beats Bantam’s female giant
fat woman ail out of sight
The name of the girl is Bartlette. She was
horn In Mt. Desert, and at her birth and three
months afterwards weighed but six pounds.—
It was not until she was three years old that

began

Paraguay-

New Yoek, Oct. 19.
The war between Paraguay and Brazil and
her allies has commenced in real earnest. Datails of the battle at Gayly show the sanguinary character of the struggle. On the 17th of

years old, weighing 305 pounds, lour feet five
inches high and measuring four teet around
the waist and 23 inches around the thick part

she

TELEGRAPH,
PRESS.

BY

TO THE

EVENING PAPERS.

Two Day, Later From
Europe.
New York, Oct. 19.
0
steamship Scotia, from Liverpool 6th, via
Queenstown 7th, has arrived.
The Fenian arrests continued; eight more
of the brotherhood had been committed for
trial at Dublin. It is said that Lord Bruce
has asked an explanation of Mr. Seward of
the movements of the Fenians in America.
Denials continue to be published by the alleged sufferers in the Confederate loan. Lord
Whamcliffe and Messrs. Peacocke and Akeroyd deny that they ever had any interest in it.
Sampson, the city editor of the Times, writes
to the Star that he not only never had any
stock, but declined to accept a proffered allotment when the loan was introduced.
W. S. Lindsay seizes this opportunity to regret that the South did not achieve their inde-

K^Mnson.

which

THE-

DAILY

their

New Advertisements T»-Day.
NSW AtWERTrSEttEXT OOM7JM.
Dry Goods—Hldon St Whitman.Ande
Skirts
and Corsets—Geo.
«,
Hoop
G Olnej & r
Co.
Cloaks, Sack. uihI Cassocks—A.
B. P. Frost—Ladies’Oat-side Garments.
Clapp’s Favorite Pear-J.
H. Stringham.
Navy Yard, Boston—S.
For Sale—Hatch <£ Frost.
Portland Commander/Knights Templar.
I.
Sugar and Mohwses-H.W. Smith.
Apples and Bntten-G.
B.
Henry.
Board Wanted—J.

_

TO

[

New Yoek, Oct 19.
The Democratic ratification meeting held
last night was large, and enthusiastic speeches
were made by Gen. Slocum and others.
President Johnson’s reconstruction policy
was endorsed, negro suffrage
denounced, and
the necessity of enforcing the Monroe doctrine
in regard to Mexico maintained.
Mr. Blair contended against negro suffrage,
saying the result of suen a system would be
the plantations would become those of a New
England instead of Southern oligarchy, and

From

Washington.

Washington, Oct.

19.
Gov. Crapa of Michigan, is here on business
connected with the interests of that State today. He had an interview with Secretary
Stanton in regard to the discharge of the remainder of the Michigan soldiers, about eight
regiments being still in the service, and was
assured by the Secretary that they will be
mustered out as soon as their places could be
supplied, and that all would be discharged
be°
fore the first of December.
Major-General George H. Stannard of Vermont, who was honorably mustered out of the
service in August was
to-day re-iustated lw
order of the President, on the
personal recommendation of Lieut. Gen. Grant. Gen.
Stannard is regarded as one of the bravest soldiers
warHe
was
?'
severely wounded at the
bait e of Gettysburg, and lost his arm at the
battle of Chapin’s Farm.
Rowland, commissioner of
the Northern ,?•
Pacific Railroad Company, is
here

making applications at the Interior Department for the withdrawal from sale of the
surveyed lands along the line in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Oregon and Washington Territories, and on other business connected with the
interest of the
Company.
All statements that the
ment has been or is

Treasury Depart-

paying money to the various States on account of Lheir
expenditures
for war purposes
during the war, are entirely
untrue.

The accounts of the various States

passing through the Auditor’s and Comptrollers offices, but no payments of any kind
are being made to
any State.
Circumstances frequently occur which ren-

are

der it of great interest both to the government
and private parties to be able to trace
government securities. It is therefore very desirable
that banks and all persons dealing in these
securities should keep a record of each separate transaction in them, stating the institution they were purchased of or to whom
sold,
their location, kind of security and its
series,
date, denomination and number.
T'retn

New Orleans—Mexican Items.

dis-

Advices from Matamoras to the 4th Inst,
Monterey to the 25th ult, are received.
Gen. Douxie had arrived at Saltillo with

and

1,600 men.
6,000 Imperial troops were expected

at Monto the Rio Grande frontier.
Stages, running from Matamoras to Monterey, were ovehauled by the Liberals, who exacted of the passengers eighty dollars for each
trunk. A new line of stages had commenced
running between Monterey and the city of

terey,

Washington Correspondence.
New Yobk, Oct 19.
The Post’s Washington dispatch says Alex.
H. Stephens has engaged rooms at Willard’s
Hotel, Washington, and will be there to-night
Gen. Butler had an interview with the President to-day, and will make a speech before the
Soldiers’ League before leaving town.
The President to-day pardoned several $20,000 men.

enroute

ant at an advance of kl. The advance in the bank
rate was too late to affect the market.
Breadstuff's—quiet and firm.

Gen. Escabedio is reported to have left
Mirand, and gone in the direction of Moncloran.
The chiefs of the Mexican guerrillas were
expressing much dissatisfaction with each
other.
An Imperial decree has been
issued, ordering that vessels be not admitted into Mexican

ports, unless they bring proper papers from
the consuls of the Empire abroad.
Advices from the city of Mexico state that
Gen. Negrette held Chihuahua with only
3,000 men, having lost 500 from exposure and
stervating. A detachment of Cortrash’s guerrillas had succeed in capturing six of Cortinas’
robbers.
The Episcopal Convention.

Philadelphia, Oct 19.
In the Episcopal Convention
to-day a resolution from the Board of Foreign Missions,
praying for the establishment of a diocese in a
foreign land, was received.
A resolution,
requesting the Committee on
Canons to inquire whether legislation was
to
necessary
protect congregations from the
ministrations of men who are not received in
the Episcopal ordination, was referred to that
Committee.
Philadelphia, Oct 19.
In the Episcopal Convention
to-day the following resolution as a substitute to the military conon was adopted and placed as an ap-

pendix to the canon:
“Resolved, That the House of Bishops concurring that it is the sense of the Protestant
Episcopal Church in the United States of
America that it is incompatable with their
duty, position and screed, calling for the clergy

of this church to bear arms.”
The amendment to the canon for the
pro-

tection of Missionary Bishops was taken
up
and debated with action, when the Convention adjourned.
Various Stems.

urged if the

negroes were to be free, equal and
independent, they must have a place of refuge
set off for them, and said such a land of promise was held out to them by the liberals of
Mexico, where that region stretching around
the Gulf of Mexico from the Rio Grande,
would become a line of demarkation between
the United States and Mexico.

New Yobk, Oct. 19.
The 8th regular cavalry is in
town, enroute
to Texas, under Gen.
Sturgiss.
The total amount realized
by the Government Cotton Sales on
Tuesday was $1,200,000
in gold. Ail the captured cotton from Savannah and Charleston has now been sold.
Capt. Thomas Dunham was to-day elected
Pilot Commissioner In place of Capt. Marshall,
/ deceased.
Fenian Conyrese.
Secretary Seward responded to a request for
a contradiction of the statement
Philadelphia, Oct. 18.
that Irish arThe Fenian Congress was again in session rests were made through his
advice, that he
but
the
would
not
are
from
secret. Delehis habit of leaving the
to-day,
depart
proceedings
gates continue to arrive. The sessions will contradiction of calumnies to an intelligent
probably continue through the week. It is country.
understood that the report of the committee
The Common Council concurred in the resoon the report of the Grand Council was unlution of the Aldermen, to-day, to print 25,000
der consideration this afternoon.
copies of President Lincoln’s obsequies, thus
passing it over Mayor Gunther’s veto.
Among the passengers per steamship Scotia,
of Were.
which arrived here to-day, is Miss Lucille
New York, Oct 19.
Western, who appears in Philadelphia the latidefense, in which he ter part of this month.
Werzhaspr
protests his innocence of the charges preferred

was

blowing

a

gale.

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 18.

Preparations for the execution of the guerChamp Ferguson, are being rapidly completed. The execution will he conducted by
Gen. Shafer, Commandant of the post of Nashville, at the penitentiary outside of the city.
Ferguson’s wife and daughter were expected
here to-day to visit him for the last time.

Real Estate at Auction.—
at auction yesterday
a lot of land on Brackett street near Carlton
street, containing about 9000 feet, on which
It was
were three small dwelling houses.
purchased by Mr. Caleb S. Small for $3600.
The same fii-m also sold on Wednesday the
Harding farm in Gorham. Hon. Seth Scammon was the purchaser at $2500.
of

Henry Bailey & Co. sold

Levee.—The levee given by the ladies of
the Sumner street church at T.OT'e»°t°r Hall
last evening was pretty well attended, notwithstanding the unpropicious state of the
weather. It was a very pleasing affair, and
the exhibition of paintings was well spoken of.
It will be repoated this evening at the same
place, and we bespeak tor it the encouragement of our citizens.

Eclipse^—The annular eclipse, which
took place yesterday, did not attract much attention for the reason that the sky was so
cloudy and the weather so stormy that it was
The

not visible. We did not notice that it was
any darker here than it generally is on cloudy

days.

The Fenian Convention.

rilla

The New Brunswick left Boston yesterday
noon for this port and Eastport, but returned
again to that port. She left again at 4 o’clock
P. M. for this port.
Sale

to be allowed to vote.”

Execution of Champ Ferguson.

Two young ladies, says the Boston Advertiser, not from the rural districts, attended a
recent concert at the Music Hall.
Maiden
Number One was extremely shocked at the
statue over the rear gallery, and remarked that
it was “all undressed.” “Hush,” said Maiden
Number Two, “that Is the statue of Colonel
Chickering. He has done a great deal for the
soldiers, and you mustn’t say anything agamst
it.” Doubtless the gallant officer referred to
has received in his day many compliments;
but we doubt if he ever had the Apollo Belvidere mistaken for him before.
A correspondent writes: I was amused
the other day at my hotel by a ruralist’s opinion of olives, which, it seems, he mistook for
plums. He dropped his finger in the glass jar,
and thrust them into his mouth; but hardly
had he done
so, when he spat them out, and
evidently regarding himself as the victim of a

joke, glanced angrily at the grinning waiters,
and
remarked, “in give 6ye dollars to know
e man who
poured salt water on them
plums.”

___

Masonic.—The Monroe Commandery of
Discovery of a Wild
Man.—The BuffaA wild
Knights Templar, of Rochester, N. Y., are not lo
says:
Ua8 been dis_
expected to arrive here until Sunday. Ar- covered in a forest in Clearfield County, Pennrangements are being made by the Portland sylvania. He was covered all over with down
Commandery for the proper entertainment of and when captured was able to speak
only one
their guests while in the city.
►word—“draft.” He had forgotten all the
rest
of the English language, and manifested
no
Furniture at Auction.—The furniture
recollection of his former state until election
of Rev. Henry D. Moore will be sold at auction
he
when
voted
the
Democratic ticket with
day,
to-day at his late residence, No. 28 Spring St,

Express

by Henry Bailey

&

Co., commencing

at 10

o’clock.
Rehearsal for congregational singing at
the Central Church this evening. The public
are invited.
To Cape Elizabeth.—The ferry boat H.
H. Hay has resumed her trips between this
pity and the Cape,

avidity.

____

Delaware has some fine laws. A negro
soldier, who has been to the front fighting rebels, lately returned to his home in that State,
proudly bringing his gun with him. He was
brought before a magistrate, fined and deprived of his gun, for transgressing a law of the
State, which provides that no negro shall he
allowed to have a gun.

Philadelphia,

LONDON MONEY MARKET, Oct. 6.
Consols
closed at 88| (g> 88$ for money.
AMERICAN SEC URITIES—U. S. 5-20s69 @ 691.
Illinois Central Shares 82 @ 62$.
Erie Shares 59 (jg
2

ed with the Irish Fenians and informed himself of their plans, reports the organization as
powerful and under skilful leaders. The number present has been increased by delegations
from the west, and a California delegation is
expected. The financial matters being perfected, subscriptions to the ioan will soon commence,

Elections Tty the Vermont Legislature.
Montpelieb, Yt. Oct. 19.
The Legislature in a joint assembly to-day
made the following elections:—Chief Justice
Supremo Court, Hon. R. P. Poland of St

Johpsbury; Associate Justices, John Pierpont
of Virgennes, James Barrott of Woodstock,
Loyal C. Kellogg of Rutland, Asahel Peck of
Montpelier, and M. C. Wilson of Barkersfield;
Reporter of Supreme Court of Decisions, W.
G- Veazie of Rutland,
Duties of Xegraes to their Employers.
New Obleanb, Oct. 18.

An important circular has been issued from
the Freodmen’s Bureau regulating the duties
of negroes towards their employees. The
freedmen are given to understand that they
must labor or not expect any concession from
the government hereafter.
No further military interference, it is said,
will be permitted in regard to the
registering
of votes.
Criminal Items,

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.
David Gregory, under sentence of death for
died
in
murder,
jail last night.
Hugh Donelly, arrested on the charge of
concerned
in the murder of the porter
being
in Whlte’3 dental depot a few days since, has
been identified by the liardware dealer as the
man who bought the chisel left by the murderers in Mr. White’s fire-proof.
Eclipse—Movements of Oen. Sherman.
St. Louis, Oct. 19.
Prof. Terrill, E. P. Anthony and Charles S.
Pierce of Cambridge, Mass., took extensive observations of the eclipses at St. Joseph, Mo.
The

Gen. Sherman left

today

Wyandotte for

Lawrence

and will go on an excursion to the presterminus of the Union Pacific Railroad,

several miles

beyond

sirable goods In

A

Latest via
Queenstown.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET, Oat.
7.—Flour quiet and steady. Wheat firm. Corn steady
at 29s 3d for mixed.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Oct. 7.—
Beef firm. Pork scarce and advanced 2s 6d. Bacon
firm. Lard quiet but steadv at 90s. Butter firm
with an upward tendency. Tallow active at an advance of 1 <gi> 2s.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Oct. 7.—
Ashes steady. Sugars upward. Coflfeeflrm. Sj>enn
011 inactive. Roam dull. Spirits Turpentine inactive. Petroleum 2s lid @ 2 12d.

1
de-

stock new and

Woolen

ed to

our own

Hosiery, most of which is

manufactur-

order, and

tr

superior in Stock

to

JVo

Old

our own

de,

market goods, and while

are

very high at those figures)

LOW Popular
Will be maintained.

generously patronised this

establish-

store

attractive

os ever.

Markets.
New Yore Oct* 19.
Cotton—lower: sales 1200 halos Middling Uplands
at 59 @ 60c.
Flour—10 @ 20c lower; sales 7800 bbls. State 7 70
@ 8 65. Round Hoop Ohio 8 85 @ 12 50. Western
7 70 (gj 8 75.
Southorn, sales 520 bbls at 9 09 @ 16 00.
Canada 10 @ 15c lower; sales 300 bbls at 8 35 @
12 60.

Wheat—2 @ 4c lower; sales 49,000 bushels. Chicago Spring 1 65 @ 173. Milwaukee Club 1 Of @ 1 74
Amber Milwaukee 1 75 % 1 76. Winter Red Western
2 28. Amber State, new, 2 39 @ 2 32.
Corn—1 (a) 2° lower; sales 9000 bushels.
Mixed
Western 83 (g) 88c.
Pork—sales 12,300 bbls. N$w Mess at 30 37 @32 00.
Lard—steady; sales 680 bbls at 24 @ 28$.

Whiskey—steady; sides 400 bbls at 2 30.
Rico—quiet at 13$ @ 14c for Carolina.
Sugars—firm but quiet; sales 591 klids Muscovado

on

Pernambuco, 4900 bagB at 33$c.

private terms.

Coffee—quiet; Riol9$®22$c.

Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine firm; gales 175
bbls at 117$. Rosin firm; sales 100 bbls common at
7 75.

Petroleum—easier; sales

4500

bbls at 36$ @ 37c.

JjllTZ

.i nrt

United States 10-& coupons.
Treasury 7-30.

qqi

97!

United States one year Certificates..go!
Tennessee Sixe3,.
North Carolina Sixes,..
..
Missouri

m*

Sixes.

Cumberland Coal Co..
Canton Company..
New York Central.

'.443
.53
q^i
Erie.
gnl
Reading..*.*.".*.*. '.*.*.'*.*.115I

Michigan Central...’ *1141

Michigan Southern
7of
Illinois Central.1354
Chicago and Rock Island..
*1084
Clevo'and and Pittsburg.
76?
Chicago and North Western.!.!....!!! 294

ISTEW

FIRM!

NEW FALL GOODS.
TSffi-ffiK SSSi““

""sric,ous

No. 6 Free St. Block,
Have received

Foreign

a

large

and

and Domestic

Goods!

Dry

Consisting in part of Silks, Shawls, Thibets. Plaid,
Striped and Plain Poplins, Super Black Alpaccas,
Black and Colored Taznise Cloths, Delaines, Ginghams, Prints, Mourning and Fancy Dress Goods,
Black Crapes, Crape Veils, &c.

Housekeeping,Goods!
Such as Linen Damask, Table Cloths, Napkins, Dla*
per, Russia and American Crash, Huck Towels,
Blankets, Flannels, Quilts, Brown and Bleached
Cottozis.

Plain, Striped and Checked Cambrics, and Nansooks, Swiss Muslins, Brilliants, Piquet, Fronting
Linens, Linen Hdkfa. Embroideries, sc.
Also, Beaver Cloths, Broadcloths, Cassimcres,
Cloakings, Shirting Flannels, a id a variety of

Gloves !

To which we invite the attention of the former
pa
trons of the store and the public
generally. With
our facilities for
wc can confidently offer
purchasing
extra inducements to customers.

wiJi a company of the
6th United States artil-

A reduction of fares on both lines of
steamJames River takes place
to-day.

In great variety cf style, at short notice. The Carpet Hassock is the best Footstool in use, being light,
durable and ornamental.
It is really an article of
beauty and far superior to anything ol the kind ever
before manufactured in this vicinity.
Parties can have their remnants of Carpeting made
into tliis desirable footstool, in any style at trilling
expense.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.
A full assortment constantly on hand or manufactured to order at

THOMPSON & CO’8,
161 Middle St, up one flight of Stcirs.

Oct 18—tt&s lm

19—dlwteodtl
Sept*■ 10

recent

HOLES made to order. Button Hole,
& Clark’s Improvod, and Howe
Sewing Machines.
The BEST Machine Poe Famiia- Use is the

Sewing Machine!

Makes Four Different Stitches,
And has the REVERSIBLE FEED. It will
pay to
call and see these machines before
purchasing elaeBAKNUM'S SELF SEWERS, Needles, Twist,
Cotton, Oil, and all hinds of Machine Trimmings.
New Machines Exchanged foe Old.
Machines to Let and Repaired.
W. S. DYER,
Mo. 137 1-2 Middle Street,
oct3eodlm
(up one flight qf stairs.)

and

E.

18

Exchange Street to 74
Middle Street.

WEBSTER, Insurance Agent,

from Exchange to No. 74- Middle
HAS
St., two doors west of Exchange St., And having
received his

son, J. H. WEliSTEB, as co-partner
they will Insure tha various classes of riaks against
fire, at as reasonable rates as other reliable companies, and would solicit a shave of the public patronage.
ELIPHADET WEBSTER & SON.
Sept 18—edlw t codtf

LIBBY, LIDBACK & CO.,
No. 4 Manufacturers Block, Coion Si.,

PORTLAND,

double-acting, anti-freezing Force-Pump.
ed to give Kalis taction.
A' Ln>BA«’
««>• fc
Dbrt

THK

Glass!

on

3500
ST™ MEAL200

Bbls. “Oswego Family Flour,”
50 Bbls. “Chesapeake Extra Flour
Cargo Sch. “Aid,” from Baltimore, now landing and
for sale by
CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.
N. B.-In store.500 bushels White Corn per soli.
Convoy from Norfolk. Va.
oc19tt&8

Copartnership

Notice.

have this day formed
rpHE undersigned
under the Arm
name

of

BROTHERS,

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
I>eiitist,
No. 11

the

Clapp’s Block, Congress St,

PORTLAND, HE.
SeptSM—eodtf

Cloaks, from $7.00 to $50.00.
11—dtf

Oct

Good da? asd Good Tuack,

Admission
octl8dtd

Knit

showing

are

Hoods, from 75c

Kid

HODSDON

Curiosity

Gloves, for $1.00

on

A Female, weighing 305 pounds,
BUT THIBTEEN YEARS OF AGE!
She la fear feet live inchee high, and measures four
A. M., to 9 P. M.

showing their

Ladies’ Under

FTZGERALD

Bibbed Hose for

New

Gloves

WHOLESALE

MRS.

HUTCHINS &

To

Street.

CHEERFULLY recommend to mv former natrons,
my successors, Mrs. Hutchins & Cc., as In every
way prepared to famish the Latest and Most Eleuant

I

WHOLESALE

OR

and

Trimmings.

I shall also continue to execute HAIR
WORK,
in all its branches, at the same place—27 Free St.
octl7—<ltf
H. tl. VAR.Vlsy.

Oct 11—dtf

M.

FROST,

re-onlisted again in the Dry Goods MoHAVING
nopoly, would call the attention of the public,
he is

prepared with

that

a

fall stock

Embracing

every

and Domestic

Foreign

Dry
Lowest

And will sell at the very
Mv store has been thoroughly

good as new.
63r~Plea<e remember—No.
Congress SI.

4

Goods!

Rates.

renovated and is

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

Artificial Teeth inserted on Ovid, Silver and Vulcanite base. All operations warranted to give salisaction.
augll’G5eodis«ftwly

Co.,

(Successors to Sawyer <Jfc Patterson,)
DEALERS

nr,

Deake's Wharf. neir’P. P. & P. E.

House.

oclSd4t*

Dissolution !
firm et F. B. TOPE AN & CO. have this day
Tin:
dissolved, Mr. F. B. Toppan having withdrawn.

The business will be carried on at -he Old
Stand, 124
Middle Street, by Mr. Lewis Toppan.
ForJond, Oct. 11.
octl7dlw.

Foot of Park Street.
W'

B.

PATTERSON,
Oct. 11, 1865.—eod4w

L.

THE

Oct. 3, 1865.—dtl

Contracts and Legal Instruments.

Attorney,

No. 117 Middle St.

Sept. 20—dim

A hatTofk0*06

grape vines::

^’nes

1-1lu above kinds may be
G.

R. DAVIS,
Agent for Dr. Grant.

Rev. S.

N. HOWELL, A. M„
rmsciPAL.

REED’S

FERRY,

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

On the Nashua and Concord Bail Road.

iJ-VSiT

THOMAS P.
88 Cumberland Sheet, Portland, Me. RODMAN,
na-M#’
Oct 11,1880.
odidSw

LADIES,

Cloaks,

call and

BEING
whole stock at
Very

from the city, I offer my
GOOD BARGAIN; or shall sell

remove
a

Low for

Cloaks.
small lot-of
at less than

ly damaged, for sale
material, at 10# Federal St.

Under-Shirts
\

LOT, from

Cloaks, slightthe cost of the
ool7<12w

and Draivers.
the oheapeBt to the best"

Auction Store o,W. C

FAIRS LINEN SHEETS at one-half first
yV'J cost: the cheapest thing in the market for
Towels at the Auction Store ot W. C. BARNES, 10#
Federal St.
ocl7d2w

fJAfl

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE OFFICE, at
363j Congress Street, near the Cite Hotel, open
daily (tom 8 to 12 A, M. and 1 to 4 P. M.

THE

Oct. 18—dlw*

T. McCLEEBT.

Furnishing

Oct 12—d2w

&

WITRERELE.

No. 95 Exchange Street,
PVT IX AN ENTIRE NEW

HAVE

ON

STOCK

Furnishing

U. W. MORSE * W. B. WITHERELL.
octfidSw
Portland, Me.

Novel and

Beautiful!

MRS. J. W. EMERY
Has Just returned from New York with
and

elegant stock

Valuable House and Lot at A action.
at 8 o’clock P. II
0N s»haU sell the neat*1#t»
two-story Wooacn House In

an

Oct

only

investment.

HENRY BAILEY & CO.,

Auctioneers.

India Street, next below the Sailor’s Home.
The
House contains 11 finished rooms, is centrally located,
ha* abundant hard and soft water, and it a uesi: able

Grand Trunk Depot,
property,—near
and business

&

M

E

the

HAVE

give

and are confldent
customers extra bargains. Call and
Fc*s Kepaibed.

COE

Portland, Me. Oct.

-FOB-

RIO DE JANEIRO,
St.

we can
sec.

Thomas, Para, Pernam-

piles—w*
asthma,

plaints.

The Rlieomatic. the gouty, the lame and th£
leap with joy, and move with the agility and eteotrlo
ity of youth; the heated groid is cooled; the frost-

bitten'limbs restored, the uncouth defomdrlcs removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakt css to
deal to hear and

strength: the blind made to see, the
the palsied form to move upright;

the blemishes

oi

obliterated; the accidents of mature lire
prexewtid; the calamities of old age obviated and &n
active v-dreulaUon maintained.
arc

Who have cold hancs and feet: weak stomachs, lame
and weak backsj nervous and sick headache: diaefness and swimming In tbo head, with indigestion and
constipation of thebowels; jpaJn In the side and back;
leucorrbesa, (or whites); foiling of the womb wtth Internal cancers; tumors, oolynus, and ail that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
of cure. For painful m#u&truation, too profuse
menstruation, and ail of those long line of trouble?
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.

TEETH!

TEETH! TEETH!

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Peeth by EleorKicrrY without fain. Persons having de< ayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed »r xosettlx \g he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Elkctro Magnetic Machines ior sale
lor family wee, with thorough instrn tions.
a few patients with board
Dr. D. ran
and treatment at his nTuse.
Ohlce hours from 8 o’clock A. VI to 12 M ; from
to 6 P. M., ami 7 to 9 in the evening.
norltl
Conyu.' tatdon free.

mccmin^hiie

Manufactory !

884 CONGRESS ST., Car. of Ceaire.
kind, of Mirror and Portrait Frame., made
in the beet manner. Gilding done in a superior
the charge of Mr. JAMK9 TODD, who
under
style,
has haa tortv years experience.
Square Frames of
all kind* made to order, in a neat manner,by tbe beet
assortment
A
larae
ol workmt«.
constantly on hand
oeSeodieor. 3m
for wholahu and retail trade.

ALL

SHIP OWNEBS, sgiP CHANDLERS, AND
OTHERS. A young man, who has served his
country with fidelity during the war, as an ofieer In
the Nayy, and who has recently received sn Honorable Discharge, desires a good situation where his
knowledge of shipping would he of use. Has had 13
yean experience at sea as sailor and officer; Is a good
and quick writer; can bring good testimonials as to
and would make himfidelity, soberness amt honesty,
K. R.
self usetnl. Address:
CI^tRK,
23 Gray Street. Portland, Me.
0ctl7d5t*

TO

Lost!

Trunk
Sabattlsrille Depot,

McCALLAR,

No* B5 Middle Street*

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL
TRAMSIIIP COMPANY

dispatch regularly,

Mirror Plates !
LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly

on

hand,

McKE.V.VEY,
284 Congress St.

GOOD

Electrician

doctor the second time.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenty
one years, and is also a regular graduated physician*
to chronic diseases In
Electricity is perfectly
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia m
tie head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
1 the acute stages or where the lungs are not fuliy
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scroAila, hip
spinal diseases, curvature
diseases, white
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas* Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigescure
tlxn, constipation and liver complaint,
bronchia/cry case that can be presented;
of
the
and
all
forms
of
female
strictures
chest,
tis,

buco and Bahia.

13.—d2w

A. M
Oct 3—eod*eow3m

DEWING,

N.

or

between that place and

the ISth
Depot in Portland,
ATofthe Kennebec
Inst, medium sized Black
on

&

A for Bale by

!

Notice.

CALLING AT

the above goods will do
before purchasing else-

oar

at her rooms,

United States Mail Line

largo variety of Children’s Fancy Fun.

where, as we bought early,

L

17* MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite /the United States Hotel,
VITHERE he would respectfully announce to the
▼ V
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has
permanently located in this city. During the two

Oct It—eodtw

McCALLAR

Those in wane of any of
well to oxamine oar stock,

public,

Cor. Congress and Chestnut Sts.
on hand,

AMERICAN SABLES, GERMAN FITCH, RIVER
SABLES, SIBERIAN SQUIRREL,
a

A

V

O

DR. W.

Frame

nr Cut Flowers and Boquets constantly
and furnished to order.

Just received their Winter Stock of Fan.
They have a large and well selected lot of rich

and

Boston Boats,

A. U. McKENXEY’S

To which she invites the attention of her (tends and

Street.

FURS! __FURS!!
COE

thoroffWy

parti

extensive

Mew Designs la Decal coma ala, Vases, Sic,
The

A. M. McKEN\Kl%
284 Congress St., corner of Ctntre
3—eod&eow3m

ami

with
abundance pure water; there is also a
convyuent
The house is
wood-Jio.tse and barn.
uiar supervision.
There
built, under bis own
is about one and a half acres of excellent land, with
fruit trees, Ac. It Is near the Meeting Hou^, near
the Academy, and near the Grand Trunk
It
arc a very desirable, healthy and pleasant location.
It ts In the near vicinity of the outlet oi' the Pre-

of

1MORTELLES,

Hallotypes!
most beautiful picture
made.
THE
place 1n Portland to get them is at

U o'clock A. II.,
Carriages. Harnesses, &c.t

a

dtdP***Y

Oct 18

vouth

HAVING
J. LEVY,

STUFF

on

the

a
c'ay
August
Trunk,
marked -HATTIE D. HAMILTON, Por'land."Atry person having knowledge of said Trunk will
Please address tlw Baggage Master at Kenncheo Depot, or E. T. CUSHMAN, PorUand.
oclSd A w3w
Oot 11, IKS.

29th of each month,
OP THEIR FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS.

ONE

(The 29th falling on Sunday,thoy will sail on the 30th.}
THE

AMERICA

NORTH

Colored

Photographs

!

T.TROM Locket to Lite Size, l-y the best of Artist*
I" AR coloring done In my estabbhment where
> sn
sm
keej constantly employed a number of color
ami examine specimens at my Photograph Exhibition Rooms.
A. M. McKENVEY,
m Congrett St., oypoelte Preble House, Portland.
Oct S— eodaeowSm
___
_

TROW8ER8I
-AT-

MORRELL’S
*- 1:*3

S«™««

ocl3<14weod

Albums,

Engravings, Crayons.

A ND FANCY ARTICLES, for sale at
^
Ck:t

3—eod*eow3nf"

8t.

CLOSING

St-AlLE!

offers his entire stock of Fall

and Winter
S®*,

Win leave on MONDAY, the 30th October, from
Pier 43 North River at 12, noon.
The steamers only call at Para every other trip.—
The North America will not call there this time.
The Steamer SOUTH AMERICA will fal’.ow on
the 29th November.
An experienced Surgeon is attached to each steam-

ship.
All letters must pass through the Poet Offlc a.
For freight or passage, having splendid aoi ommodatlons, apply to THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
IT Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO It CC'.,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Oct 14—d!3t
Portland.

Horst- for Sale.
An

0-00 IDS,

TiU Soy. Is at prices so LOW as to suit
everybody.
Other parties will take the balance of Stock and
Store at that time.
Don’t
tail
to give him a
Cjr
call, as it will be
much to your
Oct 17 —eodfcw2w

advantage.

GERRISH,
(fBgP,
National Bank.
At
o?u-<nw»___

any

KING &
Succcs

Importers

lore to

DEXTER,

Chase, Littlefield & Co.,

of nutl

Dealers in nil kinds of

Hardware & Window

Glass,

Received

For Sale.

opened!

LOT of DRESS OODS, SHAWLS.
and all kinds of FLANNELS, and DOMESTIC GOODS, which will be sold cheap at
VICKERT It BOWEN’S,
No. 2 Free St. Block,
Oct. 7—(12w

Anew

A YOKE OF OXEN, suitable for
or BEEF.
NAHUM FICKKTT,
Strondwater Village,

■MTOWlwork
^UiV
_ItrJl
Oct

_

Westbrook.

13—dlw*

Blanket *T

blankets!!
kota

time to

is

cheat)

A

large

your
lray Blan
NOWlot
just lecelved at W. C. L.ARNhK' Auction
OCl7d2w
10# Federal St.

at

JACONET CAMBRICS,
Goods,
Brilliants,
Plaid Cambrics,
Swiss Muslins,
Nainsook Muslins,
Merino Vests,
White Flannels,
Linen Hands fro hi bf#. Dress Buttons,
Stamped Embroideries Edgings,

WHITE

Tarns,

Berlin Worsteds,
C

O L L A tt

Gloves

a

A

A U

a L

and

£ V £ S

Hosiery.

Wanted.
GOOD reliable Amcrean Woman as bead 6ook
in a Boys' Boarding School.
Wages *4 per week.
An assistant lumisked. Address

A

Oct 19—d2w*

Wanted.

A^j«8 KUBBEB EMr1°4?‘£ld<Slo St.

Oct 19—dtf

D. T.

FO BUBBLY

Apply

OCCUPIED BY

CHASE,
Head af

Leai

ESQ.,

Wharf.
& ROGERS.

BRADLEY, COOLIDGE

Portland,

Oct. 2,18«5.

Wanted.

B_

have tills day removed to
STOBS

Me.

or Book. iltna ion as Cashier
w
r a young Ml Dry Uoo.l«. Millinery, or Fancy
reibrences
given.
*■» of

Removal.

^yE

WARREN JOHNSON,
Topsham.

8*22 Stea ores* W®*
«inter.

And a General Assort meal of Goods*
octl(W4w

175 Middle and 118 Federal Sts.

JUST

E. P.
Casco

Store,

Just

23 Free Street!

kind done at A. M. McKENNEY’S. 284
Congress St., by a new method, in a superior
manner; cad and try it.
oct3eod&eow3m

OF

GOODS

NEW

En-

excellent FAMILY HOME.

«alr<i °r

•

October 2—(13m

Linen Sheets.

Goods!

taken the Store recently occupied by

Thirty Days l

S. B. WAITE,
M Union Street.

Copying Pictures

see a

and

Wkiek we ikall offer at very Law Prices.
Please Call and Examine.

FOB SAFE I

To Kent.
Booms, centrally located, in
TY?.!Ur?eJurnl3h«|l
®
I?r,ya'Good reference required.
Apply to W, 37j Middle St.
ocHdti

Hack,

Pair Horses, Harnesses, Runall in good order and good.
BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
one

By Electricity

-OF-

granite state

Military & Collegiate Institute.

Also

ners, Ac.,

earn

GOODS!

about to

Iona and Delaware
grape vines:

<kc.

palsy

PURCHASING.

Clothina: and

CROCKERY!

T>ARTICULAR attention Riyen to wrttinBConsd8>and a" kind9 o< LEGAL
and examining titles of Beal Estate, by
H. I*. DEANE,
and

°rt* 21 id, it
StA.TU£PAJ’
Lime St., Horses.

on

swellings,

PRICES!

STOCK

soon.

PKARSOS &. SMITH.

AT AUCTION!

0N

sttapted

Oct 12—oodiw4w

ELDER.

L.

Portend,

A RARE CHANCE !
undersigned
making a change
in their busings,contemplating
would dispose of their Retail
Trade, together with Horses, Bread Carts and Baking implements, on reasonable terms 11 applied for

Garments at

LEWIS,ROLLINS&BOND,

Depot,

Newly

Patented Article,
(wanted in every family) which will pay $6000 theflrst
year. Any man who can furnish $50 and upwards,
can also have a business which will pay him from
$20 to $60 a day.
Apply this week to ME. LEONAED, at the Elm

le—dtd

Oct.

LADIES

Particular Attention paid to Cemetery Work.

ever

I

BEFORE

Clothing

AND

and

The above Cotton has boon claused and sampled

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Rare Chance for Business !
WANT a good business man who can furnish
$1000 capital to become interested with me in
the manuftciure and sale ui a

AND

Workers of Granite! MORSE

ocl7d&w2w

DENTIST,
8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,

furnish

PORTLAND, ME.

W. B. Patterson &

Decrimg Block,

CH. OSGOOD,

can

141 *»d 143 Middle St.

of

desirable style of

RETAIL!

Street,

Orleans

years we bare been In this city, we have cured some
ot the worst forms of disease in persons whe have
tried other forms oi treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is oAen
do they stay cured? To answer this question
asked,
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we wiO

BOTTOM BRICES.

ATTENTION !

New Store and New Goods!
P.

the Re-

before

We Invite all to

148 and ISO Middle

way,!} Y,

Has removed his office from Clapp's Block to

Call and See Our Stock

Styles

Millinery

And |

AT

VARNEY,

27 Free

II.,

by O. W. Amory, and may bo seen In bale at Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn, and by sample at the othoe of
the Auctioneers, No. 3e Pine
St., New York, two
days before the sale.

Medical

cent Advance !

Order!

Successors to
E-

"MenTifaottire,"

own

MANUFACTURE

CO.,

300 Bales New

-FBOU-

FITZGERALD & HODSDON,

Fall and. Winter.

P.

By order of
SIM EOM DRAPER, C. S. Cotta*
Ateiiff
About

B

RETAIL,

MILLINERY! HOOP SKIRTS1

October 20th, 1865,
O’CLOCK

At Exchange Sales Boom, m Broad

Vests,

Goods Purchased

oclSd2inos

AT 1

HENRY BAILEY A CO., Anottoneers.
octlSdtd

Oct 11—dtf

Every article warranted as rcoommended. Grateful for the liberal patronage of tho last
Twenty years,
we hope for the continuance ol the favors ot our olu
friends and the public.

Boston, September 30,1865.

Coats,

Pants,
Of their

ity, Style or Price.

FRIDAY,

ON

Sacks,

Cost!

AND

WILL SELL

On

generally.

ISO Middle St.

148 and

United States Cotton Sale.

House and Land at Auction.
TUE8DAY, Oct. 21th, at 3 o’clock P. M., we
shall sell the Two-sfc ry Wooden House, No. 13

English Coats,

showing

showing their

are

at

DRAPER, Aactleaeer.

Oct 16—dtd

40cper pair.

piITZGERALD & HODSDON

H.

sumpscot Land and Water Power Company’s Work*,

Over Coats,

showing their

are

«!•

as an

Business

& HODSDON
best Manchester

.alu'hou./

where labor and money will be extended, and it
must lift this property right up. It is a rare chance

FINE STOCK OP

Vests, for $2 to 2.50.

Oct 11—dtf

the Furniture tu

ail

Depot.

OPENING
A

are

H. D.

consisting ot Bedstead., Bureaus, Mirrors, hamt^i
Ingram, OU Cloth and Stair t art ete
£)ta; Brussels,
in Plash; Chairs, in brocmle
Marble-lop Centre Table: Rocker*; What-Note1|
?“? tinc Rook Cue; Book Shelves; Desk with Draws;
«?*’ Etoekery, Oboe, China, Wooden, Iren
and TinWare;
Extension Table; Cestk Stove, *c.,
<£c., with the entire Kitchen Furniture.
II. BAILEY
octlGdtd
CO., Adttloneer*.

we

ABE NOW

and $1.75.

TUTZGERALD & HODSDON are selling their
goods 20 per cent* learn than any other house
the trade.
oclldtf

Auction.

at

October L-utb, at 10 o’elcck A V
0Na‘FiiIDAY5
j® Spring Street, at Houwooeunl.'l bv
Itcv.
Moore.

Falmouth, owned by the Rev. Charles Dame,
formerly used by h/m as a parsora e. It has
finished rooms, a cellar under the whole bouse,

Oct 11—dtf

AT

Price

oclfeiJt

their

in

Genteel Furniture

l

to $3.00.

are

chamber Set. *c.

Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, kt,

Natural

Lewis, Rollins & Bond,

JjllTZGERALD &

Alius

Mine;

50 Cents.

ieet around the walar..
Hours ot adm union trcua 9
IS cents.

Oct 11—dtt

Oct 11—d‘f

In every variet*, cannot fail to command thelavor of
all iu want of Furniture whether in regard to Qual-

a co part-

For the purpose of carrying on the FLOUR, MEAL,
and GRAIN BUSINESS; and will occupy the new
Btore, head Long Wharf.
HENRY CHASE,
DANIEL CHASE.
oclhritstf
Portland, Oct. 18,1SG5.

showing their

are

Ont

Mobile Cotton.

Hide!

a

the

FURNITURE,

Also, MELAINOTYPES

Yellow Corn and Flour.

THREE,

Heats,

Saturday, October 21, I860,

Great

10c to $2.00.

11—dtf

ubeaey-

tsstizsssjs0"-

Wairant-

A. M. MeKENXEV'S
Oct 3—eod&eowSm
284 Congress St.

J. nership
CHASE

over

have taken the

Ilaymsrkcl Square,

Counsellor

AKMSBEV.

showing their

are

& HODSDON
New Style
FTZGERALD

Paosenger Station,

rc*2*13"
best in the City.

stand,

we have opened with a new and fresh stock of
goods.
Our stock, mostly manufactured by ourselves, in
the most faithful manner, of the Latest Designs,com-

MAINE.

Manufacture and repair ail kinds of
machinery.
Also, manufacture and sell Watters* powerful,

showing their

NOW

INSTRUMENTS,

Machinists,

SI Ho

where

removed

Ambrotypes

our

over

Boston and Maine

Remoyali
From

at

we

HOLES!

BUTTON
Weed, Shaw

Florence

&_ BANCROFT.

the
fire
old
Worcester Passenger Station,
SINCE
beautiful Halls
large

Wo.

BUTTON

are

& hodsdon
their
Fitzgerald

BUCKLEY

&YER & CO.

C

BEST TWO IN

exhibition at OLD CITY HALL, the
greatest natural curiosity of the age,

CARPET HASSOCKS!

In

Fancy Goods, Hosiery and

Haraess.

FOREST CITY DRIVING PARK.

Buttons, from

Oct

GOODS! CHOICE NEW GOODS,

WHITE

GERALD & HODSDON

RACE!

rooms

& Co.,

desirable stock of

their

$5.00.

to

at

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO,

IVaym.

#200.00

are now

H-

J. G. Tolford

to

Two

bavin? taken
at No* 161
& HODSDON
THE_subscribers
Middle Sl,
prepared to manufacture
FITZGERALD
New Style

Recently occupied by
Messrs.

lo

&c.

lao-el ok Si., nt Office,
1>t,mo' ,n Ko^wowl Cue,
m
mile
19 bv
u?hnKi?ctfie
“y Jolm
Niisohke,—a line inetrnment.

great

J. Jsrdaa Eaters Bay Call
“RANGER,”

showing

are

Jr

of'"*

Janice Jack eaters “LAD V
FRANKLIN,”

Oct 11—dtf

New for Portland!

Something

& HODSDON

0KofUtDAY> 9**-

■

PAINTINGS

TWO MILE

Breakfast Shawls, from 1.75 to $9.

SIGN,"

loi Middle, Cor, Cron Si.

lower.*1" Y°M’ ^ 19‘

Second Board.—Stocks
Amei lean Gold.
United States coupon Sixes. 1881,

STOCKING

LIFE-SIZED

Octll-dtf
D

JONES,

extensive Collection

aTother

148 & 150 Middle St.

JjllTZGER AL

e

Charch.

octlTdtd

Ilodsdoa,

T7UTZGERALD & HODSDON
JJ New Styles of

l1*—dlw

Oct

Markets.

StocJc

Lawrence.

Fobtbess Monboe, Oct 19.
rp.
v10 steamer Karnack arrived here to-day

“JIEI>

BEST

HALL,

of .he

Ever presented to the Public.
After which Refreshments will be ftimUhns *°
*t s reasonable price.
The Committee will try and please all who mav
or
them with their patronage.
Admluion gi cents.
Doors open at 8} o’clock.
Exhibition to commence at 71.

Oct 11—dU

ment, will hereafter find more ample store accommodations, while nothing shall be wanting to make our
as

Sc

Hoop Skirts, from $1.00

Prices

From November 1st, we shall devote the whole of
our Store to this branch ot
business; and those ladies
who have so

Fitzgerald

sell

we

Will exhibit h
THE

AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

fkr

is

(roods at Cost,

(Knowing many goods
Onr

for

Brurtit
Prof. W. H.

Agency. The new styles are now
arriving and will be found to comprise the
Barest and Best Patterns, and
every Novelty suitable for the season. Inspection
Ireely Invited.
Any Garment bought and taken away,
if not satis&ctorv, will be
exchanged if
not worn or injured.

HOSIERY!
Our

For the

tain the

Children’s in Kid, Cashmere,

Lined, and others*
Buck, Cashmere, and Berlin Lined!

BO YS* in

LANCASTER

ExrW^~at.

Piano, Large Mirror,

L«te,

and Friday Evenings,
October 19th and 20th,

in the
Hosiery and Glare
Trade has induced us this season to add
another Depart ment-that of
CLOAKS,
from the celebrated
Manufactory of
PAINE, BERRY & CO., A>w York City,
fVom whom we were so fortunate as
to ob-

SPLENDID VARIETY I

E- M. PATTEN. AUCTIONEER. 18

Thursday

success

and Winter Gloves!

a

Sales.

_

»

but to persons of good taste it will
always
appear the very first
consideration;—tt Is
more difficult to
get than cloth, and Is as
much worth
paying for. Our decided

line.

our

““<l

69$.

Drom Portress Monroe.

ers on

adding constantly to our

—

Oct 19.

At the Fenian Convention to-day Patrick J.
Wheeler, a prominent Irish American journalist, having just returned from a tour in Ireland, during which he was intimately connec-

ent

are

Provisions—steady.

m

—

Wo

Commercial.
steamship Scotia at New

Mexico.

against him, and hopes that he will not be
Tour of the English
Cloaks, Wobsted Goods, &c —Messrs. held responsible for any
Capitalists.
wrong doing3 of othA. G. Olney & Co., No. 183 Middle street, have ers over whom he had no control. He analyFbanklin, Pa., Oct. 19.—
The
of
party
capitalists which left New
just got In their Fall and Winter stock of zes the evidence and says that he does not ask York last
Monday morning, have just finishCloaks and Worsted Goods, Hosiery and Fan- for mercy, but demands justice.
ed successlully an
interesting tour to the oil
cy Articles, and a rich assortment have they.
region, and they visited Titusville, Oil City,
The President’s Message.
Pit Hole and other notable wells.
Their stock is large and well selected and their
They reNew York, Oct 19.
turn to Meadville to-night and
disperse toassortment of cloaks comprises the latest fashThe Tribune says: “In his forthcoming morrow. The party has been augmented
by
ions. By glancing at the large window of message the President fully
recognizes the delegations from Chicago, Cleveland, Cincinone
see
their shop
can
manhood of the negro, but would qualify and nati and other cities, and numbers about two
what a rich assortment
limit the right of suffrage by education and
hundred persons. The press is very
of fancy goods may be found inside. See their
largely repproperty. When proved to be possessed of resented. Much of the tour has been done on
advertisements.
either of these, Mr. Johnson thinks he ought horse back.
Steamer New
Iotbbnatiohal Like.
York left Eastport for this port at 24)0 P. M.
yesterday, but returned at 5.80 and would remain there until the storm ceased. The wind

GLOVES

ENTERTAINMENtT
—OX-

Excellence as regards the Fit and Style
of a Ladies' Cloak Is considered
by soma
people a matter of secondary Importance,

-AND-

Auction

'J'HE Ladle* ot Stunner Street Charch will hold
LEVEE!

LADIES’ DRESS!

H O S I E RY !

New York, Oct 10.
Steamer Monterey, from New Orleans the
19th inst., has arrived.
All military restrictions on commerce in that
port are entirely removed.
Colored sentries have been replaced by
white troops.
Per
York.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Oct. 6, P. M.
The sales to-day were *20,000 bales, including 10,000 to
speculators and exporters. The market closed buoy-

Entertainments.

GRAND

Under-Flannels,

Ladies’ Fall

New Orleans Items,

Miscellaneous.

Ladies’, Misses’and Children’s

Now York

New Orleans, Oct. 17.
The steamer Star of the Union has arrived.
The steamer Guiding Star, for New York,
is fast aground on the bar.
Gen. Fullerton publishes a circular to-day,
stating that he temporarily assumes the duties
of Superintendent of FreeJmen.
Seven regiments of colored troops have been

Brownsville,

Business is very active In Galveston and
Houston.
Great complaint is made throughout the
State of the lack of mail facilities.

Miscellaneous.

Thompson’s Hosiery & Glove Store,

•

mustered out of service at
banded and sent home.

From Texas,

Galveston, Texas, Oct 14
Arrivals from Indianola report a great deal
of sickness prevailing among the troops on the
lower coast
In some regiments the mortality is quite large.

d2m

pot

to

N

M

WOODMAN,

19—dtf_

28 Oak

Street.

Board.
rsLEASANT suits ol RorInms, turnlshed or nnfnrthe first clast bouse 7T
nishetl, with board,

r

Charges moderate.
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
Oct 18—dlw*

Free St.

The
Four hundred
Thp

bravo

—

ln mountain glen,
Intangled
plain, i" prUon wjn,
me
and yon!
The dead for

On

<
_____

In many a fevered swamp,
By many a black bayou,
In many a cold and frozen camp,
The weary sentinel ceased his tramp,
And died for me aud you!
From v* 68tern plain to ocean tide
Are stretc od the graves of those who died,
For me and you!
Good fr iend, lor me

Api> y

For Sale.

On many a bloody plain
Their ready swed they drew,
And poured their life-blood, Kke the rain,
A home- a h ritage to gain,
To gain for mo aud you!
Our brothers mustered by our side,
They marched, and fought, and bravely aieu,
For me aud you!
Good friend, for me and you!

OCtJdtf
■ —.-

■

■■■

---

large and
■pODE
l1
at No. 30
or

ociSd2w

of-, in Connecticut, lived
an eccentric character, Squire S-, noted
for his oddij^ and singular speeches.
The
town hearse having, by long use, got into a
dilapidated condition, it was determined to
In due
get up a subscription and repair it.

time the committee called on S-, and
asked him to subscribe lor the object.
“JNTo,” says the Squire, ‘T won’t give a single
cent
Twenty years ago I subscribed five dollars to build the old thing, and neither myself
nor my family over had any use lor it from
that day to this, and I won’t give a cent to re-

pair it.”

everything submerged it, seaweed, being
preserved by restoration

Witty Betobt.—“Will you give me that

said a village dandy to a lady, “for it
resembles my iove to you, i t has no en d.” “Excuse me, sir,” was the reply, “I choose to
keep
it, as being emblematic of mine for yon; it has

For Sale

m

beginning.”

Coolidge

son

& Co.

Sept 27—d tf

14

44
44
44

44
44
44
44

•'

44
44
41
44

44>

12'

44

13
14

44

44

*4

15

44

44

44

44

16
17
44
18
44
19
44
20
44
21
“22
44
23
44
24
14
25
•*26
27
44
28

44
44
41
•t

44
44
4*
**4
41
44

44

29
30
-*
31
•32
44

41
44

\\

%}
34

FAMILY

terms.

Inquire M the subscriber,

on

reasonable

of Mrs- L. A.
P. R. HALL,

or

j
!

Valuable Heal Estate for
lu the Plcuiani

Village

of

recommended.
Enquire on the

Freeport,!

premises of

To be Let.
* FOUR STORY BRICK STORE, centrally located
<wi Exchange
suitable fur a WhoUienle Dry
Street,
t>oo<i8 business, or for the manufiicture of
Clothing, or
and
SIjdcs. Will be vacated this mouth or
of Boots
vuS;vFor farthe* information inquire of DR.
Exchange Street, up stairs, or
a/t
iw’xw11106115
°f J.E. DOW, coraof-of
Mflk and Exchange StiESt*
i'

Portland, Sept, lbth, 1865.

dtf

ELEGANT

House Lot for Sale*
on the corner of Deering and Henry
*• u
x 100 feet.
Enquire of
R. W. GAGE,

SITUATED
Sts, 50

..

House and Lot corner of WaterviUe and Shevbrook
Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37/ Middle St.
JulyUdtt

Valuable Real Estate!
SALE.

The finely located Real Estate, on the
of

ra;;i

act

of

directly

the

quired

upon the roots

hair, supplying
nourishment, and
re-

natural color and
beauty
returns. Grey hair
disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and
Children
will appreciate the delight-

ful fragrance

and

rich,
appearance imparted to the hair, and no
fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most
elegant hedd-dress.

glossy

Depot

8eW. 27, INK—diw6m

In Cape Elisabeth.

residence in Cape Elizabeth,
AVERYmiledosirable
ft
Portland Bridge. The house is

situated
OrayJ!JJJa*^9?::r* J“r halffrom
“J* hi* farm,
the
It
abouttu^l a“d,a
pasture and woin'B,1 ot IarJd. divided into tillage,
It has
half house, well
it
1
corner.

nn,aV„,
er with ham and

on

a

story an a
otW„’and in (food repair, togethis a mill privilege on tW?ua' out-buildings.
Tliore
water.
iUm> with a good supply oi

He will also sell a volt,,
ho scs, anil ether stock.

two
T*L?.X£?>
liberal.

the premises.

cows

two

Enquire

july25Jtf_

For Sale

or

to Let.

French Cottage,
the Cape Cottage
The
road, opposite Capt. Green Walden’s, containing;
new

on

fourteen rooms, with about seven acres ol laud.
unsurpassed on the (Jane. Enquire of

It

is

A.

jyC—df

S O U TIIE11 Ar
BRADFORD

it

rlNE)

RENICK,

rirntMfSSION MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway v
vy York, execute orders tor Southern Timber of n..W

required dimension with despatch, and on the most
avorVile terms. Shlpmsjtrtnaile directly to all ilomestic end foreign ttnrls. They are also lire- ared
is
h Oak and Northsm Pin«
Timber, hewn or
»wn to order.
0Cl2d3m

[drnl

1 Stre^7°5‘fT Brick House and Lotj No. 2 Doer
baboaih.
mmL‘iaGR"’AT
Particulars,
enquire of

oetisdtf

benj .knight,

Atlantic

Wharf.

■—

——•

--m

—

i-%

—

sale UyMKjXJf*

For

>

«

UO

and 112 Federal st.

JEFFERSON COOLIGE & CO.,
Cor. Commercial and Franklin streets.

pr-Kitt

House Lots.
Lots, comprising 45,000 (feet oi
Emery. Cushman and Lewis st. lor

K t'Aj®°nHouse

sale bv

STEPHEN.SON.

TFwi.nrpv-,

-IN

Ko jjj Mlddle streot_

To Let or Lease

foTa tefcl^f Yean?

Store and Wharf now occuniA.i Krr ™
H. Morrill, situate 1 between Union
Morrill’s. The Wharf contains aboui 1500 M
with a two story building thereon, 20 bv35
For (urther particulars Inquire of
J09EPH H. WHITE
No.
may25dtf
6j Union Whaxt.

THE

\JhS?!2S

House Lots for Sale.
finely located Honco Lots in Cape Elizabeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
of
E.
Inquire
N. PERRY, at the ShorllTs Office, Port
land, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots mav be
Ee*»maylStf

SEVERAL

Sails and IJiggiug tor Sale.
Sails and Blocks ol
rr}lLSii,ndi^. Rir?iu^
400
Atlanta,

Saved in

T1‘°

the

tons old measurement,
draft 01 tUe ajjars can be

For 8a>e.

rL(^^0“ARi^
.2iit>art <vllftr*
of the

BENEFIT

MUTUAL

Life Insurance Co.

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;
Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

THE

<.

by

For Sale
82

Oommerciul Street.

Sugars and Syrups.
BOXES choice Havaua White and Brown

200
43
100

lihds> Muscavado Sugars;
Bftls. Standard Crushed and Granulated
Sugars;

50 Bbls. N. Y.
For Sale by

popular SAthe premises. Reason far
enquire on
Ule
is
pnetor
about cncanlncln
!>re out jndtnInf.’
e”Cln th«
f ancy floods
Rent low.
Trade.
OCtSdGw*

,,

Syrups.

82 Commercial Street.
Portland, Octi 13,1SC5.—dlw

FOREST AVEAUE HOUSE

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

McClellan

uattatafc*;; Onahd after Monday, loth inst, 1865,
mins will leave as follows, until further
uotice:

WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprietors.

Confirm these Pacts.

Those who really wish to know all the facts, vitally
to their oicn interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
is cheerfully offered to understand the
facility
every
whole subject.

WARREN SPARROW, State Agt.
MAINE AND NEW

HAMPSHIRE.

Office 30 Exchange
Portland, July 18,1865—dtt
Central

Street.

LITTLE’S

FIRE AND

and other stations oast same night
Passengers from
Portland desiring to take this route, can
purchase
tickets to Kendall's Mills and inform the conductor
in the oars that they g through to
Bangor and he
will so arrange their fares that it shall cost thim no
mure by this loute ban anv other.
Traineduein Portland to connect with trains for
BostononMondayat820A.il, and every day at 230
P M
Freivht train leaves new depot Portland at 6 45 A.

M daily.

EDWIN

April 27,1865.

NOYES, Superintendent.
apriOtl

SPECIAL NOTICE.
m

On

and after Monday, October 2d, 1865,

Oak Hill,
Freeport,
Yarmouth,
Cumberland,
"Westbrook,
Arrive Portland,

8.00
8.2 T
8.42
9.06
9.30

■om Portland, has been re-tiirnished and
open for the reception of Company and Pleasure
Parties. Every attention will be given to the eom-

gnests.
HT*The Cars from Portland every halt hour.

fort ot

WINSLOW ft THATEB.
Westbrook, Oot.lO-dtf

RETURNING will leave Portland lor Brunswick
intermediate Stations, dally (Sundays excepted;
as follows:
Leave Portland,
5.30 P. M.

Westbrook,
Cumberland,
Yarmouth,
Freeport,
Oak Hill,
Arrive Brunswick,

5.54
6.18
6.33
7.00
7.30

HATCH, Train Manager.

sep30alf

1865.

LIFE GRAND TRUNK

Agency.

RAILWAY,

Canada.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

follow-

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

Cash Capital and Surplus,

$250,000,

On and after Mondtty, Oct. 9th, 1865,
fcffiijffi'ffiggatrains will run os follows:—
Train
for South Paris, Lewiston and
Morning
■uiMtiMg.'jy-,

Auburn

at 7 00

A

m.

Mall Train for Watervillo, Bangor, Gorham, Island
c at 125 p m
Trains will arrive as follows:—
205 p.m.
From Montroal, Quebec Ac.
8 17 a. m.
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,

Pond, Montreal and Qucb

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 ip value (and that personunless notice is given and paid for at tlio rate of
one passenger for every $50 * additional value.
C. J BRYDGES, Manayiny Director.
// BA!LEY, Superintendent.
oelOdtf
Portland, June 22d, 1865

$450,000*

Capital and Surplus,

Capital

Company,

Surplus,

and

On and after June 1, the fare between Portland and Bangor will l*e
$3.00; Rockland $2.00: ether landon the River reduced in pro"portion, per s'eamer Regulator.
A. SOMLRBY, Agent.

ings

Portland.

M*y 31, 1885—dtf

STEAMBOATS.

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co.
OF EXETER, N. H.
Capital,
$100,000*
Particular attention given to the insurance ol
Farm Property, City and Village Dwelling*, mad Household Furniture, on ONE,
THREE, or FIVE YEARS, on very 3',av6eable
heretofore.

& Cranberries.

200
BBLS. FALL
31 WBLS:

equitably adjrstea

and

promptly

Summer

Arrangement!

MRS.

MANCHESTER,

THE INPEPEXDEXT

CLAIRVOYANTI

dust

WINTER APPLES,

CBASBEEEIES,

received and for sale by
c.

\v.

Life Insurance

Forest City, Lewiston and

Montreal,

Will, until further notice, run as
follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday. Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and SaturP. M
and India Wharf, Boston,

day, at 7 o’clock
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a 5 o’clock P.M,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
OF NEW

Noe. 6 and & Silver St.

Cash Assets,

oclSdlw

Porto Mlco

Sugar

!

SUPERIOR
QUALITY
On BUDS.
—U PORTO RICO SUGAR,
For sale by
Harris Brothers.
M Commercial St.
Oct 5—isdSw

pire,”

from Schooners
from Nova Scotia.

DANA

^
Oct.
4—dstris

and “Um-

&

CO.

LARGE assortment nl all grades of FLOUR

A now arriving and for sale by the
otherwise, at fair prices.

CAR

LOAD,

or

patronage of my former customers solicited.
K. UAlUltLIX,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
N. B.—WANTED to purchase, HOOPS amd
SHOOKS.
August 5-d8m
The

Scotch Canvas,
J A Ml-S T.

BATn,

t) f W1
aw V7l J

&

31

omce

CQ.,

ME-

BOLTS Superior Bleaclicd 1
300do All Longllax “Gov- |
,,r
k
ernuient contract.” }■.”?
Arbroatb3W do Extra All
tlax |

Proposals

for

op22dtl

-m~~:-*—

of DEBLOIS & JACKSON having
been, dissolved, by the withdrawal of (Jqo. E. B.
.Jackson therefrom, tlie unfinished business of the
late firm will bo eomjdeled by the
undersigned, who
havo formed a partnership under the firm name of
Firm

&

WEBB,
and will continue the business of their profession
at

Counsellors
Law, at
No. 50 Exchange Street.
Thomas Amoby Deblois,
Nathan Webb.
dSw
Tortlaad, Oct. 2,1865,

as

NOTICE.
persona Indebted to
ALL
to aettle their accounts with

me are

hereby

ted

reques

me at once, and
me utc requested

Persons having claims
against
inescnt them for
setOcaneni, and all
1(11131°orillg or
Ousting any
count

all
to

pei8onsarehe.roone

on

my

ac»

HORACE B. RICHARDS,
*
October
oclOflSw#
Q, 1P65.
rw

jItanoval
TI^i»"^tersifthc e^l,0J0,,ndLfrr™
**»«'“<*

Electric

Physician

be Inspoctod by a Government Inspector, anil weighed before being shipped.
Proposals Will also be received to deliver bay and
straw at Washington, D. C., Richmond, Ya., and
Hilton Head, S. 0., aubjoct to the above require-

to be made on delivery, or as soon thereafter as Aimle for that purpose shall be received.
Bids shall be subject to tbe decision of the
Quarter*
master General.

Payrn ents

HENRY

Capt.

/../
V,
Oct
4—dlf.

^T.the
MIUs^N^O FobeI^*GE°’

A.

E‘

Assistant Qearterjxastee’s Office, I
Portland, Me., Oct. 4, 1866. J
are invited by the
undersigned, until
October 21st, 1865, for the delivery ot Good Mevcha 'itable Hard Wood and Anthracite Coal, (Grate,
Sto\ e and Furnace,) In such quantities as may be require wi during the season, for the iroops stationed at
the ti \Uowing posts:
Por tZand, li.eluding the Forts in the Harbor,
Port Popiiam.
Fort Knox.
Fort Sullivan.
Batteries at ltdckland, Belfost, Castine, Machiasport and Treats Island.
At Portland, including the Forts in the
Harbor,
Wood and Coal will be reuuired. At the othor posts,
wood only. Wood to be 12S cubic foot to the cord and
coal 2000 ibs lor a ton.
Bids lor each post must ba made separately
The undersigned reserves the right to
reject any
bid, not considered tor the interest of the Government.

PROPOSALS

henry INMAN,
Capt. and A. Q. M., U. S. A.
_

...

Oct 5—dtd

J

iT!

,

Dealer

In

FIC KE T

T,

Photographic Goods,

Mirrors and
No. 28

*fter

^CKSON.

Portland. Oct. 2,1SG5.
—«—
|---—:_

Engravings.

MARKET SQUARE,

Jmnel2tf

Thibet s !
nnHIS dav opening, an invoice of Figured Thibets
A PLAID POPLINS, and DA LA PLAIDS, at
ELDE.V Si WHITMAN’S
0 Free St. Blook.

leave Portland.
For freight or

passage apply to
EMERY AFOX Brown a Wharf. Portlaad.
H. B. CROMWELL h CO., No. 89 West street,
New York.
May 2Sfr 1865.dtf

International
Eastport,

and

sec

Samples

40 Preble Street.
CALL
door belo
Notice
one

Sept 2( —d3m*

French Fluting t
at

Mrs. S. SHEPPARD’S,

T Oxford Street.

Steamship

Calais and

Go.

St. John.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

From 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can bs consulted at her office, No. 11
Clapp’s block.
ONE Or

THE

CUBES ON RECORD.

GREATEST

Prompted by no other than tbf feeling of benevolence, and for the bcne.'t of the afflicted, I desire to
make known a short description of my iiseoso and
the unexpected cure which I obtained from Mrs.
Upwards of two years since
gradually increased unto I
was so far reduced that I nover expected to be well
agaie. 1 had the at. endance ol six eminent physicians,
and never recei ved the slightest ben fit until 1 commenced usiu t Mrs. Manchester s Medicines. My disease at that time was as iollows:— 1 was extremely
feeble—confined to my bed. My flesh bad all disapwas

taken

Medicine.

sick,

which

peared. the whites of my eye were yellow, also the
skin yellow: I had a dull heavy pain In the right
side, and It was very much enlarged: i»ain in my
shoulders and spine. iTbe let! side seamed to decay
I had ^
so that th.'re was quite a hollow place in it.
very distressing pain at the pit of my stomach;
tongue coated thick, tomach very acid, appetite entirely gone, not being able t-J keep anyth ng on my
stomach, fever, nigot sweats, thirst violent dry
cough, difficulty of breathing, dull headache. I
describe rs I wish to do my miserable s’tuation and suffering as every organ in my body was
diseased. My physicians said I was last hastening to
the consumption.
I enj y at this time perfect health, and this is a
plain, short history of my case, and is the truth. I
would recommend every and all invalids to go and consult Mrs. Manchester. MART A. Moulton.
Edward L. Moulton.
oct&ltf
Portland, May 9,1SC5.
cannot

“There is

no

such Word

as

-fT"-s On and after Monday, March 17. the
JgS£B£s3.SteainerN*w Youx.Capt H W Chis-

win leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State
8t,
Moxday at 6 o'clock p. h ; and the Steamer
New Bruhhwiok, CaptK. B. Winchester, wilt leave
at
6 o'clock p.jc, for Eastport and
every Thursday
St. John.
Returning will leave 8t. John every Monday and
Thursdays at 8 A. m, for Eastport, Portland and

holm,

every

Bos’on.
At Eastport the Steamer "Queen” will conneot
for St. Andrews, Robinston and Calais.with ths New
Brnswlek and Canada Railway for Woodstock and
Boolton stations.
S age Coaches also connect at
Eastport for Machits and intermediate places.
AtSt. John the steamer Emperor will connect, for
Windier, Dlgby and Halifax, and with steamers for
Frederic end the 8t John RWer.
Through tickets
of the agents or the clerk on board. NO

procured

Passports required.
Freight received on days of salHng until 4 o’clock
P. *.
C. C. EATON, Agent.
Portland, March 30.1665.
meMltl

Portland and Penobscot River
Summer Arrangement.
~fP— it On and after If on lav April 24th the
*
KEGand fast-going Steam r
ULATOK," capt. W. II. Mover, will leave Railroad Whaif, foot of S^ate Street. Portland, every
Mondav, Wednesday and Feiday evening, at 10
o’clock,oonjiectiug withtlie3 p. x. train lrom Bosl) VjjUsS
ton*
Re'nrning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Fkiday morning, at 6 o’olook,
touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast. Sea^sport,
Bncksport Winterport, and Hamden, both wa^aPasseugera ticketed through on the Boston, Maine
and Eastern Railroad at the Depots in Boston, Salem, Lvnn and l>awrer.ee.
For freight or passage apply to
A. SOMERBX, Agent,
At Office
Portland.

on

the Wharf.

April 21.1R6K.—tf

For Sale.
HOUSE and lot at Woodford's Corner. The
house contains 7 rooms. There is a pood cellar
and wood house; a-so a cistern an 1 a well of pood
water; size of lot, one acre. For beauty of location
It is unsurpassed. Price $ 1800; $700 can remain on
mortgage. Apply to E. HI GG1NS, P. & K. Depot*
or
CAPT. RACKLYFF,
J
at the Corner.
Sept 18—dtt

A

cess.

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience In
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tits him for all the duties he must
fulfill; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrum*
and cure-alb. purj>orting to be the best in the world,
The un
are not only useless, but always injurious.
fortunate should be particular In selecting his
incontrovertas
it
Is
a
lamentable
yet
■ysician.
ible feet, that many syphilitic patients are inads
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians In general practice;
ior it is a poiut
generally conceded by llie best syphiiograpbers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time of those
Who would be competent and successful in their treatment and

inexperienced general practit-

The

cure.

ioner, having neither opix>rtunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their p&tuology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, In most oases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

BUCHU,

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether It be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,

SEEK FOR AN ANT*DOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fellow : do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

Complexion.

and

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU

youth.—treated scientifically,

perfect curs war-

and a
or no charge made.
a day parses but we are
or rnoro young man with the above
whom are as weak and emaciated as

Diuretic.

ranted

AND BEAUTIFYING

THE

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
On examining the
the patient cannot account For.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
dark and turbid appearance.
again changing to a who
die of this difficulty, ignorThere are many men

COMPLEXION.

Not a few of the worst disorders that affect mankind
arise from the corruption that accumulates in the
blood
Of all the dl.-coverie* that have been ina le to
purge it out, none can equal in effect HELMROLD'S
It
COMPOUND EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
cleanses and renovates the blood, instils the vigor of
health into the system, aud puiges out the humors
which make disease
It stimulates the healthy Junction* of the body,and expells the disorders that grow
and rankle in the blood. Suonarcindy that oould
be relied on, has
been sougi.t for, and now, for
the first time, the pub io have ouq on which they cun
depend Our .-pace here does nut admit of certificate*
to show its effects, but the ■ rial of a single bottle will
show < he sick that it has virtues surpassing anything
they have ever taken.
Two able spoonbills of the Extract ef
added to a pint of WAt r is equal to tho Lisbuu Diet
Drink, amt ore bottle Is fill y equal to a £al Ion o l the
Syrup of Sarsaparilla, or the decoction as usually
made.
yy* These Extracts have been admitted to use in the
United States Army, and are also in very general use
in all the State Hospi alsarnl Public Sanitary Ins»i' utions throughout the land, as well as in p Ivate practices, aud are considered as invafyiab e re medics.

ant of the cause, which Is the

SECOND 8TAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so «>y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street (cornor of Middle
Street r, Portland, Ms
ISf Send a Stamp for Circular.

Jong

Sarsaparilla

Electic Medical Inflr-mary,
TO THE LADIES.
HUOrfES particularly twites all Ladlss, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at bis rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, wbich they will find arranged for theii
PR.

accommodation.
especial
l)r. H.’s

Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled In efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and

See Medical Properties of Bnchu,

certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will Una it invaluable in all cases of ob
structious after all other remedies have been trlod is
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may bo taken
with perfect
at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with foil directions

FROM DISPENSATORY q/ the UNITED STATES.
See Pro! Dxwee’s valuable works oo the Practice
of Physic
See remarks made by the late celebrated Dr. Physic
of Philadelphia
See remarks made by Dr. Ephraim M’D <wcll, a
celebrated Physician ami Member of the Royal Colaud pub ished in the Traualege
a tions of the King and Queen a Journal.
See Medio ( hirurgical Review, pub ished by Benjamin Travers, Fellow of Roya* College f Surgeons.
See most of the'ate Standard Works of Medicine.
EXTRACT BUCHU,
SARSAPARILLA.

safety

DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

ofSurgeons,Irelaud,

Sold by all Druggists.

Principal Depot

N.

IS

New

no

Broadway.

offered to the afflicted throughc ut the ...uptry,
alter having b *n proved by the test of eleven years,
•n the New En'.and States, where it* merits have
become as well known as the tree from which, in part,
it derives its virtues.
THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND

form ot

certainty or success.
Tarrant* Compound Extract of Cubtbt and
Copaiba MEVER FAIL 8.
Manufactured only by

CO..

A

978 Greenwioh 8t., New York.
Sold by Druggists all

over

Copartnership

DLEASAKT to the palate, causa no pain, act
X H Oiuptiy, ucvcr mjuire increase ol dose, do nt t
exhaust, and for elderly persons, teniales aiul childTwo taken at night movren, are Just the thing.
the bowels mice the next morning.
Warranted
In all cases of PiRa and Falling of the Gectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such os
Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting ot toed, Talpitathms; also. Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness ol the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, later CompttHL Loss of Auputiuu Debility,
Monthly Pains, and ail Irrefenlanti, >, Nouralga,
Traveler! /Sul Vie Zonnget Jilt
Faintness, Ae.
ic’iat they need, of
thet/ are moomyact and inodorm
hat they may he earned fa the veil pocket. Price 10
cent* per box; small bo«s30 cents. For sale bv J.
8. HABT1ISON & CD., Proprietors, NolTremort
Temple, Boston. Will be mailod to any address on

enclosing 80

heretofore existing under the

name

lAttlcllelcl

& Co.,

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The business of the concern will !>e settled by either partner
at the old stand 175 Middle St.
Having sold our stock ofHAKDWARE to Messrs.
KING & DEXTER, we lake pleasure in recommending them to our Mends and former customers.
D. D. CHASE,
f. h. Littlefield.

Portland, Sept. 22,18C5.

sep29d3w

Copartnership.
rtTHE undersigned have formed
X dor the name and firm of

a

copartnership un-

DEXTER,

And having purchased the stock of Chase, Littlefield
& Co., will continue the general HARDWARE BU| SINE WS at the old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal
Streets.

L

H. H.

,

HAY,
*

Agents far State

Third Mortgage Bonds—-Androscoggin R. B. Co.
Third Mortgage of the Androscoggin Railroad Company to Seth May and als. in trusty has
been 1 ireclosea. A new corporation, has been organized thereon, called the Leeds and Farmington Railroad Company. Holders of Ronds and Coupons socured by said mortgage, are hereby requested to present them to the subscriber at his oftice in Portland,

THE

and receive therefor Certificates of Stock in the Leeds
and Farmington Railroad Company, in accordance
with the Statute,
JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
lYcasurer of the Leeds and Farmington Railroad Co.
Sept 28,1865.
sep29d&w6w

C. HOW has this day withdrawn from the
o/ HENRY L. PAINE & CO.
W. C.

HOW,

HENRY L. PAINE.

--.■_

Sanitary
Ofieeot

Atlantic White

Commission.

V 8- Ponitary Comminio*, I
838 -roadway, N. Y., Deo, 10, 18«4.
I
ISK VEL WASHBUKN, Jh., or Portland
Maine, has consented to accept tbo duties o
General agent of the Commission for Maine and
Is hereby appointed such agent by authority of the
Commis'ten.
He will be ready to furnish adrioe to the Mend)
of the Commission’s work throughout tbo State.
A11 money contributed In Maine lor the use of the
Commission should be paid to Mr. Washburn or tc
persons designated by him.
Horn. Mr. Washburn Is tbe sole agent reoognized
by the Commission lor Maine.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
General Secretary.
*38dAwtf

of New Y

E

LEAD, Dry

.ED

Lead,

Oil,

and in

•

name

THE would oiler

For sale

generally,

8CAMAIAN.
8*1 ARDOR.

by Druggists

and

by

ROBERT COLGATE k Co.,

lor sale the desirable Unal Estate
others,
situated at No. 89 Spring Street, between Brackett
and Clark Street.
The property consists of a lot of
Land 03 f. et front on Spring Street, aud running
back about the same distance, with a convenient twostoried dwelling house thereon: fitted up for two
families, and being in a good state of repair.
For terms, &c„ application may be made to JOHN
KINSMAN, 53 Union Street; or to the undersigned

j. w. Mm,*.

*2,OOOASM?
sSsK
Presidents, Cashiers, and Treasur-

necessary. The
of three Banks indorse the circular.
Sent free
with samples. Address the American Stencil Tool
Works, SprI:igfleld, \ errnont.
ers

oc5U3m

~

Evening Dress Goods.
line of Whtte Mull
Swiss, Embroider 'd
Tarltons, may be tound at
nitw'SohvSi
MC NEW STORE N«» ft Free St.
,ep2*tf

287

KEAZER,

TO T>a

West, South, Iforth-West and the Can*das.

_»ep23dew

Through Tickets.

W. D.

For the Oft RRntOWX of Nn
«'«§“ "Weroan. F-jiksylvahia, Ohio, and ai!
parts of the Wkdt, vln the Erik Railway, for sale
at the lowest rates, at the Uhioh Tiokkt
Orviea,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
D. LITTLE, Agent.
marlSdkwistf

W.

IS go,

ARAIK, 82KpS, PROVT3W)Kf* T ATIT>
TKH. aud WHSTBRN PROBDOH

fIX)OR.

Chic»S®>

And nil needful iaiorenatlon eheerfelly fhmlshed.
T»AT«,r.*ae will
et the
to proju-o Throw*b Ticket*

XlhZ'*'*™'***

rut
^

W. D. HTTtK, Agent.
Tickets for Cnllfbrnla, by the Old Line

Passare

iSiSSS

kavli ft Co; Boston.
Nations! Bank,
CofBn.Esq, W.Y.City febswdn

Notice.

AT.YAH LIBBEY, who has had the' sole
Agency «,r CHILD’S IMPROYEIi STEAM at!'1
WATER HEATING APPARATUS, anti the ius«ly
celebrated Mcflrrijor lint Mr Fuma>v, both of whin"
have a world-wide reputation, can be bond ho***"?,
at the store of Messi s. C. H. STl'AHT * CO., »
and 173 Middle St., where ho will be happy «® “
those in want of ftirnaees, and receive theft- orders.
He attends personally to
Puriuswi nBE Y.

MR.

augi'&n

Portland, Aug 21,1SCS.

Decaktomania, Deealcoinauia!
wllh

at

Varnish, with printed direction*
per bottle.

I ,v
Bo Y.
JO U.

(eclUty, at veij

transferred,
PICTURES
rate*
No. *T> Middle Street, Parsons
lor usmg,

tor

“s’*1'1

b‘

•“hl,,aa‘™otd
Mareh ».

Pr»,id*nt Newt'n
C. B
10wton,Man,;E^’

Special

31E*-

Por-lan.i Rallwnf
cbnif9 Street* fnp slaliti*)

Illinois.

rS&S^
N°ftanow* 8*f.n';

Lead I of Reatee to ChleaCleveland IJetroit, Milwaukee,

ftc. anil ia prepared to famish
Horn Portland to al< theprinelpal Cities end Town*
In the loyal Htatea and the Canadas, at the
LOWHT RATES OP PARE,

ACCOUNT,

OY

Cincinnati,

lialena, Oshkosh, St Peel, LoCroee*. Ijreen Boy,
Qnioey, 8t. Louis, Louisrliie,
Tbronfll Ti< bet*

SYKES.

PUBCHASBB FOR EASTERN

LITTLE

Agent Cor all Ute great

1

w'

Agents,

St., NEW YORK.

Important to Travelers

nMMWhjMHU

J

Pearl

JAMES KEAZER have
under the firm

Portland, Sopt. T2, 16$5.

o

Dealers

k

copartnership

GAUBERT A

r

Red

and Refined.

(hr the purpose of transacting a WHOLESALE
FLOUR BUSINESS, at the oil eland of Oaubert 4
Chase, No. 57 Commercial St.
lJ. H. OAPBERT,
JAMES KKAZKK.

J.

House aud Laud for Sale.
undersigned, u Guardian of the Estate of
Charles H. Place, Charles rf K'usman, and

and
a

LEAD,

Glass-m.- ers’

etc.

Copartnership.
GAUBERT'
this day formed
JH.
of

WHITE

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled

THE

August JG—-dtl

k,

Manufacturer* of PU

LITHARGE,

REMOVAL.
undersigned take this method to Inform their
customers ami the public generally that they have
REMOVED THKIK BAKERY from No. 0 Washington Street to their now Bakery, Noe. 0 and 8 Urilon
Street, where they will be pleased to see all their old
customemamla* many new anew an mill be pleased to
give us a call.
R. W. SMARDON,
R. 3.
8. K.

Lead

and Linseed Oil Co.,

HON.

Portland, Aug. 19,1865.
The subscriber will continue the business under the
some style as heretofore at 267 Commercial Street,
Smith's Wliuri, where a choice assortment of the
BEAT yuALiTiEA of Coal and Wood may be found at
the lowest market prices, delivered in any part of
the city.
HENRY L. PAINE & CO.
Portland, August 22.1865.
ang22dtt

Maine.

Lead.

i

General

Mr. D, D. Chase, so long and favorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
the new firm.
gep29 ’Go tf

ef

n

Whit

oompaWyiog

Portland, Sept. 22,1865.

AFUTJ,

™

t

jalyddly

<

PHILLIPS.^!

W. F.

>

Tat Them ! and be convinoU ot their tnperiuri.
trover everything else ot the fir d over offered to
the public f'-r Bronehitii, Caught. Coldt, Hoarnnet a
S-rre Throat, Ca arrh and mttaeiiza
Numerous testiir.oi.ias irom tne Clergy, and
others toeach box. Ft)r sale by the prino:paJ
Druggiws throughout the city
muytfeoCtf

JOSEPH A. KING,
J. D. DEXTER.

WM.firm

}

J. W. PERKINS,

*

Notice.

Dissolution of Copartnership

&

—

>'■

Oct 5—d& w3

OSCEOLA JACKSON.

of
THE copartnership

cents.

ally.

General

S. B. JACKSON.

J

CURES

Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, BroMhitis,
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmoi.ary Affection*
general]hr. It isaremarkabTe remedy
for
Kidney Complaint*, Diabetes. Difficult v of Voiding Urine, Bleedfrom the
Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel, and other comi la'nt*.
For Piles and Scurvy, It will be found very valuable.
Give it a trial It you would learn the value of a gcod
and tried medicine. It Is pleasant, safe aid ton.
Sold by all Druggist*, and dealers hi me lich s gen-

the World.
msyfidftdlr

undersigned have this day formed a copartTHEners1'ip under the style ot
S. K. JACKSON & SON,
lor the purpose of doing a general COAL BUSINESS
at Sawyer's Wharl, foot of High Street.

•VKSaS*™""

now

Copaiba,

TAB BANT

,

COMPOUND,

#

Speedy Lure for all diseas*
Kidney* and Urinary Organ*,
female, frequently performing

need

KING

England Remedy

and

of confinement or change of diet
a paste, it i* entirel* tasteapproved
less. ana causes no unpleas nt sensation 10 the patient. and no txpesare It is now acknowledged by
the most learned in the profession that in the above
class ofdisoases, Cubebs and Copaiba are the only
two remedies known that can be relied ufon with
thereis

In its

of tbeli
attend

*** Dr. J. W. rOLAXm *
E-«
1
WHITE PISTE
*

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

Certain,

one

in constant

janl.l866d&wly

THE GREAT

DRUG AXD CHEMICAL WAREHOUSE,
Sept 29,136o—eod 1 yr

lady of experience

*

T'A.PlIR.-A.lSrT’S

a Sure,
es of the Bladder.
either in the male or

A

—

Is

Cubebs and

B.— Ladles desiring may consult

own sex.
ance.

HELMBOLD’S

594

consulted by one*

disease, some of
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
All such cases yield to the proper and only
have it.
correct course of treatment, and in a short timo are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

Concentrated

For purify ing the blood, removing all chronic constitutional diseases arising from au iuvpura state of the
blood,and the only reliable and effectual known remedy lor the cure of Scrofula, Scald Head,Salt Rheum.
Pains and Swelling of the Bones, i’leeration of the
Threat and Legs, Blotches, Pimples on the Face. Tetter, Erysipelas, and all Scaly Eruptions of the skin,

Fail*”

_

Portland, Mn.

French Fluting !

Figured

Sept 3ik—dtf

and A.

INMAN.
Q. M„ U. S.

I

Portland, Juno 12,1805—tf

LINE.

The splendid and. fast Steamship!
CHESAPEAKE, iClapt W. W. Dhirwood and FRANCONIA, Capt. 1J.
8HEttwood, will until further notioe,
run as follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, overv WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4P. M., and leave Pier
9 North Kiver, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o'clock P. V.
These vessels are fitted up with line accommodations for passengers, making this ths most speedy,
safe and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage, in State Room.
99.00. Cabin passage 99.00. Meafe extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
Sts Johu.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 9 P. M. oh the day that they

ard time of delivery.
The Hay and Straw will

>1 mataotuxer of Mirror A Picture Frames,

*

SEMI-WEEKLY

on

Proposals for Fuel.

Delivered
or Boston,
Hath, April 20,1863.

DEBhOIS

Straw!

of veseels, at such wharf in Port; land Harbor as may be designated.
The Hay and Straw must bo securely baled, ard
weigh (2000) Two Thousand pounds per ton, exclusivo
of wood.
Proposals must state plainly, tho quantity, price,

300 do
in Portland

w*-

Forage and

PROPOSALS
the
board

and straw

..

_

Si., Up Stairs.

PORTLAND, MAINE,
October 3d, 1865
are invited bv the
undersigned, lor
of
merchantable
Timothv hay
delivery good,

Long
Navy p'ine,

-"

Exchange

Sept 21—d&w6w

Bids will bo accepted from time to time, to meat
the veq niromonts of the Government.

_

t

LITTLE, Agent,

ments.

SALE BY-

PAW'EX

$14,000,000.

Assistant Quartermaster’s Office, U. S. A.,

FLOUR\~

FLOUR!

New England Screw Steamship Co

annually,

POLLOCK,

QUINTALS COO,
“Aurora,”

Landing

YORK..

Which, as is well known, offers greater advantages
than any other Life Co. in this
country.
The rates of Premium are less than with most other companies, while the Dividends are
larger, and
the security greater than any other.
Dividends declared
and may be applied
to the payment of future premiums, or to
augment
the amount insured. Policies with this
company are
constantly increasing in value. AH needftd information oheerftilly furnished on application to

W. D.

1600
QUINTALS
500

passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Aug 5, 1865.
fob.18,1863 -dtf

one

smith,

1

-AND-

any

KiT* Freight taken os usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of

W itv the Great
and

I

In all diseases of these organs, whether
existing In
Male or FtmaJe, from whatever cause
originating,
and ho matter how long standing
It is p oasant in
taste andodor,immediatein action and mrre strengthening ti.au any of the preparations ofbark or »rou.
Thus butl'ermr from Broken Down or Delicate Constitutions, procure the remedy at m ce.
The reader mast be aware that however slight may
be the attack of the above diseases it Is certain to affect his bodily heal h, mental powers and Imp pi nets. I
AU the above diseases require tire aid of a diuretic.

Highly

oblong

the
He would call the attention ot the
fact of his long standing and woll-earned reputation
6.Ah
and
bis
»uoof
furnishing sumcioufc swuntoM

COMPOUND FLUID EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA.

...

Apples

lUNiKJiiN.) A Cl/RE

Helmbold’s

Great

w

ALL CARE*, whether

rawing
standing or recently contracted, entirely
the dreg* of disease from tlR system, and making |
perfect and PERMANENT CUKE.
afflicted to

EXT. BUCHU

EXTRACT

Helmbold’s

Copaibs

the: steamers

paid,

te

proienaloii.I*'

Hardly

Tarrants Compound Extract qf Cubeb* and

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!

Neiv England Fire Insuragce Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
$250,000*

All losses

FLUID

T !

tV

our
a perfect cure in the short space of three or
days, and aiwavs in less time than any other preparation. In the use ot

$350,000,

North American Fire Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
$400,000,

terms.
as

Use

1$ the

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River

HARTFORD, CONN.

Merchants9 Insurance

Catarrh

Eye, Ear,

THRO

I

and

W.

Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.

Cash

and well

under ihe

that pankular brand,
enOre time
l“v“ul^bta
be wei. weeranted^In Ot'aathe medfcal

Will radically exterminate from the
system Diseases
arising Irom habits of dissiputiou, at litt o expeuse.
little or no change in diet.no ineonveni nee or
exposure; complete y superseding those
unpleasant and
Uauge ous remedies, Copaiva and Mercury in all
those diseases.

MORRILL’S CORNER,

Manchester’s

al)

OF

HEMBOLD’S FLUID

eSlked,

YV

1‘our.who'are .'Ltierlug

Informer

The public are respectfully
hat this spaoious, convenient,
House, situated at

tached,

Augusta, Sept. 25,

Companies,

OF

Hembold’s Fluid Extractsuebu
In affections
peculiar to “Female.'’ is uoeuuallod by
pn^’‘!”ier preparation, as in Chlorosis or Retention,
iainfUlness or Suppression of Customary Kvacuaions UlceratedorSeh-rrousStateofthi Uterus; and
ail oouiplaiuts inoident
to the sex, whether arising
xroip pahits ofdissipation, imprudence ia, or the doc.ine or
change of life.

mown

The

No. 5 Temple Street,
airHEIiK be eau be oannuited privately, uod with
.tali
tiTTutmo.t conDdeeoe bribe

ex-

power,of Mature, whu-h .re ar000.0*0led by so many aiarminij symptom. „m„u,
wT.ioh
will be lound lodisposuiou t«. KxarUon, Lo-a 0f Mem
ory, Wakefblnosa, llorror ofDI.ea.ie, or Forebodin'',
of Erl I; In fact, Universal Lassitude Probation
and inability to enter into the eujov uients of
society
The Constitution once atfvoted with Oryanir b'eukrequires the aid ol medicine to strengthen and
invigorate the System, which Hem bo lug Extract Huchu invariably does. If o treatment la submitted
to,
Couaumptiou or Insanity ensues.

1 On and after
Monday next, trains will
WTIW leave Portland daily for Bath Augusta,
Waterville Kendall’s Mills and Fkowhogan, at 1(10
P M. and on Saturdays only for Ba th and
Augusta at
815P. M
The train from Portland atl P. M connects at Kendall’s Miiis with the fain for
Bangor

mediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted) as follows:
Leave Brunswick,
7.30 A. M.

Comparisons will

house,

—

Ftandish Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sohago,
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Browniiold, Frveburg.
Couway, Bartlett. Jackson Limlngton, Cornish Porter Freedom, Mad son and Eaton N. H
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limingtun Limington, Limerick, Newheld,

Tlie

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

and improved rose wash,

Be-opened with New Furniture ft Fixture*,

Leave Saco River for Portland at 645 and 9 20 A. ii.
and 3 45 P. M
Leave Portland for Saoo River at 7 43 a. m, and 1 50
and 6 a) e M.
The 1 60 P M. train out and the 5 45 a m train into
Portland Will bo freight trains, with 1passenger
cars
8
attached.
Hostages connect at Gornam for West Gorham,

Weakness arising from I mUscrctiou.
T^OR
X
haujUxi

routs KELT Known AS THU

YORK & CUMBERLAND R. R.

The necessary result is, it costs LESS to insure
in it than in any other.

Cash

BOXES Now’ Layer Raisins.

rt^A

OUU

and 3 00 p.

FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, April 3,1865—dtl

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Raisins.

New

m.

Train, with Passenger Car aty'PjPyAwwtFreight
will leave Brunswick for Portland and inter-

City Fire Insurance Company,

AAA FEET Hackmetack. Plank
tJ wV/il/UU and.Flat Timber for Sale by
C.
S.
CLAKK. Agent St. Frcuwis' Mills.
_
Oct. 17,1805.—dlmis
Smith’s Wharf.

P.

Because it is paying back to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.

wanted, via:
Phoenix Insttrtytce Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
$1,000,000

Mackmetack.

The public are respectfully lniormed that
It is the intention of the Proprietor tbrl
this House shall be kept a flrst-olass rcao
House.
The choicest Suppers served.
-ti
UE«J. W. MUBCH.

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST; PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R.

issue Policies on SiuiUtiugs, MercliaiMliae, and other good property against loss or
at rates as low as other FIRST
CLASS Companies, to the amount of $50,000 if

Apples.

THREE MILES FROM PORTLAND.

—

Boston for For Hand at 7 30 A.

HODSLt

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

HELMBOLD’S
Fluid Extract Buchu!

s

subscriber

Pftrtlar»J
Portland,

wonatoSfsh?e?r
R7AK * DAVIS,
tunelC-dtfMtGU'V:ll5tT’
No. 1C1 Commc rcial Street.
e

THE-

damage by PIKE,

hereby offers for sale 100 barrels
superior graft fruit, mostly Baldwins, now ready
for delivery at his house at West Frveburg.
ABRAHAM ANDREWS.
Oct 10—d2w&w2w

THE

t° atamily withAout VhiWren, at'SSfhSjJl°c^ed>
Apply to P. s”w!“"*ed “«I fifty dollars per

muE

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

mg
continues to

Notice
T°

as leave os follows
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 40 a. if. aud 250

isely” PORTLAND &KENNEBEC R. R.

undersigned having the Agancy of-thft
rpHE
A
well-known, sound and reliable

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial Street.
Oct. 18,18C5.—d2w

To Let.
over

W

o t

Established in 1S43.

Jl

GAPI SIC POND

Saecarappa

REASONS

Insurance

Muscovado
150 ™'ieS,lccsfI)S’ j Superior
Molasses.
76 Barrels,
)

The Fairy

lathe!

of the

A beautiful Steamboat starts from the wharf a few
roils from the Kveleth House, and makes a trip to
'he “Kineo House,” every dav, and once a week
through Hie Lake. Capt. Thomas Robinson commands the Steamboat, aud also “Keops the hotel”
lust as It sbould.be kept. Uood shooting and angling
octSdtF
all about.

1865, Prsssnger

3

imjfrovoments.

stopping place.

M.

Ot

Muscovado Molasses.

feller
I
fall
J_Jing
convenient

Parsonsfteld and Oseipee
At
lor Suuth Windham, Windham Rill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland April 6 1865—di f

WHY THOSE WHO

FOR

29—dtl

r?—7"

STEPHENSON,

--

For Sale.
Fot
01

Aug.

I

-FOR

_131 Commercial Street.

CHAMBERS
LARGE
Apply to

State Agent for

*.

load lumber at same place for Galveston, Pluladelphia and Uiehmon«L
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE.
No. 4 Central Wnarl.

on

Gray, Sept. 15, lSC5-cod&w3m °E0- DOLLY.

Wanted.
*...
i;

ulr'il1

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., for English and Irish Ports, at highest rates of freight.

um

stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well Mranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.00j foot, and for beauty ot location is unsurpassed in this ricinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at
Vonyren* &t,p
>
Portland, Me.
two

junolGtf

T

in
contains

■

aug5eodti

POLLOCK AND COD!

State and Danforth Sts.,
Now owned and occupied
by the subscriber.

one

McALriSE,

TWO

cor-

year.

Farm and Stock tor Sale.

given.

ner

Bold by all

Drsggistt.
198 & 200 Greenwich St N. Y.

intending to effect new insurance, or increase existing policies, will do well to examine the
merits of this Company. Information from official
sources for the past dr precedir g year
cheerfully

i-7 Tcf

as

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress- I Ifceal Estate for Sale,

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair.
They

/

•.

Oct. 12, liOT.
known

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
Vnr
enquire of his Attorneys, Messrs.
DeeloIs & Jackson, 58
Exchange Street.
J uly 6.—dtf

AND BEAUTY.

-,•!*

*nw

137 Commercial St.
fc. S. +-j,-

House.

FOR

Office,

Z.,

"j^^ifCHELL BROS. 3c CHAMPL5N,

To Let.
Chambers for business purposes,
wholesale or retail, in the new block, 147 Hkldle
Street. Far terms apply at
XQv 0
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
Aug. 4-dtf

1 uo

July26’65ood'y

a

near

ocll3dlw

Portland.

St*.

cdseaso^

a

_

Street,

CTEesgSSq On and after April
*•'rai

Tliihls a most excellsnljhouso for the trarThe holme hi well kept, ami eontain.
Those travellthe modem
for health or pleasure will find here a

*

Freight trains leave Portland and Baston daily.

important

TWITCH ELL BROS. Si. CIIAMPLIX,

CAPT. J. A. MITCHELL,
Or JOHN C. PROCTER,

Lime
Oct 4—d3w

sep29d3w*

family without children, small genteel tenBY
the central part of the city.
ement,
Address X. Y.
Press

Sdle

Five minutes walk from the Corner.
A very desirable Farm of 23 Acres
AXiW
»:'<!»£■ Jri, ol good land, well fenced and ivaterMBatlmDulir ed. etubra mg hay-field, orchard,
largo garden and pasturage. A good
two story nou.>« and out- buddings, with stable and
afl
in
barn;
good repair. To any gentleman wishing
a country residence, this property is particularly

Real Estate for Sale.
and LO r No. 87 Middle Street,
son

$10 00

HALL

premises.
County Treasurer’s Oflice, Portland, Me,
August 8—d&wtf
the

on

HOUSE
the Pay

HOMIEOPATIIIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Offlce and Oepot, No. 06J Broadway, New York
Dk noMpiiHErs is consulted
dally at bis olhee
y °r by lotter’ “ *boTe. »r all forms of

LIFE, GROWTH

property

-—-■-—-—- A

or single Box,
by Mall or Exarn>;
tree or
press, 'iw
charge on receiptof the price. Address,
HUMPHREY’S SPECIFIC

H. DAY, Agent, Portland.

well diwood, pasturage and tilforty-five tons of hay. Land and

july25 dtf fc

00
00
00
00

part of hu

H.

about Ninety acres,
taining
vided mto

for sale

private

a

<—^

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
Leave

Dividends of this Company are exactly what
they appear to be, being payable at the dose of
each year, in cash when the Premium is
paid ia cash,
and in cancellation of note# when notes are given.—
On the payment of each renewal: commencing with
the FIRST, a Dividend is paid, thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by an immediate
return. The advantages oi this system, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest payable in /our
or five years, or “on vote of the Directors/ are obvious.
No other Company has ever paid a Dividend ip this
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Lite

Aug. 2C—dly

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Foot of Moose Head Lake !

m

^

Box 1C93.

Merchandise.

The HOME FARM of the late
JOSHUA E. HALL, of Gorham,
Me*» near Grcat Falls Village, con-

iu excellent <jpnditioii.
buildings
A desirable
ana

^25

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.

Mahogany Case lo Vialg,
Single Vials, with directions,
HTThese Remedies by the Case

Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. A S. E. SPRING.

Valuable Farm for Sale.

CASES.

Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10
large Vials, in Murocco, and Book, G
large Vials, plain case, and Book,
6
16 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book,
3

lady and two children, in

a

Wanted.

Sept 13—d3m

SPECIFICS,

35
20
20

for

To Let.

or

AT

lage land; produces

25
25
25
Salt Rheuni Erysipelas Eruptions,
25
25
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains.
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
50
60
Piles, blind or bleeding,
50
Ophthalmy, uud sore or weak eyes,
Catarrh acute or chronic. Influenza, 60
50
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
50
Asth/ii'i, oppressed Breathing,
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,
60
Scrofula enlarged Cilands, Swellings, 60
General Debility Physical Weakness, 50
50
Dropsy, aud scanty becretions
Sea-Sicktitss. sickness from riding,
50
Kidney Disease, liravel,
50
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,
involuntary Discharges,
1 00
Sere Mouth, Canker,
60
Urinara Incontinence, wetting bed,
60
Painful Periods, even with Spasms, 50
Sufferings at Change of Life,
l 00
EPil*P*y> Spasms, hi. Vitus’ Dance, 1 00
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,
50

Wanted.
ART)
BOfamily.

Horses for Sale.
the Railroad Stable on Spring street, several
good Horses, suitable for work or family use.

HAVE

44

A

corner

D

HUMPHREYS’

25
25
25
25
25
25

sale,

Store to Let.

im

adults

SUIT ABLE person to take charge of a Factory
Boarding House in Saccarappa. Apply to the
Agent of Westbrook Manufacturing Company.
oclSJtf.

House occupied by the subscriber on the corof State aud Deering Sts.
Inquire at No. 65 Exchange St.
JAMES D. FESSENDEN.

A Bea.u-Knot—the nuptial tie.

or

7—-dtf

Oct

ner

Brick

Hot, fiery fellows are our soldiers—peppered
while in the service—and mustered out of it.

Diarrota of children

FIFTY

Street.

Store
Commercial and Franklin
THE
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jeffer-

just fit you.”

Dysentery, Uripiug. Billious Colic,
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
Neurulgui Toothache, Faceache,
Headaches, Sick-lieadacbe, Vertigo,
Dyspesia, Billious Stomach,
Suppressed or painful Periods,
Whites, too profuse Periods,
Croup. Cuagh, diflicult Breathing.

Wanted.
good Tailorcsocs, to whom constant employment and liberal pay will be given, at
No. 31 Exchange Si., 3d Story*

THE

A pedlar being asked by a spindle-shanked
wag if he had any t/.i overalls, replied: “No,
but I have a pair of candle-moulds that will

14

Oct 10—dtf

For Sale.
desirable dwelling house No. 4G Brackett St.,
adjoining the residence of JT. G. Tolford, Esq.
Lot 45 by 120. Enquire of
CHARLES PERRY,
Sept 26—dtf Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

A western editor published a
long leader
on hogs.
A rival
paper in the same village
upbraids him for obtratling his family matters
upon the public.

No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
25
*4
2
25
Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
44
3
or Toe»liing of infants, 25
Cri/in</-Coho
44
4*

WANT'

a

Sept 29—d3w*

When the wind blows, take care of your
nose, that it dont get froze, and wrap up your
toes in warm woolen hose.
The above, we
suppose, was written in prose, by some one
who knows the effects of cold snows.

Cts.

D

Address P. O.

ring?”

PROVED, from the most ample experiencc. an entire success;
biniple—Prompt—Efficient, and Reliable. They are tbo only Medicines
perfectly adap ed to popular use-780 simple tliat
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so harmless
as to be free from
danger, and so efficient as to be always reliable. They have raised the highest commendation from all, and will always render satisfaction.

tenement suitable for one or two
email families, Witt good water privileges.
Please address Tenement, Box 1603.

-<*£=** The t\vo-s»ory BRICK HOUSE and Lot, No.
k J jj'112 Cumberland Htreet, corner Quincy Lane.
IsUL Tor particulars inq uire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street.
Portland, Sept, 29—d3w

to

CLAIM!

jbne23tf

PORTLAND

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

“A

Wanted.

for

COMPAHT HAS HE PER LITIGATED

S. H.

oc6dtl'

Cumberland

Settled.

Tenement Wanted.

THE

On

Watervllle. June 23,1863.

Pleas.

Promptly
A

ONE

Stock of Gaocls for Sale, aBd Store to rent in
Payson Block, No. 37}lMi(ltPe St. Apply to P.
on
the premises, or at house No. 42 Middle St.,
S.W.,

"house

Endowment

Office No. 64 Middle Street, Boom No. 1.

thousand acres, more or less, of Wood Land;
it must be covered with a heavy growth of wood,
mostly hard, and so situated that vessels drawing
from eight to ten foot of water can approa/ n it. Proposals for the same nddres cd (o JOB A. TURNER,
Company, 56
Treasurer of the Bay State Brick loca
ion, prico
Washington Street. Boston, staling
will
attention.
receive
per acre, &c.,
prompt
ocl2dlm
Boston, Oct. 10,1S65.

For Sale and to Let.

its

CUMMINGS, M._D.,
432 Congress St.

Wanted to Purchase.

1

For Sale.

Me.

THIS

a select private fhmlly would be .desirable. Address “C. C. B.,” for one week, thtough
the Post Office.
Portland, Oct. 14.—dlw*

Commercial St.

121

feiture

ing House.
A situation in

LOT in

Portland,

H. T.

SITUATION, as Matron or Housekeeper (by a
Lady of experience), in a Hotel or private Board-

A

apply to
A. B. STEPHENSON,

Oct 3—isdtf

WALKLKY, President.

Policies Issued on Life, Ten Year NonForfeit u re, audTen Year Xon-For-

Wanted.

Exchange Street.

oel2dt£

for

liberal terms, if re turned clean and in

Oct 14—d3w*

For Sale.
desirable LOT, situated on tlic northerly side
Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable

THE

A

Seaweed is being utilized in England as an
insulator for submarine cables, and answering
admirably. While the ocean destroys nearly
natural offspring, is
its native element.

...

Evergreen Cemetery, on tlie main Avenue.
Said lot in composed of two lots 3n, one',
and ie very hanjsomeiy.laid out. Eor farther particulars, wMress Box 636 P: (5.
Oct 4—dim

Peterson, the comedian, lent a brother actor two shillings, and when he made a demand
fi»r the sum, the debtor, turning peevishly
from him said: “Hang itf I’ll pay you to-day
in some shape or other.” Peterson good-humoredly replied, “I shail be much obliged to
you, Tom, to let it be as like two shillings as
you can.”

in

CUMMINGS’S

exchanged on
go >d order to

For Sftlc.

of
thereon.
For particulars

Aperient

convenient

gress St.

O.

Those

Bottles, emptied,
which a good price in cash will be paid, or goods

to Let.

28

J.

Company.

Wanted<

One-half of a double two storv house, on Neal
nine finished rooms.
It ie
BHjjll Street, containing
i^cLplciisaut ly situated, and in good repair.
’Enquire of J. & B. JORDAN, Morton B ocx, C n-

Id the town

4
6
6
7
8
9
10
11

I,EITHER

offices, on second
Exchange Street, suitable foi
Insurance Companies. Apply to
A. K. SliURTLEFF,

floor,

Corporation

.11

......

Offices

CONN.

THE

Wanted,

Ladles or Gentlemen. Remember that
J VVM. GRACE A CO., offer better inducements
to returned Soldiers, and others, than any other
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engraves am L Books by jjuh :cription.
Addi'essat once; wfiffi stamp, WM. GRACE A CO.,
ifil Middle'S!.., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3m

JONAS H. PERLEY.

4

44

Agents

All iu Good Repair,
For further information inquire of
Mr. F, A.
On the Premises; or to tltc Subscriber at
Portland,

ne’er can pay
To taeui is justly due,
And to the nation's latest day
Our children’s children sttll shall say,
“They died for me and you !•'
Four hundred thousand of the brave
Made this our ransomed soil their grave,
For me aud you 1
Good iflend, for me and you!
[The Round Table.

HABTFOBD,

To COMMENCE MONDAY, June 20<A
'865
Trains leave Portland. Grand
station,
for Lewiston and Aubnrn, at 7 00 A.
Trunk
M.. and 1.20 P.M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 2U A. M and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7 30
A M ,and arrive in Pertland at2.13 P A1
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains fur Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and returning is due tn Portland at 1 r. M.
Slag, s connect with trail s at prinoipal Stations,
daily for most of the towns north and cast of this line
C. M. MOUSE, Supl.

a

4cres
l

/

Company,

Organized A. D. 1S50.

Oct 13—dlw*

Two-story

we

OF

containing between one
dollars.
The finder will be suitably rewarded by
A. M. DAY.
leavingit at this o.t cc.
a

TEN Acres or-which are covered wrrn WOOJt.
The BuifHngs are- a
PwsVing House,
with good Carriage House, Him anSavoW House,

aud you I

to Portland, in
the 10th in&t..
ami two hundred

on

ON THE BLANCHARD ROAD,
Oue Mile from Cumberland Center,

good, the pa. ient, and the tried,
Four hundred thousand men have died,
For mi and you!
Good friend, for me and you!

Life Insurance

cars on

FARM containing abtuii Seventy-Five

A coop Land, situate l

CHARTER OAK

Losses

the way from Boston
WHILE
the morning train ol
wallet

INJUMBERLBND!

A FARM

_Medical.

Medical.

GreenvlUe> Maine,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

-WITH THE-

Lost!

Middle St.

6 A E E!

for

In treason’s prison-bold
Their martyr spirits grew
To stature lite the saints of old
While, amid agonies untold,

HOMOEOPATHIC

octl3dlw

___123

Oct 17—dlw

To fail lor me aud you!
These noble men,—the nation's pride—
Four hundred thousand men have died,
For me and you 1
Go>d fnernl, for mo and you!

no

the Post Office
OH Fashioned
Seventeen
containing
Dollars and some
Currency. Any person having found the same will
be liberally rewarded by leaving it at this 0111 ae.
an

M

No. 45 in St.

pEW

volleyed
TVihf surging smoke,
Tlio bravest were the first to fall!

A debt

Lost!
afternoon, between
Vi kcry & Bowen’s Store,
ONandThursday
WALLET

For Sale.

Up many a fortress wall
boys ip blueThey charged—thoseand
ball

me

ef Mud, Uirl, Suow and Ice.
An interest in (lie Papers now being prepared for
can be secured by
assignment and
the Patent OtUco
Address,
mortg ge.
R. I,. PALMER,
No. llOt Federal Street,
oetlodti
Portland, Maine.

The SchoonerSPHENOID. (Hlv-eight
1/ tons burthen, well found, Sails, Ilisgmg,
Chains
anil Anchors nearly now.
//\ \
Eor terms, &c., etuiuire of
uW
-»*S8R
SAMPSON it OONANT,
Oct 17,1865—d3w*
Commercial \\ hart.

and.you!

starved for

Oleariiifc' the Wheel Track

McGILVERY, RYAN & DAA’IS,
101 Commercial Slreei.

octlTdlw

Hotels.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD. EYELETH HOUSE,

insure

AGFNTLEM\N,

THE Hull, Spars and Top Iron Work
500 S&nr, old measureof a Bark of about
men! wady to launch in three weeks,
'building at a lieigaboring port. Is calculated ior the West India Trade.

Good friend, for me and you!

Immediately,

with means at hand, to talco an
whi, h is now built
interest to a New Machine,
to
be
and ready
applied to Horse Cars and Locomotives for the’m ‘pose of

nctIlU1

For Soles

Four hundred thousand of the bravo
Have male the ransomed sol* tbeir grave,
For me and you!

They

n.Cv’of

A

tt»“**£d
£?!}}-„
true,
good—the

Railroads.

Insurance.

---*

j

w

Wanted

For Sale.
CONVENIENT Two-Story
Street, coiwrniant’tor two
Uie premises.

tbo

The

I.

--y,

Dead.

Nation'*

Lost and Found.
Wants,
j
Jr.»"

For Sale and to Let.

__Poetry-

!**•_

""r,‘

marSOdkwtf

Copartnership.

subscribers hare this

<fav
THE
parti.cr.hip under the (i™

[

MORSB

<•

WITtlERBLl
N. W Miiup
W. B. Wither.,
oct9d3w

Portland, Oct. 2,1868.
For Sale
/UR,

HandTtre

Two

’ iH*
'nt° *
Co*

,
L'

Cheap.

Mcond-hanil FIRE KW
H“* tarrl,*«a; aU

l^n^'AWdvt01
tttSSELL,

H°“

*'

EZRA
Clilel Fn.;._
Or A. P. Moroae, Chairman (Wdttoe
Fire
land
Dopanmcnt.

onp^U.
JiWal*U°m

